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CHAPTERR 1

GENERALGENERAL INTRODUCTION
Thee human immunodeftency viruses (HIV-l and HIV-2) have been recognized as the
infectiouss agent that causes acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) in
humans.. A wealth of data has been gathered over the last 15 years concerning these
retrovirusess and the virus-induced disease. Many molecular aspects of the replication
cyclee of these viruses have been described. In this thesis, I will present studies
designedd to test the role of particular structured RNA signals within the HIV-l
genome.. Retroviral RNA genomes encode regulatory elements that control several
stepss of replication, such as polyadenylation and reverse transcription. To introduce
thee thesis work, the first chapter provides a literature review of studies concerning the
organizationn of the viral genome and the mechanism of polyadenylation and reverse
transcription. .

RETROVIRUSES S
Retrovirusess are viruses with an RNA genome that replicate through a DNA
intermediatee by the action of the virally encoded reverse transcriptase '. The family of
Retroviridacc are divided into three taxonomie groups 2'3. The first group is formed by
thee Oncoviridae or RNA Tumor Viruses that were found both in birds and in
mammals.. Viruses that belong to this group include the avian sarcoma and leukosis
virusess (ASLV), the murine leukemia viruses (MLV), the murine mammary tumor
virusess (MMTV) and the human T-cell leukemia viruses (HTLV-I and -II). The
secondd group consists of the Spumaviridae or the foamy viruses, agents that cause
vacuolationn (foaming) of cells in culture. Foaming viruses have been isolated from a
numberr of mammalian species, including monkeys, cattle, cats and humans.
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Relativelyy little is known about spumaviruses, which apparently cause no disease. The
thirdd group is formed by the Lentiviridae that can cause severe neurological and
immunologicall disorders in mammalian hosts, such as AIDS. The induced
pathogenicityy is characterized by slow disease progression (lenti means slow). The
lentiviruss genus consists of the Visna/Maedi Virus. Caprine Arthritis-Encephalitis
Viruss (CAEV). Equine Infectious Anemia Virus (EIAV) and several
immunodeficiencyy viruses in cattle (BIV). cats (FIV), monkeys (SIV) and humans
(HIV-11 andHIV-2).

THEE HIV-1 PARTICLE AND PROTEINS

HIV-11 particles are spherical and arc approximately 110 nm in diameter (Fig. 1A) 4 .
Thee membrane of extracellular HIV particles contains approximately 72 knobs or
spikess that mediate attachment to host cells. These knobs show triangular symmetry,
andd are thought to contain three heterodimcrs of envelope glycoprotein. Each
heterodimerr is composed of a surface subunit (SU or gpl20) that interacts with the
transmembranee subunit (TM or gp41) through noncovalent bonds. The lipid
membranee surrounds a dense cone-shaped core that is formed by matrix (MA) and
capsidd (CA) proteins. The nucleocapsid (NC) protein is associated with the viral
genome. .
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Figuree 1. (A) Structure of the HIV-1 virion particle. The lipid membrane that envelopes the virus
particlee contains the env glycoprotein subunit SU-gpl20 and the transmembrane TM-gp41. The lipid
membranee is associated with gag-encoded matrix proteins (MA), and the capsid proteins (CA) that
formm the cone-shaped virion core. The gag-derived nucleocapsid protein is associated with the RNA
genomee (vRNA). present within this core structure. The pol-cncoded proteins integrase (IN), protease
(PR)) and reverse transcriptase (RT) are also present within the virion particle. (B) The HIV-1 DNA
genome.. The double-stranded DNA proviral genome of HIV-1 encodes for the basic set of retroviral
proteinss gag. pol and env and the additional proteins vif. vpr, vpu, tat. rev and nef. The coding region is
flankedd by Long Terminal Repeats (LTRs) that encode regulatory signals essential for viral replication.

Thee RNA genome of HIV-1 is approximately 10 kb in size and consists of two plusstrandd RNA molecules (vRNAs) that form a non-covalently associated dimer. The
genomee contains the gag, pol and env open reading frames that form the basic set of
proteinss for retroviruses. The pol gene encodes the viral enzymes reverse transcriptase
(RT).. integrase (IN) and protease (PR). The RT enzyme is packaged into the virus
particlee in order to transcribe the RNA genome into a double-stranded DNA molecule
uponn infection of cells. The DNA genome, also called provirus, is shown in Fig. IB.
Initiationn of reverse transcription is primed by a tRNAlys> molecule that is bound to
thee vRNA strand within the virion particle (not indicated in Fig. 1 A) ~"s. Packaging of
thiss tRNA primer is thought to be mediated by specific interactions with the RT
enzymee 9. The PR enzyme is responsible for cleavage of the gag and pol precursor
proteins.. The env gene encodes for the glycoproteins that are expressed on the surface
off the virus particle. The gag gene encodes the MA, CA and NC structural proteins.
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Inn comparison with other members of the Retroviridae, lentiviruses have larger
andd more complex genomes, encoding for several additional proteins. HIV-1 encodes
66 additional proteins; tat, rev, vif, vpr, vpu and nef10;1!, of which vif, vprand nef are
presentt in virion particles (not indicated in Fig. 1 A). The vif, vpr, vpu and nef gene
productss are accessory viral proteins that are not absolutely required for replication in
somee experimental systems, but these functions are thought to contribute to virus
infectivityy in vivo l2. The tat and rev proteins are essential for viral replication. The tat
proteinn is critical for high-level initiation and elongation of transcription l3"17. Tatmediatedd activation of transcription is dependent on specific binding to the TAR RNA
structuree on the nascent transcript

l8:19

. The TAR element will be described in more

detaill in a later section of this chapter. In addition to its role in regulating HIV-1
transcription,, the viral tat protein has been suggested to affect the expression of
cellularr genes of both infected and uninfected cells and to induce apoptosis and T cell
anergy.. The rev protein binds unspliced viral mRNAs via the rev responsive element
(RRE),, an RNA element that is located within the env gene. Rev mediates a shift from
multiplyy spliced transcripts (encoding tat, rev and nef in the early stage of infection)
too both singly spliced and unspliced transcripts (encoding viral structural proteins in
thee late stage of infection)20. Rev induces nuclear export of unspliced RNA via a
specificc RNA transport pathway 21_2\

THEE REPLICATION CYCLE OF HIV-1

Thee replication cycle of HIV-1 can be considered as a cascade of steps which are
regulatedd by both viral and cellular proteins. HIV-1 replicates in CD4-positive cells,
includingg monocytes, macrophages and T lymphocytes, and the first step in the viral
replicationn cycle is the binding of the gp 120 envelope protein to the cellular CD4
receptorr and a specific coreccptor26*27. HIV-1 uses a variety of chemokine
coreceptors,, but the main coreceptors are CXCR4 (for T-cell tropic strains) and CCR5
(forr macrophage-tropic strains)28'36. The interaction of the envelope protein with the
cellularr receptors induces conformational changes that mediate fusion of the lipid
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bilayerss of the cell and viral membrane 37~40. This allows the viral core to be
introducedd into the cytoplasm of the host cell.
Reversee transcription takes place within the core particle that includes not only
RTT and the diploid RNA genome, but also viral proteins such as NC 41. It would
appearr that this complex provides a particularly favorable environment for the
conversionn of RNA into DNA. The complicated reverse transcription reaction has
beenn studied in detail for several animal and human retroviruses 5:S:41'4 . Nevertheless,
severall aspects of the mechanism of reverse transcription remain currently unclear.
Forr example, it is not known whether cellular proteins are involved in reverse
transcriptionn and studies are going on to test which specific sequences within the
retrovirall RNA genome facilitate this reaction. It is obvious that the primer binding
sitee (PBS) for tRNAlys3 is involved in initiation of reverse transcription. Other studies
reportedd that RNA sequences/structures in the non-coding region of the retroviral
genomee do promote the process of initiation of reverse transcription in
HIV-11 43 and Rous sarcoma virus 44:45. In this thesis, we will test whether specific
signalss within the non-coding leader region affect the first strand transfer step of the
reversee transcription process.
Theree is still some uncertainty about the exact order of several steps of the
HIV-11 replication cycle, and multiple steps may occur simultaneously. For instance,
thee transport of the ribonucleoprotein complex into the nucleus appears to occur
beforee DNA synthesis is completed. The incompletely synthesized state of most HIV
DNAA in the cytoplasm and the linkage between cell division and the completion of
virall DNA raises the possibility that completion of DNA synthesis may be linked to
nuclearr entry 41. Integration of the proviral DNA requires the virally encoded IN
proteinn and the specific attachment (att) site at the ends of the viral DNA molecule
12:46-48 8

Thee integrated DNA subsequently serves as a template for the production of
RNA.. Transcription is executed by the cellular RNA polymerase II (RNA pol II)
enzymee and the transcription efficiency is dramatically enhanced by the viral tat
transactivatorr protein 'l:l6:49:50. Biogenesis of functional eukaryotic mRNAs requires
thee addition of a polyA tail at their 3' ends 51"55. Polyadenylation plays a role in many
aspectss of mRNA metabolism, such as stability, translatability and translocation from
thee nucleus to the cytoplasm 5f"59. The viral RNA genome of HIV-1 contains a
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polyadenylationn (polyA) signal at both the 5' and 3' end. The polyA signal at the 3'
terminuss should be used efficiently, but the polyA signal at the 5' end, which is in fact
aa perfect copy of the 3' signal, should be ignored by the polyadenylation machinery. A
majorr part of this thesis deals with the study of how polyA signal selection is
regulatedd in HIV-1.
Thee structural viral proteins and two full-length vRNA molecules assemble at
thee cell membrane to form virus particles. These particles are released from the cell by
budding,, followed by maturation through processing of the gag and gag-pol precursor
proteinss by the virus-encoded PR enzyme. This maturation step produces infectious
particless that can initiate a new replication cycle.

THEE POLYADENYLATION MECHANISM
Mostt eukaryotic mRNAs are posttranscriptionally processed at their 3' end by
cleavagee and polyadenylation (Fig. 2) 5,;53;6°-62. i n mammalian cells, a minimum of
threee sequence elements define a polyadenylation site; the almost invariant AAUAAA
hexamerr sequence, the actual cleavage site (CS) that is located about 15 nt
downstreamm of this hexamer motif, and a downstream stimulatory element (DSE),
usuallyy a run of Us or a poorly defined GU-rich sequence, which is located
downstreamm of the cleavage site. Together, these signals are referred to as a core
polyAA site. The site of cleavage is the actual polyA-addition site and is determined by
thee spacing between the hexamer and the DSE, with a preference for cleavage on the
3'' side of an A residue within the permissive region. Some mRNAs may have
additionall sequence elements that affect polyadenylation, e.g. upstream stimulatory
elementss (USEs) ^65.
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Figuree 2. Schematic representation of the steps involved in eukarvotic m R N A p o l y a d e n y l a t i o n .

Thee newly synthesized RNA strand (pre-mRNA) contains a cap structure (GpppG) at the 5' terminus
andd .V-terminal polyadenylation signals (downstream enhancer element [DSE]. the AAUAAA hexamer
andd the cleavage site [CS]). Some viruses, such as HIV-1 also contain an upstream stimulatory clement
(USE).. Sec the text for a detailed description of the polyadenylation process.
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Thee AAUAAA sequence is recognized by the cleavage and polyadenylation
specificityy factor (CPSF) 66"70. As defined by purification and immunoprecipitation,
CPSFF contains four subunits of 160, 100, 70 and 30 kDa. The DSE is recognized by
thee heterotrimeric cleavage stimulation factor (CstF) with subunits of 77, 64 and 50
kDa.. The individual binding of either CPSF or CstF to RNA yields a relatively
unstablee complex. Cooperative binding of both proteins results in a stable CPSF-CstFRNAA ternary complex, probably mediated by protein-protein interactions between the
largestt subunits of the proteins. Binding of two cleavage factors (CFI and CFII) and
polyAA polymerase (PAP) result in further stabilization of the polyA complex. Three
polypeptidess of 68, 59 and 25 kDa copurify with CFI activity, but their role as
genuinee CFI subunits has not yet been established. CFII is currently described as an
impuree chromatographic fraction. The PAP enzyme is required for endonucleolytic
cleavagee in most cases, but the late polyadenylation site of SV40 is cleaved in the
absencee of PAP, albeit less efficiently. This result argues that it is not the enzymatic
functionn of PAP that is required for cleavage. Presumably, the enzyme is necessary to
stabilizee the polyA complex. It is currently not known which polypeptide among the
manyy components of the processing complex cleaves the phosphodiester bond 52;6°"
63;71 1

Thee PAP protein is the actual enzyme that adds adenosine residues to the 3'
endd of the cleaved RNA. Under physiological conditions and in the absence of other
factors,, PAP has an extremely low activity 72. The rate of polyA addition is
significantlyy elevated when manganese is substituted for magnesium in the reaction,
whichh increases the affinity of the enzyme for the primer 7 \ The PAP enzyme has no
specificityy for the RNA substrate, but needs to be recruited to the processing complex
byy specific interaction with CPSF-160 74.
PolyAA addition in the presence of CPSF and PAP is slow and distributive.
Processivee and efficient polymerization is promoted by the polyA binding protein II
(PABII)) . Stimulation of polyA extension by PABII requires the presence of a
minimumm often adenosine residues at the 3' end of the RNA, which provides the
bindingg site for this protein. The simultaneous presence of CPSF and PABII yields the
highestt rate of polyadenylation (25 nt sec"1) and full-length polyA tails can be
generatedd in a single round of processive synthesis 76.
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REGULATEDD POLYADENYLATION IN HIV-1

Thee provirus. the DNA form of a retroviral genome that is integrated into the host
genome,, has identical 5' and 3' termini (Fig. IB). This sequence is termed the long
terminall repeat (LTR) and consists of the U3. R (repeat) and U5 elements (Fig. 3).
Transcriptionn is initiated at the U3/R junction in the 5" LTR (indicating as the * 1
position),, and proceeds over the complete viral genome into flanking sequences.
Subsequently,, polyadenylation occurs in the 3' LTR. The LTRs contain multiple
regulatoryy elements such as the polyadenylation signal.

3'LTR R

5'LTR R

ORFs s

provirall DNA
U33

AA IDIi^AA/V
U33

R U5

R U5

transcription n

pree - mRNA

-m-b—-m-b—OE OE ir-™^WW W
polyadenylation n

mRNA A

-m-b—EZML -m-b—EZML

-f}|AAAAA(A)n n

Figuree 3. Regulated polyadenylation in HIV-1. The proviral DNA genome contains 9 open reading
framess (ORFs) and is flanked by the Long Terminal Repeats (LTRs). Retroviral LTRs contain three
segments:: U3, R (repeat) and L'5. The 5" LTR acts as a promoter for the synthesis of viral RNA.
Transcriptionn is initiated at the U3/R junction (indicated as the +1 position), and proceeds over the
completee viral genome into flanking chromosomal sequences. Subsequently, polyadenylation occurs in
thee .V LTR. The USE (triangle) is situated within the U3, the AAUAAA hexamer (open box) and the
CSCS (black box) in R and the DSF. (hatched box) in L'5. The absence of USF. and the presence of the
majorr splice donor (diamond) at the 5" end makes that the 5' polyA site is inefficient. See the text for
furtherr details.
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Thee 3' end of the R region of all retroviruses is defined by the location of the
cleavagee site. For HIV-1, the AAUAAA hexamer is situated within the R region. The
latterr situation predicts that a polyadenylation signal is encountered by the transcriptionn machinery in both the 5' R and the 3' R. The duplication of this sequence at both
endss of the mRNA necessitates the presence of regulatory features that either inhibit
thee 5' polyadenylation signal or activate the 3' polyadenylation signal7?.
Activationn of polyadenylation in the 3' context is mediated by a signal situated
inn the U3 region. The U3 region is transcribed only as part of the 3' LTR and is
thereforee a likely candidate to stimulate 3' end formation. Indeed, mutations of
sequencess in this region severely reduce the efficiency of polyadenylation 7R"*'. This
upstreamm enhancer element (USE) is positioned 77 to 94 nt upstream of the
AAUAAAA hexamer, and has been reported to direct the binding of CPSF to the premRNAA \ Although it is now widely accepted that U3 sequences play a role in the
regulationn of HIV-1 polyA site selection, the absence of the U3 enhancer is by itself
nott sufficient to account for the inactivity of the 5' R signal83.
Severall studies have suggested that the short distance of the 5' R polyA site to
thee transcription start site also negatively affects polyadenylation

7g;fas4

, The HIV-1

polyAA signal is occluded when positioned 500 bp or less downstream of different
promoterss 8 \ The contribution of promoter proximity to the occlusion of the 5' polyA
sitee is still not entirely resolved and it was demonstrated that a short distance from the
capp site to the polyA site is not sufficient to prevent correct processing ™-H1:8-\
Furthermore,, it was shown that the major splice donor inhibits polyadenylation 86;*7.
Thiss signal is located downstream of the LTR, and is thus only present at the 5' site of
thee RNA genome (Fig. 3). In the most recent study it was shown that the promoterproximall polyA site is repressed by interaction of the Ul small nuclear
ribonucleoproteinn particle (snRNP) with the splice donor. One of the stem-loops of
thee Ul snRNP was demonstrated to be involved in occlusion of the 5' polyA site **.
Thee underlying mechanism has not yet been worked out, but it may involve
interactionss of this stem-loop with polyadenylation factors or the polyadenylation
signal.. Thus, it appears that a complex interplay of positive and negative elements are
involvedd in the regulation of HIV-1 polyadenylation. In this thesis we will
demonstratee that RNA secondary structure within the R region also contributes to this
regulation. .
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REVERSEE TRANSCRIPTION
Conversionn of the single-stranded retroviral genome into double-stranded DNA is a
multi-stepp process termed reverse transcription K9:9°. This reaction is catalyzed by the
RTT enzyme, which has different catalytic activities; RNA-dependent DNA
polymerization,, RNaseH-mediated degradation of the RNA template and DNAdependentt DNA polymerization. Similar to other DNA polymerases, RT needs a
primerr with a free 3'-OH group to initiate DNA synthesis. For HIV-1, this primer is
thee host-cell derived tRNAlys3 molecule that can anneal to the PBS (Fig. 4). RNAdepcndentt DNA synthesis proceeds up to the 5' end of the viral genome. During
cDNAA synthesis the RNA molecule of the RNA-DNA replicative intermediate is
subjectt to degradation by the RNaseH domain. The small DNA product formed, the
minus-strandd strong stop DNA (ss)DNA is subsequently relocated to the 3' terminus
byy a strand transfer event 91. This strand transfer is mediated through complementarity
betweenn the cDNA and the 3' R region, and cDNA synthesis resumes after strand
transfer.. A short purine-rich region near the 3' terminuss of the RNA genome,
designatedd the polypurine tract (ppt), resists RNaseH-mediated removal and acts as
primerr for plus-strand DNA synthesis. The newly synthesized minus-strand DNA is
usedd as a template for the generation of this plus-strand DNA. A second strand
transferr event, using complementarity between the two PBS regions, is subsequently
neededd to complete the reverse transcription process.
Reversee transcription of an RNA template is generally inefficient in vitro, but
occurss efficiently in detergent-disrupted virions or partially purified ribonuclcoprotein
complexess 92m. This raises the possibility that besides RT other viral or cellular
proteinss are involved in reverse transcription. The NC protein that is associated with
thee viral genome has been shown to play an important role in the reverse transcription
process.. NC promotes annealing of the tRNA primer to the RNA template and
stimulatess minus-strand DNA synthesis 9g " )4 . Furthermore, it has been demonstrated
thatt NC suppresses nonspecific self-priming events m 2 J 0 \ It has been suggested that
directt interactions occur between the NC and RT protein and the retroviral RNA,
whichh may be important for optimal strand transfer
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Figuree 4. Scheme of the reverse transcription mechanism. The RNA genome (vRNA) that is copied
intoo a double-stranded proviral DNA molecule contains a repeat (R) region at both ends (white box).
Thee 5' R region is flanked by the L'5 element (grey box) and the 3' R region is flanked by the U3
elementt (black box). The tRNAl>v' molecule (tilled circle with three-loop motif bound to the primer
bindingg site [PBS: filled circle] serves as the primer for initiation of reverse transcription. The
polypurinee tract (ppt) is represented by an open circle. See the text for a detailed description of the
reversee transcription process.
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Thee NC protein also enhances the processivity of DNA synthesis, presumably by
resolvingg stable structures in the template 10?. This hypothesis was tested in this thesis
byy use of templates with structure-specific mutations.
Inn this thesis we will also focus on the first strand transfer step of the minusstrandd ssDNA. Many details of the molecular mechanism of this strand transfer are
stilll not understood. It is generally assumed that basepairing between the ssDNA and
thee 3' R drives the strand transfer reaction. This view is supported by the observation
thatt most retroviral template switching occurs between regions with high levels of
sequencee homology ]m. We will demonstrate that specific sequences or structure
motifss within R play a role in strand transfer.

THEE R REGION AS STRUCTURED RNA

Thee involvement of the HIV-1 R region in the process of reverse transcription and
polyadenylationn is mentioned previously. The R region is part of the non-coding
regionn of thee retroviral genome that encodes multiple signals that are important for
virall replication. These signals arc the cis-acting sites of recognition by proteins and
RNAss and consist of specific nucleotide sequences and/or structures. There has been
ann intense effort to analyze the secondary structure of the non-coding regions of
retrovirall RNAs using a variety of methods (biochemical analysis, free-energy
minimization,, sequence comparison, mutant analysis). On the basis of phylogenetic
comparisonn and structure probing, it was determined that some conserved structure
elementss exist within the R region of HIV-1 and HIV-2, despite relatively large
differencess in nucleotide sequence. Already mentioned is the TAR hairpin of the RNA
genome.. TAR contains a highly conserved 3-nucleotidc pyrimidine-rich bulge and an
apicall 6-nucleotide loop (Fig. 5). Tat binds specifically to the bulge domain of TAR
mm

,, and mutation of the bulge or the flanking basepairs abolishes tat-mediated

transactivationn 'l0"1 '2. Although the TAR loop is not directly involved in the tat-TAR
interaction,, the integrity of this domain is important for transactivation

J

. Optimal

tat-mediatedd activation also requires the stem of the TAR RNA hairpin in human T
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cellss

. Thus, not only the nucleotide sequence, but also the structural context is

importantt for viral replication. It has been reported that the TAR hairpin can enhance
thee reverse transcription process " ' "\ It was hypothesized that strand transfer was
stimulatedd by structure-induced pausing of RT and enhances RNaseH-mcdiated
cleavagee of the template. In this thesis, we will test the role of this RNA secondary
structuree motif within the R region on reverse transcription.
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Figuree 5. RNA secondary structure model for the R region of a mature, polyadenylated HIV-1
transcript.. The 5" TAR and 5' polyA hairpins arc connected without a single nucleotide between the
twoo stems. Polyadenylation in the 3" R occurs 19 nt downstream the AAUAAA hexamer at the AU
cleavagee site. This process truncates the polyA hairpin and allows for extension of the 3' TAR hairpin.
Thiss rearrangement results in two stems separated by eight single-stranded nucleotides. The AAUAAA
hexamer.. marked by a black box. is present at both the 5' and 3' end of the genome. The CA cleavage
sitee and two GU-rich polyadenylation enhancer sequences, situated downstream the AAUAAA
hexamers.. arc marked bv shading.

Thee 3' part of the R region folds another stem-loop structure, termed polyA
hairpinn

'. The polyA hairpin structure encompasses the AAUAAA hexamer an<

ann AU cleavage site that is essential for polyadenylation. Although the sequence of
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thiss part of the viral genome varies significantly among different HIVs and SIVs, all
isolatess can fold a similar hairpin structure ' '7. Similar polyA hairpin structures could
alsoo be folded for spumaviruses ' '9. The loop and stem sizes are highly variable
amongg different viruses and therefore do not seem to be important parameters. No
particularr biological function has been described for this structure motif, but the
conservationn of this structure suggests that the polyA hairpin is essential for viral
replication.. The presence of the polyA signal in this hairpin structure may provide
additionall regulatory possibilities for polyadenylation. For instance, the stem-loop
structuree may either stimulate polyadenylation in the 3' R context or inhibit
polyadenylationn in the 5' R context. Several RNA structure mutants were tested in
thiss thesis to specify the role of this motif in polyadenylation.

AIMSS AND OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS
Thee 5'-untranslated leader region of an H1V-1 RNA genome encodes multiple
sequencee elements that are important for viral replication. For instance, the R region
containss the tat-responsive TAR hairpin that is involved in enhancement of the
transcriptionn process. The R region also contains a conserved polyA hairpin structure
thatt contains the polyadenylation signal. The repeat region is situated at both ends of
thee viral RNA genome. It is generally assumed that TAR is functional as a tat-binding
sitee in the 5' R region, whereas the polyA signal is functional only in the 3' context.
Thee latter hypothesis is reasonable, because synthesis of a full-length viral transcript
requiress bypassing of the polyadenylation signal in the 5' leader, but use of this site in
thee 3' R. However, as part of the 5' R leader region, the polyA hairpin structure may
performm a different function. Similarly, the TAR hairpin structure may have an
additionall function in the 3' context. For instance, the structures may confer protection
againstt cellular exonucleases. In that case, a hairpin-binding protein may also be
required,, because the presence of a hairpin near the 3' end of an RNA is not by itself
sufficientt for a longer lifetime of the RNA in vivo " .
Inn this study, we mutated the polyA hairpin of HIV-1 to test its role in viral
replication.. Viruses with stabilized of destabilized polyA hairpins demonstrated
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severee replication defects (chapter 2). Furthermore, we demonstrate that the
thermodynamicc stability of the poly A stem-loop structure has to stay within narrow
limitss for efficient replication. The presence of the AAUAAA hexamer within this
structuree suggested that this hairpin might be involved in the polyadenylation process.
InIn vivo and in vitro studies in this thesis are presented that demonstrate the role of this
polyAA hairpin structure in regulation of polyadenylation (chapter 3 and 4).
Thee polyA hairpin may also play a role in reverse transcription. It has been
suggestedd previously that this process is positively affected by the TAR hairpin
structuree

. PolyA and TAR mutants were tested in an in vitro reverse

transcriptionn assay. It is demonstrated that the wild-type 5' polyA hairpin marginally
inhibitss the reverse transcription process by inducing pausing of the RT enzyme
(chapterr 5). However, further stabilization of this hairpin resulted in a dramatic
inhibitionn of elongation of reverse transcription. The 5' TAR hairpin structure does
nott have a negative effect on the processivity of the RT enzyme. Instead, this element
iss demonstrated to be positively involved in the first strand transfer of the reverse
transcriptionn process (chapter 6).
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CHAPTERR 2
Journall of Virology. 1997. Vol. 71. No. 3. 2346-2356

AA CONSERVED HAIRPIN MOTIF IN THE R-U5
REGIONREGION OF THE HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY
VIRUSVIRUS TYPE-1 RNA GENOME IS ESSENTIAL
FORFOR REPLICATION
AtzeAtze T. Das. Bep Klaver. Biancu l.F. Klasens. Jeroen L.B. van Wamel and Ben Berkhout
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ABSTRACT T

Thee untranslated leader region of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) RNA
genomee contains multiple hairpin motifs. The repeat region of the leader, which is
reiteratedd at the 3' end of the RNA molecule, encodes the well-known TAR hairpin and
aa second hairpin structure with the polyadenylation signal AAUAAA in the singlestrandedd loop (the polyA hairpin). The fact that this polyA stem-loop structure and its
thermodynamicc stability are well conserved among HIV and simian immunodeficiency
viruss isolates, despite considerable divergence in sequence, suggests a biological
functionn for this RNA motif in viral replication. Consistent with this idea, we
demonstratee that mutations that alter the stability of the stem region or delete the upperpartt of the hairpin do severely inhibit replication of HIV-1. Whereas destabilizing
mutationss in cither the left- or right-hand side of the basepaired stem interfere with virus
replication,, the double mutant, which allows the formation of new basepairs, replicates
moree rapidly than the two individual virus mutants. Upon prolonged culturing of viruses
withh altered hairpin stability, revertant viruses were obtained with additional mutations
thatt restore the thermodynamic stability of the polyA hairpin. Transient transfection
experimentss demonstrated that transcription of the proviral genomes, translation of the
virall mRNAs and reverse transcription of the genomic RNAs are not affected by
mutationn of the 5' polyA hairpin. We show that the genomic RNA content of the virions
iss reduced by destabilization of this polyA hairpin, but not by stabilization or truncation
off this structure. These results suggest that the formation of the polyA hairpin structure
att the 5' end of the genomic RNA molecule is necessary for packaging of viral genomes
intoo virions and/or stability of the virion RNA.

INTRODUCTION N

Thee 5' untranslated leader region of human and simian immunodeficiency virus (HIV
andd SIV) RNA genomes encodes multiple sequence elements that are important for
virall replication. Elements have been identified that are critically involved in
transcriptionn (the trans-acling responsive [TAR] element), mRNA splicing,
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dimerization,, packaging and reverse transcription of the viral RNA (reviewed in " ).
Thee secondary structure of the leader region has been studied extensively, revealing that
severall of the functional elements form stem-loop structures (e.g., the TAR hairpin and
thee dimerization-initiation signal)

112;12213

°. We recently identified a novel hairpin

structuree in the repeat (R) region of the leader, just downstream of the TAR element
(Fig.. 6). This structure contains the polyadenylation signal (AAUAAA) in the singlestrandedd loop and was therefore termed the polyA hairpin. Both R region hairpins are
reiteratedd at the extreme 3' end of HIV-1 RNA (Fig. 6). Phylogenetic analysis among
differentt HIV and SIV isolates revealed that the polyA stem-loop structure is well
conservedd despite considerable divergence in nucleotide sequence
Theree is ample evidence for a critical role of the TAR hairpin in viral
replication.. The 5' TAR element is essential for tat-mediated activation of viral
transcriptionn (reviewed in

l31:132

). Furthermore, the 5' and/or 3' TAR elements may have

additionall roles in viral replication

l3

\ and a function in reverse transcription was

recentlyy proposed ' ' 5 . In contrast, little is known on the function of the 5' and 3' polyA
hairpinn motifs. An important sequence within the hairpin is the polyadenylation signal,
whichh functions exclusively at the 3' terminus of the RNA transcript (Fig. 6). Several
IjJ.Ofl l

modelss have been proposed to explain the differential polyadenylation site usage
83;85;8Ó;134-L3Ó^^ a n ( j

the

p r e s e n c e 0 f the polyadenylation signal in a hairpin structure may

providee additional regulatory possibilities. For instance, the stem-loop structure may
eitherr stimulate polyadenylation in the 3' R context or inhibit polyadenylation in the 5'
RR context. An obvious role for the TAR and polyA sequences of the R region is in the
processs of reverse transcription, where sequence identity between 5' and 3' R regions
facilitatess transfer of the minus-strand strong stop cDNA (reviewed in 91 ). Mutational
analysiss

13?

revealed an efficient strand transfer with truncated 3' R sequences which

couldd not fold the TAR and polyA hairpins. Although this result suggests that the 3'
TARR and polyA hairpins are not essential for the first strand transfer, such a role for the
5'' R structures cannot be excluded.
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Figuree 6. A tandem hairpin motif is present at both ends of HIV-1 genomic RNA. A schematic of
thee HIV-1 proviral DNA is shown with the LTR subdivided in the three domains (U3, R and L'5).
Flankingg the LTRs are signals for reverse transcription: the primer-binding site (PBS) and polypurine
tractt (ppt). Transcription of the proviral DNA produces an RNA molecule with terminal repeat
elementss (5' and 3' R) that contain the TAR and the polyA hairpin (for review see l21 ). Details of these
structuress are provided in the lower panel. Polyadenylation in 3' R occurs 19 nt downstream of the
AAUAAAA sequence (denoted by a grey box). This process truncates the polyA hairpin and allows for
extensionn of the 3' TAR hairpin with two basepairs. Nucleotide positions in the two repeats are
numberedd identically with respect to the transcriptional start site (• I) in the 5' R region.
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Inn this study, we mutated the polyA hairpin of HIV-1 to test its role in viral
replication.. Viruses with stabilized or destabilized polyA hairpins showed severe
replicationn defects. Analysis of revertant viruses, obtained upon prolonged culturing of
thee mutants, revealed that the thermodynamic stability of the polyA stem-loop structure
hass to stay within narrow limits for efficient HIV-1 replication. We demonstrate that
destabilizationn of the 5' polyA hairpin gives rise to a reduced genomic RNA content of
thee virions, suggesting that this structure is necessary for packaging and/or stability of
virionn RNA.

MATERIALSS AND METHODS
Cellss and viruses. SupTl T cells were grown in RPMI 1640 medium containing 10%
fetall calf serum (FCS) at 37°C and 5% C0 2 . SupTl cells were transfected with HIV-1
molecularr clones by means of electroporation. Briefly, 5 x 106 cells were washed in
RPMII 1640 with 20% FCS, mixed with 1 or 5 \ig DNA in 0.4-cm cuvettes, and
electroporatedd at 250 Volts and 960 uP, followed by resuspension of the cells in RPMI
16400 with 10% FCS. Cells were split 1 to 10 twice a week. For the selection of
revertantt viruses, cultures were maintained up to 200 days. When FHV-induced
cytopathicc effects were seen, high-level virus replication was maintained by passage of
thee cell-free culture supernatant onto uninfected SupTl cells. Initially, we used 10 uJ to
infectt 10 ml of SupTl cells, but we gradually used less culture supernatant per passage
(minimallyy 0.1 u.1). At each passage, cell and supernatant samples were isolated and
storedd at -70°C.
C333 A cervix carcinoma cells (ATCC HTB31)'3S were grown as a monolayer in
Dulbecco'ss modified Eagle's medium supplemented with 10% FCS and minimal
essentiall medium nonessential amino acids at 37°C and 5% CO:. C33A cells were
transfectedd by the calcium phosphate method. Cells were grown in 20 ml of culture
mediumm in a 75-cm2 flask to 60% confluency. Forty micrograms of DNA in 880 ul of
waterr was mixed with 1 ml of 50 mM HEPES pH 7.1, 250 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM
Na:HP04,, and 120 u.1 2 M CaCh, incubated at room temperature for 20 min, and added
too the culture medium. The culture medium was changed after 16 h.
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DNAA constructs. A derivative of the full-length molecular HIV-1 clone pLAI U9 was
usedd to produce wild-type and mutant viruses. In this vector, pLAI-R37, the 3' long
terminall repeat (LTR) was truncated at the Sad site l37. Because this results in deletion
off the HIV-1 polyadenylation site, sequences encompassing the chloramphenicol
acetytransferasee (cat) gene and a simian virus 40 (SV40) polyadenylation site were
placedd downstream of the truncated 3' LTR (Fig. 7). Nucleotide numbers refer to the
positionss on the genomic RNA transcript, with +1 being the capped G residue. For
mutationn of the polyA hairpin sequence, an XbaUClal fragment encompassing the
completee 5' LTR, untranslated leader, and 5' part of the gag gene (nucleotides [nt] -454
too +376) was cloned in pBluescriptll KS+ (Stratagene) as previously described (Bluc5'LTR))

. For the construction of mutants A, B, C and D, the polyA hairpin sequence

wass modified by oligonuclcotide-directed in vitro mutagenesis l41 using single-stranded
(minus-strand)) DNA and a Muta-Gene in vitro mutagenesis kit (Bio-Rad). Sequences of
plus-strandd mutagenic oligonucleotides used are as follows (A indicates a deletion;
mutatedd nucleotides are underlined):
A,, CTTGCCTTGAG A GCTT A AAGCAGTGTGTGCCC; B,
ACTAGGGAACCAGCTGCTTAACGCTCAATAAAGC: :
C,, GAGTGCTTCAACGATCGTGTGCCCGTCTG: and D,
CTAGGGAACCCGATCGTTAAGCCTCAAT.. For the construction of mutant CD,
thee Hind\\\-Cla\ fragment of mutant D (nt +77 to +376) was replaced by the
correspondingg sequences of mutant C. In mutant E, the upper part of the polyA hairpin
wass removed by deleting a 29-nt Bfr I fragment of mutant A (sites at position +63 and
+93,, the latter was introduced by the A mutation). All mutations were verified by
sequencee analysis. Mutated Xba\-Cla\ fragments were subsequently introduced into the
5'' LTR region of the pLAI-R37 molecular clone.

Provirall DNA analysis and cloning of revertant sequences in the HIV-1 proviral
clone.. HIV-1 infected cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 4 min and
washedd with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). DNA was solubilized by resuspending
thee cells in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 % Twecn 20, followed by
incubationn with 200 u,g proteinase K per ml at 56"C for 30 min and at 95°C for 10 min.
Provirall DNA sequences were PCR-amplified from total cellular DNA, using the 5' U3
regionn primer LA1-5'X (position -454 to -434) and the 3' gag primer ADGAG (position
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+•4422 to +463). PCR fragments were cloned into TA cloning vector pCRIl (Invitrogen).
Sequencee analysis was performed using the Taq DyeDeoxy Terminator cycle
sequencingg protocol (Applied Biosystems) and an Applied Biosystems 373 DNA
sequencer.. For the cloning of revertant sequences into the proviral clone, BspEl-Narl
fragmentss (nt -147 to+188; mutant A120-3) or BspEl-HindlU fragments (nt-147 to
+82;; mutants B57-2, B127-4 and B200-1) were used to replace corresponding
sequencess in the plasmid Blue-5'LTR. Revertant Xbal-Clal fragments of the resulting
plasmidss were then introduced into the 5' LTR region of pLAl-R37.
Isolationn and quantification of viral RNA. Three days after transfection of C33 A
cells,, the culture medium (20 ml) was centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 30 min to remove
cells.. The virus-containing supernatant was subsequently filtered through a 0.45-u.mpore-sizee filter (Schleicher and Schuell) and centrifuged through 10 ml 20% sucrose in
aa Beckmann SW28 rotor at 27.000 rpm and 4°C for 3 h. Virions were resuspended in
5000 \xl 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA. Viral RNA was isolated
byy incubation of viruses with 100 ng proteinase K per ml in the presence of 0.5%
sodiumm dodecyl sulfate (SDS) at 37°C for 30 min, followed by extraction with
phenol/chloroform/isoamylalcoholl (25:24:1) and precipitation in 0.3 M sodium acetate
pHH 5.2 and 70% ethanol at -20T. The RNA was pelleted by centrifugation (20 min at
16.0000 g), washed with 70% ethanol, and dried. Pellets were resuspended in 10 mM
Tris-HCll pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCI2, 1 mM dithiocrythritol and incubated
withh 10 U DNase I (RNase free, Boehringer Mannheim) per 100 u.1 at 3TC for 30 min
too remove any contaminating DNA. After extraction with phenol/chloroform/
isoamylalcoholl (25:24:1), the RNA was precipitated with 0.3 M sodium acetate and
70%% ethanol. The RNA was pelleted at 16.000 g for 20 min, washed with 70% ethanol
andd dried. Pellets were resuspended in water and stored at -20"C.
Virall RNA isolated from equal amounts of virions (normalized by reverse
transcriptasee [RT] activity) was spotted onto nitrocellulose membranes (BA-S 85,
Schleicherr and Schuell), using a slot blot manifold as previously described 14:. Viral
RNAA was hybridized with a HIV-1 gag-pol probe (Pvull fragment of pLAI, positions
+6911 to +2881), which had been 3:P-labeled by the random-primer labelling method
(Boehringerr Mannheim). Hybridization was performed in 6x SSC (lx SSC is 150 mM
NaCll plus 15 mM sodium citrate) 0.1% SDS, 2x Denhardt's solution and 50 u.g salmon
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testiss DNA per ml at 68°C for 16 h. Membranes were washed for 20 min at room
temperaturee in lx SSC, 0.1% SDS, followed by three washes of 20 min each in 0.2x
SSC,, 0.1 % SDS at 68°C. Hybridization signals were quantitated with a Phosphorlmager
(Molecularr Dynamics). To verify the absence of contaminating DNA, RNA was
incubatedd with 0.5 M NaOH at 55°C for 30 min prior to slot blotting. This resulted in a
completee loss of the hybridization signals, indicating that the observed hybridization
signalss corresponded exclusively to genomic RNA.

Westernn blot analysis. Cells were washed once with PBS, and virions were isolated by
uu Itracen tri fuga tion and then resuspended in reducing SDS sample buffer (50 mM TrisHC11 pH 7.0, 2% SDS, 10% B-mercaptoethanol, 5% glycerol). Proteins were resolved in
ann SDS-10% polyacrylamide gel, transferred to Immobilon-P (16 h, 60 V), and
subsequentlyy blocked with PBS containing 5% nonfat dry milk, 3% bovine serum
albumin,, and 0,05% Tween 20. Filters were subsequently incubated with serum of an
HIV-11 infected individual (patient H) for 1 h at room temperature, washed, incubated
withh goat anti-human immuno-globin G-alkaline phosphatase conjugate (Bio-Rad), and
developedd by using the 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolylphosphate/nitroblue tetrazolium
protocoll (Sigma).

CA-p244 enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and RT activity assay. CA-p24 levels
weree determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Abbott). RT assays were
performedd as previously described ]4\ Each reaction mixture contained 10 p.1 of virus
samplee and 50 ul of RT buffer (60 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 75 mM KC1, 5 mM MgCl2,
0.1%% Nonidet P-40, 1 mM EDTA, 4 mM dithiothrcitol) supplemented with 0.25 ug
poly(A)) and 8 ng oligo(dT)i* primer, and 0.1 ul [cc-^PJdTTP (3000 Ci/mmol,
10mCi/ml).. After 2 h at 37ÜC, 10 ul was spotted onto DE-81 paper (Whatman), which
wass washed three times in 5% Na2HP04, washed twice in ethanol, and air-dried. RT
activityy was measured in the linear range of the assay, and radioactive spots were
quantitatedd on a Molecular Dynamics Phosphorlmager.

Reversee transcription analysis upon infection of T cells. Virus stocks were prepared
byy transfection of C33A cells. Three days posttransfection, the culture medium (20 ml)
wass centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 30 min to remove cells. The virus-containing
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supernatantt was subsequently filtered through a 0.45-^im-pore-size filter (Schleicher
andd Schuell) and stored at -70°C Contaminating DNA present in this supernatant was
digestedd by incubation with 50 U DNase I (RNase free, Boehringer Mannheim) per ml
andd 10 mM MgCl2 at 37°C for 1 h. SupTl cells were incubated with equal amounts of
wild-typee and mutant viruses (normalized by RT levels) for 1 h to allow infection of the
cells.. Viruses were removed by extensive washing, and cells were either harvested or
culturedd for prolonged periods of time (0, 1, 2, 3 and 19 h). Infected cells were pelleted
byy centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 4 min and washed with PBS. DNA was solubilized by
resuspendingg the cells in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 % Tween 20,
followedd by incubation with 200 u.g proteinase K per ml at 56°C for 30 min and at 95ÜC
forr 10 min. Reverse transcription products were amplified by PCR, with a 5' primer
identicall to U5 sequences (5'Sau3A-B, positions +131 to +149) and a 3' primer
complementaryy to gag sequences (ADGAG, positions +442 to +463). This PCR
amplifiess reverse transcription products formed after the second strand-transfer. PCR
productss were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis and Southern blotted onto nylon
membranee (Zeta probe, Bio-Rad). To quantitate the PCR products, the filters were
hybridizedd with a 32P-tabeled HIV-1 probe (LAI positions -454 to +381) in 0.5 M
sodiumm phosphate pH 7.2, 7% SDS, 1 mM EDTA and 50 u.g salmon testis DNA per ml
att 65°C for 16 h. Membranes were washed in 40 mM sodium phoshate pH 7.2, 1% SDS
att 65°C, three times for 5 min and once for 15 min, and then washed for 5 min in the
samee buffer at room temperature. Hybridization signals were quantitated with a
Phosphorlmagcrr (Molecular Dynamics).

RESULTS S
Mutationn of the polyA hairpin. To study the role of the polyA hairpin in replication of
HIV-1,, we introduced mutations in this stem-loop structure. The polyA hairpin is part
off the R-U5 domain of the LTR and a copy of this sequence is present at both the 5' and
3'' ends of the HIV-1 proviral genome (Fig. 6). Usage of a full-length proviral clone for
thee production of polyA-hairpin-mutated viruses would necessitate mutation of both
LTRs;; otherwise, the mutant virus may revert to the wild-type sequence by
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recombination,, or by premature strand transfer during reverse transcription

l44

. To

circumventt this requirement, we used a derivative of the full-length proviral clone pLAl
inn which the 3' LTR is truncated (pLAI-R37; Fig. 7)

137

. In this vector, the polyA

hairpinn sequence is present only in the 5' LTR.
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Figuree 7. A mutant 5' polyA hairpin is inherited during replication. Mutated polyA hairpin sequences
weree introduced into the 5' R region of pl.AI-R37

, a derivative of the full-length proviral clone pLAI

'' . To prevent reversion (o the wild-type sequence, the 3' polyA hairpin sequences had been removed by
truncationn of the 3' R region (R [3' R of 37 nt]) l4J . Instead, sequences encompassing cat gene and an
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SV400 polyadenylation site were placed downstream of the truncated 3' LTR. Upon transfection of this
vectorr into cells (T or non-T cells), viruses containing genomic RN As with a mutant 5' R and a truncated
3'' R are produced. Upon subsequent infection of T cells, the viral RNA is reverse transcribed (the primerbindingg site [PBS] and polypurine tract [ppt] elements for reverse transcription are indicated), and proviral
genomess with complete 5' and 3' LTRs are produced

B7

. In this process, the mutations introduced in the 5'

polyAA hairpin (indicated by a stippled box) are copied into both the 5' and 3' LTRs of the progeny.

Ann SV40 polyadenylation site is placed downstream of the truncation point to allow
efficientt polyadenylation of the RNA transcript. Upon transfection of cells with this
vector,, virions with a truncated 3' R region in the RNA genome are produced. Upon
infectionn of cells by these virions, the RNA genome is reverse transcribed. As
previouslyy demonstrated

l37

, the truncated R-region of 37 nt allows efficient transfer of

minus-strandd strong stop DNA during reverse transcription. After one round of reverse
transcription,, the 5' R and U5-sequcnces of the RNA molecule are inherited by both the
3'' and 5' LTRs of the resulting complete proviral genome (Fig. 7). Thus, we introduced
mutationss in the 5' polyA hairpin sequence of pLAI-R37. Upon transfection of cells (T
orr non-T cells), virions that have the mutated polyA-hairpin at the 5' ends of their
genomicc RNA molecules are produced. Upon infection of T cells by these viruses, the
polyA-hairpinn mutations will be copied into both the 5' and 3' LTRs, and all progeny
virionss will have the altered polyA hairpin at both ends of their RNA genome.
Thee polyA hairpin of pLAI-R37 was mutated in different ways (Fig. 8). In
mutantt A, both one-nucleotide bulges are deleted and a G-U basepair is replaced by a
moree stable G-C basepair. As a result, the stability of the polyA hairpin increases (AGWt
== -15.3 kcal/mol; AGA = -25.7 kcal/mol). In mutant B, the polyA hairpin is destabilized
att two positions by substitution of four nucleotides (AGB = -6.7 kcal/mol). In mutants C
andd D destabilizing mutations are introduced in either the right- or left-hand side of the
stemm (AGc = AGD= -6.8 kcal/mol). The mutated segments of C and D were designed
suchh that recombination as in the double mutant CD restores basepairing in the lower
partt of the stem (AGCD = -17.0 kcal/mol). In mutant E, the upper part of the polyA
hairpinn is deleted, thereby removing the AAUAAA polyadenylation signal.
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Figuree 8. The polyA hairpin mutants. The HIV-1 polyA hairpin was mutated in different ways
(nucleotidee numbers refer to the position on the genomic RNA, with +1 being the capped G residue). In
mutantt A. the hairpin is stabilized by deletion (A) of two bulges and one nucleotide substitution (boxed).
Inn mutant B, the hairpin is destabilized by the introduction of four nucleotide substitutions. To minimize
sequence-specificc effects, the substitutions in mutants A and B were designed according to natural
variationn at these positions. For instance, the one-nucleotide substitution in mutant A and the mutations at
positionss +59. +68 and +69 in mutant B are found in HIV-1 isolate Antwerpen70 " 7;lh6 . in mutants C and
D,, destabilizing mutations are introduced in the right- and left-hand sides of the stem, respectively. The
mutatedd segments of C and D were combined in mutant CD. thus restoring the formation of basepairs in
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thee lower part of the stem. In mutant E, the upper part of the polyA hairpin is deleted, which results in the
removall of the AAUAAA polyadenylation site (in boldface). The free energies of the stem-loop structures
iss calculated using the Zuker algorithm

lft7

and are indicated in kilocalories per mole at the bottom. Wt,

(wild-type). .

Reducedd replication of HIV-1 viruses mutated in the polyA hairpin. To study the
replicationn potential of the mutant viruses, wild-type (pLAl-R37) and mutated (mutants
A-E;; Fig. 8) proviral genomes were transfected into SupTl cells. These cells express
thee CD4 receptor and are fully susceptible for virus replication. Virus production was
monitoredd by measuring CA-p24 levels in the culture medium. As shown in Fig. 9A,
replicationn of the destabilized mutant B and the deletion mutant E was significantly
delayedd compared to that of the wild-type virus, and no replication was observed for the
stabilizedd mutant A. Mutants C, D and CD were designed to distinguish between
structuree and sequence effects of the introduced mutations. As shown in Fig. 9B, both
destabilizedd mutants C and D replicated less efficient than the wild-type virus, but
replicationn was almost completely restored by combination of the mutated segments in
thee double mutant CD. These results demonstrate the importance of the polyA stemloopp structure in viral replication. Changes in nucleotide sequence motifs may also
contributee to the replication defect. For instance, mutant C replicates less efficient than
mutantt D, although the two hairpins are similarly destabilized (Fig. 8). Thus, the
sequencee mutated in mutant C may be important for replication. However, this
sequence-specificc defect is expected to be minor, given the relatively efficient
replicationn of double mutant CD.
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Figuree 9. Replication of wild-type and mutated HIV-1. SupTl cells were transfected with proviral
constructss encoding a wild-type or mutant polyA hairpin. Viruses were allowed to replicate for several
weeks,, and CA-p24 production was measured in the culture supernatant at several time points. (A)
Replicationn of the wild-type vims and of the mutants A, B and E. (R) Replication of the wild-type virus
andd mutants C, D and CD.

Reversionn of' polyA-hairpin mutants to wild-type stability. Mutant A did not show
anyy replication after transfection of 1 ug DNA (Fig. 9A). However, some virus
productionn was observed upon transfection of more DNA (e.g. 5 u,g [not shown]).
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Figuree 10. Increased replication of mutant viruses upon prolonged cult uring. Virus samples
obtainedd upon prolonged culturing of mutants A andd B were assayed for replication capacity by
infectionn of fresh SupTl cells. The day of sampling is indicated by the name: e.g.. A1X corresponds to
virusess harvested at day 18. Upon infection with equal amount of virus (normalized by CA-p24 levels),
virusess were allowed to replicate for several weeks, and CA-p24 production was measured in the
culturee supernatant at several time points. Wt, wild-type.

Mutantss A and B were cultured for up to 200 days, and virus and cell samples were
takenn at several time points. The replication capacity of the virus samples was assayed
byy infection of fresh SupTl cells (Fig. 10). Viruses isolated at 18 and 16 days
posttransfectionn (mutant A and B, respectively) showed improved replication kinetics
comparedd to the original mutants. Upon prolonged culturing. the replication capacity of
thesee mutants further increased.
Too determine the sequence of the polyA region of these phenotypic revertants.
totall cellular DNA was isolated from the infected cells sampled at different time points.
Thee complete 5' LTR-leader region of HIV-1 proviral DNA was PCR amplified and
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cloned,, followed by sequencing of multiple clones for each time point. For both mutant
AA and mutant B, second-site mutations appeared and became fixated in the polyA
hairpinn sequence of the progeny (Fig. 11). Additional nucleotide changes were
occasionallyy observed outside the polyA hairpin region, but these mutations were found
inn individual clones and may have resulted from PCR errors.
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Figuree 11. Additional mutations acquired in the polyA hairpin of revertant viruses. Mutants A andd B
weree cultured on SupTI cells for 200 days (see Fig. 10). Cellular proviral DNA was isolated at different
timee points and the 5' leader region was PCR amplified and cloned. The nucleotide sequence of this
regionn was determined for several clones. The +51/+II0 fragment encompassing the polyA hairpin is
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shown,, with the day at which proviral DNA was isolated and the number of the clone indicated on the
left.. Occasionally, mutations were observed outside the polyA hairpin region. However, these mutations
weree found in only one of the clones (probably resulting from PCR errors) or were not conserved upon
prolongedd culturing. An exception to this is a T-*G substitution at position -2 in the revertants of mutant
BB (this substitution had also been observed in a previous study

lhX

). As shown in Fig. 13B, this additional

mutationn did not improve viral replication (compare replication of B200-1 with that of B57-2). Wt, wildtype. .

AA mutant
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Figuree 12. Reversion pathways observed for poly A hairpin mutants. Additional mutations observed
inn the polyA hairpin upon prolonged culturing of mutants A andd B and the resulting AG values (in
kilocaloricss per mole) are indicated. Introduced mutations (boxed), deleted nucleotides (A), and acquired
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additionall mutations (circled) are indicated. Revertants are labeled according to the corresponding
sequencee in Fig. 11 {e.g., A18-2 refers to clone 2 of mutant A sampled at day 18). RNA structure
predictionss suggested an alternative basepairing scheme for the hairpin of mutant B, resulting in a more
stablee structure (AGH=-1 1.4 kcal/mol, instead of -6.7 kcal/mol). The stability of this rearranged structure
wass subsequently increased by additional mutations.

Ass shown in Fig. 12, the second-site mutations restore the stability of the polyA hairpin
too the wild-type level. Mutant A with a stabilized polyA stem (AGA= -25.7 kcal/mol)
acquiredd additional mutations that destabilize the hairpin (Fig. 12A). In fact, two
alternativee reversion pathways were observed, which differ by the position of a G-»A
substitutionn (compare structures A57-2 and A120-3, AG= -16.0 and -17.1 kcal/mol,
respectively).. Only the A120-3 structure was observed upon prolonged culturing,
indicatingg a replication advantage for this revertant. Mutant B with a destabilized polyA
stemm acquired additional mutations that stabilized this hairpin. Mutant B was designed
too open the central part of the stem (Fig. 8 and 12B; AGB = -6.7 kcal/mol), but RNA
structuree predictions suggest a basepair rearrangement resulting in a more stable
structuree (Fig. 12B; AGB= -11.4 kcal/mol). Apparently, this stem was further stabilized
byy a second-te A-»G mutation (B57-2; AG = -17.1 kcal/mol). At 57 and 127 days
posttransfection,, we observed an additional G^-A substitution in the lower part of the
stem,, which is in fact a first-site reversion (B127-4). The hairpin stability was only
marginallyy affected by this latter reversion (AG= -16.9 kcal/mol), and we did not
observee this revertant at 200 days posttransfection (Fig. 11B). Outgrowth of the B57-2
revertantt may have resulted from additional mutations elsewhere in the HIV-1 genome
thatt increased the replication potential of this virus on SupTl cells (see below).
Thee role of the acquired mutations in the phenotypic reversion of the polyA
mutantss was verified by introduction of the revertant sequences in the proviral vector.
Bothh mutant A and mutant B replicated more efficiently in the presence of the
additionall mutations, confirming that the restored hairpin stability increases the
replicationn potential of the viruses (Fig. 13). One should note that the cloned revertants
didd not replicate as efficient as the sampled viruses (compare clone A 120.3 in Fig. 13A
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withh virus A200 in Fig. 10A, and clone B200-1 in Fig. 13B with vims B200 in Fig.
10B).. This result suggests that mutations outside the cloned fragment can also improve
thee replication of HIV-1 LAI on SupTl cells.
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Figuree 13. Second-site mutations in the polyA hairpin restore the replication potential. Additional
mutationss observed in the polyA region of revertant viruses were cloned in the proviral vector pLAI-R37.
Revertantss are labeled according to the corresponding sequence in Fig. 11 (e.g., A120-3 refers to clone 3
off mutant A sampled at day 120). Clone A120-3 contains two additional mutations in the polyA hairpin of
mutantt A (Fig. 11A and I2A). Clones B57-2 and B127-4 contain, respectively, one and two additional
mutationss in the polyA hairpin of mutant B (Fig. I IB and I2B). Clone B200-1 is identical to clone B57-2,
exceptt that it contains an additional T-»G mutation at position -2 (i.e. upstream of the transcription start
site).. Revertant clones were transfected into SupTl cells, and equal amounts of viruses (normalized by
CA-p24)) obtained at 4 days posttransfection were used to infect fresh cells. Viruses were allowed to
replicatee for several weeks, and CA-p24 production was measured in the culture supernatant at several
timee points. Wt, wild-type. .
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Virall gene expression is not affected by mutation of the 5" polyA hairpin. The
replicationn and reversion experiments clearly demonstrate an important role for the
polyAA hairpin in the replication cycle of HIV-1. To identify the process in which the
hairpinn is involved, we analyzed the effects of the mutations on viral gene expression
andd virion production. We transiently transfected C33A cells (human cervix carcinoma
cellss not expressing CD4) with wild-type and mutant proviral vectors. Because these
provirusess have a truncated 3' R region (Fig. 7), this analysis will score exclusively the
effectt of a mutated 5* polyA hairpin. We measured the expression of viral proteins by
Westernn blot analysis of total cell extracts. As shown in Fig. 14, transfection with the
differentt constructs resulted in the production of similar levels of viral proteins. To
analyzee virus production, we measured RT activity and CA-p24 in the culture
supernatant,, and we calculated the RT-to-CA-p24 ratio.
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Figuree 14. Western blot analysis of transiently produced viral proteins and viruses. C33A cells were
transfectedd with wild-type (wt) and mutated proviral constructs. At three days post-transfection. total
cellularr extracts were prepared and equal parts analyzed (lanes I to 8). Virions were isolated by
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ultracentrifugationn and equal amounts (as determined by RT activity level) were analyzed (lanes 9 to 15).
Virall proteins were identified using serum of an HIV-1 infected individual. The positions of the HIV-1
gag-p555 precursor protein, the MA-CA p41 processing intermediate, and the mature CA-p24 protein are
indicatedd on the left. The positions of molecular mass marker proteins (in kilodaltons) is indicated on the
right.. Lanes 1 and 9, transfection of wild-type construct; lanes 2 to 7 and 10 to 15, transfection of poly A
hairpinn mutants; lane 8. mock transfected cells.

Thesee levels did not vary significantly for the different constructs (Fig. 15A). We next
isolatedd virions by ultracentrifugation. The RT and CA-p24 levels and the RT-to-CAp244 ratios of these viruses were measured and found to be similar (Fig. 15B).
Consistentt with this result. Western blot analysis of the virion samples revealed similar
CA-p244 levels (Fig. 14). These combined results demonstrate that the 5' polyA mutants
aree not affected in transcription, translation and virion assembly. Although we did not
directlyy measure the splicing efficiency of the precursor RNA, normal production of
gagg and pol proteins requires the production of normal levels of tat and rev protein
whichh are translated from spliced mRNAs. Thus, it seems unlikely that splicing of the
primaryy RNA transcript is affected by the 5' polyA hairpin mutations.
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Figuree 15. Analysis of wild-type and mutant virions. C33A cells were transfected with wild-typo (wt)
andd mutated proviral constructs and cultured for three days. (A) RT activities and CA-p24 levels were
measuredd in the culture supernatant. The observed small differences reflect experimental variation in the
transfectionn assay. The RT'CA ratio for the wild-type virus was set at 1. (B) Virions were isolated by
ultracentrifugaiion.. and the RT-activity and CA-p24 levels of the pelleted virions were determined.
Observedd differences in these levels reflect experimental variation in the transfection assay and in virus
recovery.. The RT'CA ratio for the wild-type virus was set at I. (C) The relative genomic RNA content of
thee pelleted virions was determined by slot blot analysis. RNA was isolated from equal amounts of
pelletedd virions (as determined by RT activity levels), and contaminating DNA was degraded by
incubationn with DNase I. Viral RNA was slot blotted and hybridized with a 32P-labeled gag-pol probe.
Hybridizationn signals were quantitated with a Phosphorlmager and compared to the wild-type level (set at
100%).. To verify the absence of contaminating DNA. RNA was incubated with 0.5 VI NaOH at 55"C for
300 min prior to slot blotting. This resulted in a complete loss of the hybridization signals, indicating that
thee observed hybridization signals corresponded exclusively to genomic RNA.
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Virall RNA content of mutants with a destabilized 5* polyA hairpin is reduced. To
measuree the RNA content of the wild-type and polyA-mutated viruses, virions were
purifiedd by ultracentrifugation and RNA was isolated by phenol/chloroform extraction.
Thee genomic RNA content was determined by slot blot analysis with a probe
complementaryy to gag-pol sequences in unspliced HIV-1 RNAs. As shown in Fig. 15C,
thee viral RNA content of mutants B, C and D was found to be reduced to 40-60% of the
wild-typee level. These mutants all have a destabilized 5' polyA hairpin. The virions of
thee stabilized mutant A and the deletion mutant E contained wild-type levels of
genomicc RNA, whereas the double mutant CD, which has a normal hairpin stability,
showedd an increased virion RNA content. Thus, the viral RNA content was reduced by
dcstabilizationn of the 5' polyA hairpin, whereas it was not affected by stabilization or
deletionn of this structure. Surprisingly, the nucleotide changes introduced in the lower
partt of the stem in double mutant CD increased the viral RNA content.
PolyAA hairpin mutations do not affect reverse transcription of the genomic RNA.
Mutationn of the polyA hairpin may affect reverse transcription in different ways. First,
bindingg of the tRNALy<l3 primer onto the genomic RNA may be affected. Although the
primerr binding site (PBS) is located downstream of the polyA region (Fig. 7), additional
interactionss between the tRNA primer and the viral RNA have been proposed
45;i25;i45:i466 ^

m u t a t j o n 0f

the polyA hairpin may thus affect the reverse transcription

efficiency.. Second, stabilization of the polyA hairpin in the RNA template, as in mutant
A,, may block the elongating RT enzyme and result in premature termination of reverse
transcriptionn

,47

. Third, since the polyA hairpin is part of the R region, the 5' R

mutationss may affect the efficiency of first strand transfer during reverse transcription.
Wee analyzed the effect of the 5' polyA hairpin mutations on reverse
transcriptionn upon infection of T cells. SupTl cells were incubated for 1 h with equal
amountss of wild-type and mutant viruses (normalized by RT levels). Viruses were
removedd by extensive washing, and cells were either harvested or cultured for
prolongedd periods of time (up to 19 h). Total DNA preparations of the cells isolated at
thee different time points (1 to 20 h postinfection) were analyzed by PCR with a primer
combinationn that detected reverse transcription products after the second strand-transfer.
Suchh cDNAs were first detected 2 h after infection by the wild-type virus and increased
inn abundance over time (Fig. 16). Similar levels of cDNA synthesis were measured for
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mutantss A and Li. In contrast, reduced reverse transcription was measured for mutants
B,, C and D. and an increased level was measured for mutant CD.
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Figuree 16. Reverse transcription analysis of wild-type and mutant viruses. (A) SupTl cells were
incubatedd for I h with equal amounts of C33A-produced wild-type (wt) and mutant viruses (normalized
byy RT levels [Fig. 15]). Viruses were removed by extensive washing and cells were either harvested (1 h)
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orr cultured for prolonged periods of time (2, 3,4 and 20 h). Total DNA preparations of the cells isolated
att the different time points were analyzed by PCR, with a 5' primer identical to U5 sequences (positions
++ 131 to +149) and a 3' primer complementary to gag sequences (positions+442 to +463). This PCR
amplifiess reverse transcription products formed after the second strand-transfer. PCR products were
analyzedd by Southern blotting and visualized with a 32P-labeled HIV-1 probe. (B) Hybridization signals
weree quantitated with a Phosphorlmager.

AA similar pattern was observed with other sets of PCR-primers, amplifying either
minus-strandd strong stop DNA or cDNA formed after the first strand transfer {not
shown).. Most important, the levels of reverse transcription of the polyA mutants (Fig.
16B)) were consistent with the genomic RNA content of the mutant virions (Fig. 15C).
Thesee combined results suggest that initiation and elongation of reverse transcription
aree not significantly affected by the 5' polyA hairpin mutations.

DISCUSSION N
Theree is now substantial evidence that the R region of HIV-1 RNA molecules contains
twoo critical hairpin structures. Previous studies demonstrated the importance of the
TARR stem-loop structure in viral replication 1,5:,33;,48;149 Tn this study, we focused on
thee adjacent structure, the polyA hairpin {Fig. 6), which is conserved in a wide variety
off FflV and SIV isolates " 7 . Mutation of the stem nucleotides significantly decreased
HIV-11 replication. Several observations indicated that RNA-structure effects rather than
sequencee effects are responsible for these replication defects. First, the double mutant
CD,, which combines the mutations of C and D and restores basepairing, replicated
moree rapidly than the two individual virus mutants and almost as efficient as the wildtypee virus. Second, upon prolonged culturing of the mutants A and B, revertant viruses
weree obtained with additional mutations in the polyA hairpin region. The
thermodynamicc stability of the polyA hairpin in these second-site revertants approached
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thee wild-type situation, whereas their nucleotide sequence did not resemble that of the
wild-typee virus. Nevertheless, some of the mutations may have affected important
sequencee elements. For instance, mutants C and D have the same hairpin stability but
replicatedd with different kinetics. The more severe replication defect of mutant C may
resultt from mutation of the GU-rich element downstream of the AAUAAA sequence,
whichh was previously shown to be important for HIV-1 polyadenylation 15°. Truncation
off this GU motif may also explain why mutant CD replicates less efficient than wildtypee virus.
Transientt transfections were performed to study the role of the 5' polyA hairpin
inn the untranslated leader of HIV-1 transcripts. Mutation of this hairpin did not affect
expressionn of the HIV-1 genes and virion production, indicating that the 5' hairpin is not
involvedd in transcription of the proviral genome, processing of the primary transcript, or
translationn of the mRNAs. Virions of mutant A with a stabilized polyA hairpin
containedd normal levels of genomic RNA, whereas the viral RNA content was reduced
forr the destabilized mutants B, C and D. This result suggests that formation of a stable
hairpinn structure at the 5' R position in the genomic RNA molecule is necessary for
packagingg of the viral genomes into the virions. Alternatively, this hairpin is necessary
forr stability of the packaged viral RNA. Vicenzi et al. '51 showed that deletion of 29 nt
att the 5' end of U5, comprising 7 nt at the 3' end of the polyA hairpin, resulted in a 10foldd decrease in RNA packaging. The packaging defect of this U5 deletion mutant may
havee resulted from destabilization of the polyA hairpin, which would be in agreement
withh our observations. Interestingly, the virions of mutant E, in which the upper part of
thee hairpin is deleted, contain normal levels of genomic RNA. Because the truncated E
sequencee can still form a short but regular stem-loop structure (Fig. 8), this result may
indicatee that the presence of single-stranded RNA negatively influences RNA
packagingg and/or stability. Surprisingly, the nucleotide changes introduced in the lower
partt of the stem in double mutant CD resulted in an increased viral RNA content. The
reasonn for this phenomenon is unclear.
Severall cw-acting RNA elements have been suggested to contribute to
packagingg of HIV-1 genomic RNA. Packaging signals have been identified in the
leaderr region, either upstream

l2R:l5 154

'-

or

downstream 12R;155-157 of the major splice-

donorr (SD) site. Furthermore, sequences within the gag open reading frame 158"160 may
affectt the viral RNA packaging efficiency. It may be remarkable that several of the e
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sequencess involved in packaging can be folded in stable stem-loop structures: the polyA
hairpinn (this study), the DIS hairpin 12S:152 and the stem-loop structure directly
downstreamm of the SD site 128. This observation seems to hold for other retroviruses.
Aviann spleen necrosis virus contains a double hairpin in the 5' leader region, which is
conservedd in several type C retroviruses ,fil and involved in RNA packaging

. It

shouldd also be noted that several HIV-1 motifs involved in packaging have been
implicatedd in the process of dimerization

,26;128;152

, a finding consistent with the idea

m AM

thatt these processes are linked ' , In fact, if dimerization is a prerequisite for
packaging,, it would be interesting to test the dimerization properties of all packaging
mutants,, including the polyA variants tested in this study.
Alll polyA hairpin-mutated viruses showed a reduced replication capacity,
thoughh the extent of the defect varied. A significant difference between these replication
studiess and the transient transfection experiments is the status of the 3' R region.
Virusess produced by the transiently transfected cells will have the mutant polyA motif
exclusivelyy in the 5' R region, whereas the replicating will inherit the mutant sequence
inn both the 5' and 3' R elements (Fig. 7). Because the replication defect of mutants B, C
andd D correlates with a reduced genomic RNA content of the 5' R-mutated virions, it
seemss likely that the mutated 5' polyA hairpin reduced the replication capacity of these
viruses.. However, this does not exclude the possibility that the mutated 3' polyA
hairpinn also contributed to the observed replication defect. Destabilization of the 3'
polyAA hairpin may further reduce virion RNA packaging or stability, or it may affect
anotherr process in the viral replication cycle. As mentioned above, polyadenylation of
thee C mutant may be affected since we mutated a GU-rich polyadenylation signal
downstreamm of the AAUAAA sequence 15°.
Replicationn of the other polyA hairpin mutants was also affected, either mildly
(mutantt CD) or dramatically (mutant A and E). However, transient transfection
experimentss with the 5' R-mutated constructs did not reveal any defect for mutants A
andd E, whereas an unexpected increase in viral RNA content was observed for mutant
CD.. Thus, the replication defect of these viruses may have resulted from the presence of
aa mutant 3' polyA hairpin. For mutant E, it is expected that 3' R polyadenylation is
abolishedd because the polyadenylation signal AAUAAA is deleted. Although this
mutantt can use the SV40 polyadenylation site in the first round of replication (Fig. 7), it
willl not inherit this polyadenylation signal. It is possible that a cellular polyadenylation
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signal,, located downstream of the integration site, is used instead 165. It will be
interestingg to continue this virus culture to select for variants with improved fitness,
e.g.,, by acquisition of a cellular polyadenylation site through a recombination event165.
Althoughh a polyadenylation defect is obvious for mutant E, we do not currently know
whetherr the stabilized mutant A is also defective in polyadenylation. Future studies with
appropriatee reporter gene constructs will be performed to test the effect of the different
polyAA hairpin mutations on the polyadenylation efficiency.
Itt has recently been suggested that destabilization of the TAR hairpin reduces
thee reverse transcription efficiency ' '5. In our study, destabilization of the 5' polyA
hairpinn also resulted in reduced reverse transcription, but wc demonstrate that this
defectt is primarily the result of a reduction in the genomic RNA content of thee mutant
virions.. Similarly, increased reverse transcription observed for double mutant CD
correlatess with an increased virion RNA content. Thus, mutation of the 5' polyA hairpin
doess not significantly affect the reverse transcription efficiency, suggesting that this
hairpinn is not involved in binding of the tRNAlys3 primer to the viral RNA or subsequent
stepss of reverse transcription (cDNA synthesis or strand transfer). However, it should
bee noted that the virions that we used for the infection experiments lack a polyA hairpin
inn the 3' R regions of their genomic RNAs. Although speculative, it remains possible
thatt the 5' and/or 3' polyA hairpins play a role in reverse transcription. Further
experimentss with the 3' R-mutated viruses are required to test this possibility.
Inn this study, we show that the polyA hairpin is involved in packaging and/or
stabilityy of the retroviral genome. How this secondary structure mediates this function
andd what proteins are involved remains to be investigated. It is possible that the hairpin
formss a binding site for nucleocapsid or its precursor gag proteins, and it will be
interestingg to test binding of these proteins to the wild-type and mutant polyA hairpins.
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ABSTRACT T

Thee presence of a polyadenylation signal in the repeat (R) region of the HIV-1
genome,, which is located at both the 5' and 3' ends of the viral transcripts, requires
differentiall regulation of polyadenylation. The HIV-1 polyA site can fold in a stable
stem-loopp structure that is well conserved among different human and simian
immunodeficiencyy viruses. In this study, we tested the effect of this hairpin on
polyadenylationn by introducing mutations that either stabilize or destabilize the RNA
structure.. The HIV-1 sequences were inserted into the pSV?CAT plasmid upstream of
thee SV40 early polyA site. These constructs were transfected into COS cells and
transcriptss were analyzed for the usage of the HIV-1 versus S V40 polyA site. The
wild-typee HIV-1 polyA site was used efficiently in this context and dcstabilization of
thee polyA hairpin did not affect the polyadenylation efficiency. In contrast, further
stabilizationn of the hairpin severely inhibited HIV-1 polyadenylation. Additional
mutationss that repair the thermodynamic stability of this mutant hairpin restored the
polyadenylationn activity. These results indicate that the mechanism of
polyadenylationn can be repressed by stable RNA structure encompassing the polyA
signal.. Experiments performed at reduced temperatures also suggest an inverse
correlationn between the stability of the RNA structure and the efficiency of
polyadenylation. .

INTRODUCTION N

Thee 3' end of almost all eukaryotic RNA polymerase II transcripts is processed to
producee mature polyadenylated mRNA molecules. The polyadenylation reaction
involvess the site-specific endonucleolytic cleavage at the 3' end of the precursor
transcript,, followed by the addition of -250 adenosine ribonucleotides 51:53:6°-62i The
importantt polyadenylation signal is the AAUAAA sequence, which is located -10-30
nucleotidess (nt) upstream of the site of polyA addition in most mRNAs. Upstream and
downstreamm U- and GU-rich enhancer elements have been described, but these
elementss lack a conserved sequence motif63"65. The AAUAAA hexamer and the
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downstreamm enhancer elements compose the core polyA site, which appears to be
sufficient,, at least in some cases, to direct polyadcnylation in vivo.
Thee cellular factors that implement the first step of the polyadenylation
reactionn are the cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF) and the
cleavagee stimulation factor (CstF), which recognize the AAUAAA hexamer and the
GU-richh downstream sequence element, respectively 66"70. Two additional factors (CFI
andd CFII) are required for cleavage, although their exact roles have not yet been
established.. PolyA polymerase (PAP), the enzyme that generates the polyA tail, is
usuallyy also needed for the cleavage step. The polyA addition step depends on CPSF,
PAPP and the polyA binding protein PABII. Cooperative binding of these factors to the
precursorr mRNA is required for efficient polyadenylation

51:66

.

Polyadenylationn is a constitutive process for most cellular transcripts 5: , but
regulatedd polyadenylation has been described for some genes. The immunoglobin
{IgM)) heavy chain gene encodes for both a membrane-associated and secreted form of
thiss protein ,69;l70. The mRNA precursor contains two polyadenylation sites, and the
choicee of the polyadenylation site determines the type of IgM molecule produced. The
relativee usage of these polyadenylation signals, and thus the ratio of the two mRNAs
produced,, is regulated during B-cell maturation. The production of the membraneboundd form is favored in pre-B and B cells, whereas the production of the secreted
formm is favored in mature plasma cells.
Regulatedd polyadenylation is essential for HIV-1 and other retroviruses that
havee the polyA signal encoded within the R region, because this sequence is present at
bothh the 5' and 3' ends of all viral transcripts. It is obvious that the 5' polyA site must
bee occluded, whereas the 3' polyA site is used efficiently. Numerous mechanisms
havee been proposed to explain regulated polyadenylation for these retroviruses, (i)
Thee promoter proximity model. There may be a minimum distance that the RNA
polymerasee II complex must transcribe to reach a conformation and/or composition
thatt is competent to recognize the polyA signalK3;135. According to this model, the
HIV-11 core polyA signals are sufficient for efficient polyadenylation, but are inhibited
whenn positioned too close to the mRNA start site, (ii) The upstream activator model.
Thee core HIV-1 polyA signals are postulated to be inefficient, but enhanced by
sequencess within the U3 region that are present exclusively upstream of the 3' polyA
sitee 78;R0S2;85136 (ijj)The splice donor inhibition model. The major HIV-1 splice donor
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site,, which is located downstream of the 5' polyA site only, has been suggested to
interferee with efficient polyadenylation

".

Thee HIV-1 repeat (R) region adopts an RNA structure consisting of two stable
hairpins.. The upstream hairpin structure is termed TAR, and is essential for virus
replicationn as it forms the binding site for the viral tat transcriptional activator protein
112

.. The downstream structure is called the polyA hairpin

117:123:l71
>

y n i s hairpin

structuree is conserved in a variety of human and simian immunodeficiency viruses " 7 ,
andd contains several polyA signals; the AAUAAA hexamer, the CA cleavage site and
partt of the GU-rich downstream enhancer element. HIV-1 mutants with either a
stabilizedd or destabilized hairpin structure demonstrate a severe replication defect
suggestingg a critical role for this RNA structure in viral gene expression. In this study,
wee tested the effect of the RNA hairpin on the polyadenylation efficiency. The HIV-1
polyAA signal was used efficiently for the wild-type and the destabilized mutants. In
contrast,, stabilization of the stem-loop structure strongly inhibited polyadenylation,
indicatingg that RNA secondary structure may provide a manner to regulate the
accessibilityy of polyA signals.

MATERIALSS AND METHODS
Plasmidd constructs. HIV-1 sequences used in this study were derived from the
infectiouss molecular clone pLAI m . The polyA hairpin mutations were introduced in
thee Blue-5'LTR subclone as described previously
inn prolonged culture experiments

. Revertant viruses were obtained

118

, and part of their genome was subcloned in the

Blue-5'LTRR plasmid. Structure prediction and free-energy minimization were
performedd with the MFOLD program in the GCG package l67. The Pvull-HindU
blunt-endedd DNA fragment containing the HIV-1 polyadenylation signal was
subsequentlyy inserted into the unique Hpal site of the PSV2CAT vector

, in between

thee CAT open reading frame and the SV40 early polyadenylation signal. These
plasmidd constructs are referred to as pSV2CAT-HIV. The PvuU site is present in the
HIV-II sequences of the U3 region (position -22), and the ffindU is present in the
Bluescriptt polylinker immediately downstream of the HIV-1 encoded Clal site, which
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iss located within the gag coding sequences (position +374). The B mutant contains an
additionall Pvidl site at position +57. Thus, insertion of the Pvull- Hindll fragment of
mutantt B into pSV2CAT leads to the loss of a 78 nt U3-R fragment (position
-22/+S7),, including the U3 upstream enhancer element.
Transfectionn procedures. COS cells were grown at 37°C and 5% C0 2 in Dulbecco's
modifiedd Eagle's medium containing 8% fetal calf serum (FCS), 100 U of penicillin
andd 100 ug/ml of streptomycin. The cells were grown to 60% confluency in 90 mm
dishess and transfected with 12.5 ug DNA by the DEAE-dextran method 18. The
mediumm was refreshed after 24 h incubation. The cells were incubated for another 48
hh at 37°C in the standard protocol, or at 21, 25 and 37°C for the temperature study.

RNAA analysis. Total cellular RNA was isolated by the hot phenol method

l8

and

m

dissolvedd in 25 ul water. The RNA was analyzed by Northern blotting , RNase
protectionn and RT-PCR. Northern blots were probed with a CAT-specific DNA probe
(15999 bp Hindm-Hpal fragment of pSV2CAT).
Ann RNA probe for RNase protection was synthesized as follows. The Bluc5'LTRR plasmid of mutant E was linearized with PvuU and transcribed by T3-RNA
polymerasee in 10 ul transcription buffer (40 mM Tris pH 7.5, 2 mM spermidine, 10
mMM DTT and 12 mM MgCl2) containing 1 ug plasmid, 10 U T3-RNA polymerase
(Boehringerr Mannheim), 20 uCi[a-12P]UTP (3000Ci/mmol), 0.06 umol each of ATP,
GTPP and CTP, 0.02 jamol UTP and 20 U RNase Inhibitor (Boehringer Mannheim) for
22 h at 37°C. After DNase 1 (Boehringer Mannheim) treatment, this radiolabeled
transcriptt was run on a 6% acrylamide-bisacrylamide/7M urea gel
(aerylamide:bisacrylamidee ratio, 19:1). The gel fragments containing the full-size
transcriptss were isolated and incubated in 400 ul elution buffer (0.5 MNH4Ac, 0.1%
SDS,, 0.1 mM EDTA) at 37°C for 10 h. The eluted product was precipitated with
ethanoll to remove SDS. The first precipitation was performed by the addition of 1 ml
ethanoll (96%). The RNA was dissolved in 300 ul water and the second precipitation
wass performed by the addition of 30 ul of 3 M NaAc pH 5.2 and 600 ul ethanol. The
transcriptt was dissolved in 100 pi water. For each RNase protection assay, we mixed
22 ul probe, 2.5 ul total cellular RNA and 20 ug tRNA (Escherichia coli; Boehringer
Mannheim).. The RNAs were vacuum-dried and dissolved in 10 pi hybridization
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bufferr (80% formamide, 40 mM PIPES pH 6.7, 0.4 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA). The mix
wass covered with two drops of paraffin, denatured for 5 min at 90°C and incubated
overnightt at 50°C. After slowly cooling to room temperature, we added 250 u.1 RNase
bufferr (lOmM Tris pH 7.5, 0.5 M NaCl), 10 ug RNase A and 200 U RNase Tl,
followedd by incubation at 30"C for 30 min. One microgram of carrier tRNA was
addedd before phenol-extraction and ethanol precipitation. The sample was dissolved
inn formamide loading buffer, denatured for 2 min at 90°C and analyzed on a 6%
acrylamide-bisacrylamide/7MM urea gel (acrylamide:bisacrylamide ratio, 19:1).
Thee RT-PCR protocol consisted of an initial reverse transcription reaction that
wass performed on total cellular RNA (2.5 ul) with a GT|<j primer (100 ng). Annealing
off this primer to the RNA was performed in 7.5 ul annealing buffer (133 mM TrisHC11 pH 8.5, 21.3 mM MgCl2, 80 mM KCI, 2.7 mM DDT) by heating for 10 min at
65°C,, and slowly cooling to room temperature. After annealing, 8 U RNase Inhibitor
(Boehringerr Mannheim) and 12.5 U AMV-RT enzyme {Bochringer Mannheim) were
addedd and reverse transcription was performed in 20 ul RT buffer (50 mM Tris-HCI
pHH 8.3, 8 mM MgCl2, 30 mM KCI and 2 mM DTT) with 0.3 mM of each dNTP. The
cDNAA product (1 ul) was amplified by PCR with 100 ng CATX sense primer
(TAGTGCCTTGACTAGAGATC)) in 100 ul PCR buffer (20 mM Tris-HCI pH 8.3, 2
mMMgCl2,, 50 mM KCI, 0.1 mg/ml BSA), 10 mM of each dNTP and 1.5 U Taq
polymerasee (35 cycles; 1 min 95°C, 1 min at 55°C and 2 min at 72°C). The PCR
materiall was precipitated and dissolved in 6 uj water. The CATX primer (1.5 u.g) was
5'-endd labeled in 20 ul kinase buffer (50 mM Tris-HCI pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM
DTT)) with T4 polynucleotide kinase (Boehringer Mannheim) and 25 uCi [y-32P]ATP
(30000 Ci/mmol, Amersham) for 1 h at 37qC. Three additional PCR cycles were
performedd with 1 ul of the labeled CATX primer (75 ng), 100 ng GT|9 primer and 2
ull of the non-radiolabeled PCR material. The PCR sample was denatured in
formamidee buffer and analyzed on a 6% acrylamide-bisacrylamide/7M urea gel
(acrylamide:bisacrylamidee ratio, 19:1). In the temperature study, the gel signals were
quantitatedd with the Phosphorlmager {Molecular Dynamics). The relative HIV-1
polyAA site usage was calculated by comparison of the HIV-1 polyadenylated
transcriptt with the read-through SV40-polyadenylated transcript. To do this, the signal
off the short HIV-1 fragment (p) plus the read-through SV40 fragment (q) was set at
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100%% (p + q = 100%), and the relative HIV-1 polyA site usage (r) was calculated as
follows:: r - p/(p + q) x 100.
DNAA sequencing analysis. The PCR product obtained with the GT19/CATX primer
sett was phenol extracted, precipitated with ethanol and dissolved in 50 \i\ water. One
microliterr of PCR product and 40 ng CATX primer were used for the Taq DyeDeoxy
Terminatorr cycle sequencing protocol (ABI Biosystems). The sequencing sample was
analyzedd on an Applied Biosystem 373 DNA sequencer.

RESULTS S

Too study the role of the HIV-1 polyA hairpin in polyadenylation, several structure
mutantss were designed. Figure 17 shows the wild-type hairpin (AG = -15.3 kcal/mol)
andd the mutant hairpins with mutations that either stabilize (mutant A, AG = -25.7
kcal/mol)) or destabilize the structure (mutants B, AG = -8.8 kcal/mol; mutants C and
D,, AG = -6.8 kcal/mol). The CD double mutant contains the sequence alterations of
mutantss C and D, and folds a hairpin with a calculated thermodynamic stability that is
slightlyy higher than that of the wild-type structure (AG = -17.0 kcal/mol). The E
deletionn mutant provided a negative control in which the upper part of the hairpin,
includingg the AAUAAA hcxamer, was removed.
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Figuree 17. The wild-type and mutant HIV-1 polvA hairpin structures. Nucleotide numbers refer to
positionss on the wild-type (wt) genomic RNA. with I I being the capped G residue. The
polyadenylationn signal AAUAAA is marked in bold. Structure prediction and free-energy minimization
weree performed with the MFOLD program "'7 in the GCG package, and the thermodynamic stability
(AG)) is presented below the structures (kcal/mol). In mutant A. the hairpin is stabilized by deletion ( • )
off two bulges and one nucleotide substitution (boxed). In mutant B. the hairpin is destabilized by the
introductionn of several nucleotide substitutions. In mutants C and D. destabilizing mutations were
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introducedd in the right- and left-hand sides of the stem, respectively. These mutations were combined
inn the double mutant CD that restores base pairing. Mutant E contains a deletion of the upper part of the
polyy A hairpin, including the AAUAAA hexamer.

Thee wild-type and mutant poly A sites were cloned into the pSV2CAT vector
1722

downstream of the CAT gene and upstream of the SV40 early polyadenylation

signall (Fig. 18). These pSV2CAT-HIV constructs were transiently transfected into
COSS cells and total cellular RNA was isolated at 3 days after transfection. Usage of
thee HIV-1 polyA signal will result in the formation of a 1673 nt transcript (Fig. 18).
Inefficiencyy of the HIV-1 signal will result in read-through transcription and usage of
thee SV40 polyA site, yielding an extended 2047 nt transcript.

HIVV
poly(A))

SV40 0
promoter r

rr
H/ndlll l

CAT T

SV40
poly(A)

HIV V

Pvuil Pvuil Hindu Hindu
-AAAAAAAAA A
AAAAAAAAA A

shortt transcript
longg transcript

RNasee protection
probe e
RT-PCR R

Figuree 18. The two transcript forms generated by the pSV2CAT-HIV construct. The CAT gene is
transcribedd from the SV40 early promoter and polyadenylation takes place at either the HIV-1 polyA
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sitee or at the SV40 polyA site. Polyadenylation at the HIV polyA site produces a transcript of 1673 nt.
whereass read-through produces a transcript of 2047 nt. Usage of the HIV-1/SV40 polyA sites was
analyzedd by RNase protection and RT-PCR, and the probes/primers are indicated. The antisense RNA
probee used for the RNase protection assay was derived from the sequences of the deletion mutant E.
Becausee of the 31 nt deletion in mutant E (A), the probe yields a short fragment of 88 nt when the HIV11 polyA site is used and two fragments of 88 and 287 nt when the SV40 polyA site is used.
Polyadenylationn at the HIV-1 and SV40 polyA sites results in PCR fragments of 256 and 629 bp,
respectively. .

Tablee 1. Predicted fragments in the RNase protection assays

RNasee protection8

Constructss
wt t

HIV polyA

RT-PCRb

SV40 polyA

HIV polyA

SV40 polyA

88 8

888 + 287

256 6

629 9

--

--

--

629 9

A A

88 8

888 + 287

254 4

627 7

B B

8 8

88 + 287

178 8

551 1

C C

88 8

888 + 284

256 6

629 9

D D

77 7

777 + 287

256 6

629 9

CD D

77 7

777 + 284

256 6

629 9

E E

--

375 5

--

598 8

pSVjCAT T

--

--

--

223 3

rev.. A 2

88 8

888 + 287

254 4

627 7

rev.. A 4

88 8

888 + 287

254 4

627 7

wt"

cc

d

Fragmentt length in nucleotides (nt)
Fragmentt length in basepairs (bp)

C

HIV-11 polyA signal is absent
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Wee used RNase protection to measure the HIV-1 polyadenylation efficiency.
Ann antisense RNA probe was made from the sequence of deletion mutant E (Fig. 18).
Transcriptss polyadenylated at the HIV-1 poIyA site will protect a probe fragment of
777 or 88 nt, depending on the position of the mutations in the individual HIV-1
sequencess (Table 1). The B mutant contains a U3-deletion (see Materials and
Methods)) and, therefore, produces a fragment of only 8 nt. Read-through transcription
andd polyadenylation at the SV40 polyA site results in the protection of two fragments,
aa 5'-fragment of the previously mentioned length and a 3'-fragment of 284, 287 or
3755 nt, depending on the sequence of the template (Table 1). The polyadenylation
signall of the wild-type HIV-1 sequence was used efficiently (Fig. 19, lanes 3 and 6).
Ass expected, the E deletion mutant produced a read-through signal (Fig. 19, lane 9).
Twoo read-through products were observed for the A mutant (Fig. 19, lane 4), which
aree probably caused by alternative splicing in the vector sequences

. This result

indicatess that the HIV-1 polyA signal can be silenced by stable RNA structure. No
read-throughh products were observed for the destabilized mutants B, C and D and the
doublee mutant CD (Fig. 19 and results not shown). Because the B mutant lacks part of
thee U3 sequence, HIV-1 polyadenylation is apparently not dependent on the upstream
U33 enhancer in the context of this plasmid construct. Likewise, partial mutation of the
downstreamm GU-rich enhancer sequence in mutants C and CD did not affect the
efficiencyy of polyadenylation. Similar results were obtained in Northern blotting
experimentss (not shown).
Wee also used RT-PCR to measure polyadenylation at the wild-type and mutant
HIV-11 polyA sites. Reverse transcription was performed on total cellular RNA with a
GT199 primer in combination with an upstream primer that is specific for transcripts
generatedd by the PSV2CAT-HIV constructs. Polyadenylation at the wild-type HIV-1
polyAA site will result in the formation of a 256 bp fragment (Fig. 18). The predicted
lengthss of the PCR fragments for the different mutants are listed in Table 1. The RTPCRR products were radiolabeled and analyzed on a denaturing gel. This analysis
confirmss that polyadenylation at the HIV-1 polyA site is efficient for the wild-type
sequencee and for mutants B, C and D with a destabilized hairpin, and the double
mutantt CD (Fig. 20). The control constructs, wt- and E, produced only the read-
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throughh signal. Read-through transcription was also observed for the A mutant, but a
loww level of HIV-1 polyadenylation can be detected with this sensitive PCR protocol.
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Figuree 19. RNase protection analysis of the pSV2CAT-HIV transcripts. COS cells were transfected
withh the pSV2CAT-HIV constructs indicated on lop of the panel. The 375 nt RNA probe is shown in
lanee 1. The mock sample (lane 2) represents RNase protection on total cellular RNA of mocktransfectedd cells. Both short and long transcripts (HIV-1 versus SV40 polyA site) produce the 5" signal,
onlyy the long transcript yields a 3' signal (indicated on the left). The predicted length of the protected
fragmentsfragments for the different mutants are listed in 'fable 1.
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Figuree 20. RT-PCR analysis of the pSVSCAT-MIV transcripts. COS cells were transfected with the
pSV;CAT-HIVV constructs indicated on top of the panel. The mock sample (lane I) represents an RTPCRR assay on total cellular RNA of mock-transfected cells. Polyadenylation at the wild-type HIV
polyAA site results in a short PCR fragment of 256 bp. polyadenylation at the SV40 early polyA site
resultss in a long PCR fragment of 629 bp. The exact length of the PCR products of the different
mutantss are listed in Table I and indicated on the left.
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Thee sequence changes in mutant C affect part of the downstream GU-rich
enhancerr element near the cleavage site (Fig. 17). To determine whether these
mutationss affect the actual site of cleavage, the PCR fragment of mutant C was
sequenced.. We found that the cleavage site used by this mutant is identical to that of
thee wild-type HIV-1 element, that is the CA dinucleotidc at position 96-97 (Fig. 17).
Itt can be argued that the polyadenylation defect of mutant A is not caused by
thee stabilized RNA structure, but rather by the three nucleotide changes in this mutant
(Fig.. 17). In fact, the C nucleotide of the CA cleavage site is removed in this mutant,
whichh may affect the polyadenylation efficiency and/or the site of cleavage. To test
whetherr the observed inhibition of polyadenylation of the mutant A is structurespecific,, we made additional PSV2CAT-HIV constructs with sequences that were
derivedd from revertant viruses that restored the replication capacity of virus mutant A
.. Such revertant sequences contain additional mutations that reduce the
thermodynamicc stability of the mutant A hairpin. We tested two revertant elements
A22 and A4, each with two additional mutations (marked by a black box in Fig. 21).
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structuree of wild-type (wt) and mutant A are included for reference (see legend from Fig. 17 for
details).. The mutations that mediate the reversion phenotype of A2 and A4 " arc marked by black
boxes. .

Thee thermodynamic stability of the hairpin in the A2 and A4 revcrtants (AG = -17.1
andd -14.9 kcal/mol, respectively) is significantly reduced compared with the A mutant
(AGG = - 25.7 kcal/mol), and is similar to that of the wild-type HIV-1 structure (AG = 15.33 kcal/mol). The wild-type, mutant and revertant constructs were transfected into
COSS cells and the transcripts were analyzed by the RT-PCR assay (Fig. 22).

AA

wt+ A 2 A 4

Figuree 22. RT-PCR analysis of the A mutant
andd revertant transcripts. COS cells were
transfectedd with the pSV2CAT-HIV constructs
indicatedd on top of the panel. Polyadenylation

6277 nt -

att the wild-type HIV polyA site results in a
PCRR fragment of 256 bp. polyadenylation at
thee SV'40 polyA site results in a PCR fragment
off 629 bp. The A mutant and revcrtants
producee a 254 bp fragment due to the two
2566 nt
2544 nt

deletionss of I nt (Fig. 21: Table 1).

1 22

3

4
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Polyadenylationn at the wild-type HIV-1 poIyA site will result in the formation of a
2566 bp PCR product, whereas usage of the downstream SV40 signal will result in a
6299 bp fragment. These products will be 254 and 627 bp for the A mutant and the
revertantss (Table 1). The read-through product observed for the A mutant (Fig. 22,
lanee 1) was not observed for the two revertants (Fig.22, lanes 3 and 4), indicating that
polyadenylationn was fully restored in both revertants. We subsequently analyzed the
actuall site of cleavage for the two revertants. Both revertant sequences were found to
polyadenylatee at the normal position. Thus, cleavage occurred at the UA dinucleotide,
withh the U residue replacing the deleted C% residue.
Temperaturee is a parameter that influences the thermodynamic stability of
RNAA structure. For instance, the calculated thermodynamic stability (in kcal/mol) of
thee wild-type hairpin changes as a function of the temperature: -15.3 (37°C), -20.2
(25"C)) and -22.1 (21°C). By varying the assay temperature, we tried to obtain
additionall evidence for a repressive role of stable RNA structure on the process of
polyadenylation.. We therefore performed transfections with the pSV^CAT -HIV
constructss and cultured the cells for 2 days at 21, 25 and 37°C. The RT-PCR protocol
wass used to determine the relative HIV-1 polyA site usage (Table 2).

Tablee 2, HIV-1 polyA site usage at different temperatures

HIV-11 polyA site usage (%)
constructss

2TC

25UC

37°C

wff

87

92

96

AA

6

6

44

BB

100

100

100

CC

99

100

100

DD

96

98

100

CDD

86

87

93
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Att 37°C, the relative polyadenylation efficiencies of the wild-type HIV-1 sequence
andd the CD mutant were 96 and 93%, respectively. Optimal polyadenylation (100%)
wass measured for all three destabilized mutants B, C and D. Reduced polyadenylation
(44%)) was measured for the stabilized mutant A. These findings confirm the previous
results,, but also indicate that a hairpin with wild-type thermodynamic stability (wildtypee and the CD mutant) is slightly inhibitory to polyadenylation. Decreasing the
temperaturee to 25 and 21°C resulted in a significant reduction of HIV-1
polyadenylationn with the wild-type construct, the CD mutant and the stabilized A
mutant.. The polyadenylation efficiency of the destabilized mutants was not reduced
(mutantt B), or reduced only marginally (mutants C and D) at lower temperatures,
indicatingg that the loss of polyadenylation observed for the other constructs is not a
generall phenomenon, but rather triggered by stable RNA structure.

DISCUSSION N
Previouss studies indicate that the HIV-1 polyadenylation signal, the AAUAAA
hexamer,, the CA cleavage site and part of the downstream GU-enhancer are
positionedd within a stable RNA stem-loop structure ,,7;,23:!71 We called this structure
thee polyA hairpin. It has been demonstrated that this hairpin is important for viral
replication,, as mutants with a stabilized or destabilized hairpin are replication
impairedd m . We now report that the stabilized hairpin exhibits a severe
polyadenylationn defect, thus explaining the replication impairment of this virus
mutantt A. To test whether this inhibition is induced by stable RNA structure, we also
testedd several revertant sequences that improve replication of the mutant virus ' iK:17\
Suchh revertants contain additional mutations that weaken the polyA hairpin, without
removall of the original mutations. Indeed, opening of the stabilized polyA hairpin
restoredd efficient usage of the HIV-1 polyA signal. Because the revertants still contain
thee original mutations, it can be concluded that the inhibition of polyadenylation is
causedd by stable RNA structure and not by changes in the nucleotide sequence. In
addition,, we demonstrate that the activity of the A mutant is further reduced at lower
temperature.. Interestingly, hairpins with an approximate wild-type stability (wild-type
andd the CD mutant) were also sensitive to reduction of the incubation temperature,
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whereass the polyadenylation efficiency of the destabilized RNA structures was hardly
affected.. A similar result was obtained in replication studies performed at reduced
temperaturee m , in which the wild-type virus was demonstrated to be less fit than a
viruss mutant with a destabilized hairpin. These results indicate that the wild-type
HIV-11 hairpin has a stability that is at the threshold of becoming repressive. Further
studiess are required to test which step of the polyadenylation process is inhibited. One
possibilityy is that the initial binding of the CPSF protein to the AAUAAA hexamer is
affected. .
Ourr results indicate that stable RNA secondary structure can block
polyadenylation.. It remains to be tested whether the wild-type polyA hairpin with a
thermodynamicc stability of-15.3 kcal/mol plays a regulatory role during HIV-1 gene
expressionn in infected cells. HIV-1 transcripts encode for the AAUAAA signal in the
repeatt element that forms the 5' and 3' termini of all HIV-1 transcripts. This
necessitatess differential regulation of polyadenylation. Repression of the 5' polyA site
iss required, and it seems possible that this down-regulation is partially due to local
RNAA structure. Although we did only measure a minor inhibitory effect of the wildtypee HIV-1 hairpin on the efficiency of polyadenylation in COS cells transfected with
thee pSVjCAT-HIV reporter constructs, it remains possible that this repressive
potentiall is augmented in the natural 5'-context of the HIV-1 genome. For instance, it
iss possible that combination with 5'-specific repressive signals, e.g. the major splice
donorr site S6;87, may lead to complete repression. In the 3' context, the presence of the
upstreamm U3 enhancer may overcome the potential repressive effect of RNA
structure.. Thus, a complex interplay of positive and negative elements may be
involvedd in regulated HIV-1 polyadenylation. It is obvious that experiments with fulllengthh HIV-1 transcripts in infected cells are required to further elucidate the role of
thee polyA hairpin.
Severall literature reports arc consistent with a negative role of stable RNA
structuree in polyadenylation. The polyA site of the bovine growth hormone gene has
beenn suggested to lose activity when the AAUAAA hexamer and the site of
endonucleolyticc cleavage were positioned within an artificial RNA structure element
,7?

.. In vitro evolution studies were used to select for variant HIV-1 polyA sequences

thatt are active in polyadenylation

17f,;I77
i

and such sequences are characterized by the

absencee of strong secondary structure. RNA structure can also positively influence the
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processs of polyadenylation. The HTLV-I retrovirus uses a complex RNA secondary
structuree to juxtapose the AAUAAA hexamer and the cleavage site, which are
separatedd by 274 nt in the linear sequence

178 l8

" °, A spacing role of RNA structure has

alsoo been suggested for the TAR hairpin, which may juxtapose the upstream enhancer
elementt and the polyA signal " .
RNAA structure has been suggested to play a regulatory role at several levels of
genee expression. For instance, ample evidence has been provided for a regulatory role
off template structure in RNA splicing and translation. Splicing was found to be
repressedd upon introduction of artificial hairpins within the 5' splice donor site of
SaccharomycesSaccharomyces cerevisiae mRNA species 182 and several naturally occurring RNA
secondaryy structures that modulate splicing efficiency have been documented
Likewise,, many reports demonstrated the effects of RNA structure on initiation of
translation.. For instance, reduction of the thermodynamic stability of the hairpin at the
ribosomall binding site of the coat protein cistron of coliphage MS2 led to an increase
inn translation in a predictable and calculable manner IK5, This inverse correlation
betweenn the RNA stability and translation activity was demonstrated to represent
bindingg of the ribosomes to the unfolded form of the ribosomal binding site.
Similarly,, expression of the polyprotein of hepatitis C virus was strongly inhibited
whenn the hairpin containing the ribosomal binding site was systematically stabilized
1Sf)

.. These examples and the current finding that RNA structure can also play a

regulatoryy role in mRNA polyadenylation, highlight the potential of RNA structure to
fine-tunefine-tune gene expression levels.
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ABSTRACT T

Thee 5" and 3' ends of HIV-1 transcripts are identical in sequence. This repeat region
(R)) folds a stem-loop structure that is termed the polyA hairpin because it contains
polyadenylationn of polyA signals: the AAUAAA hexamer motif, the cleavage site and
partt of the GU-rich downstream clement. Obviously, HIV-1 gene expression
necessitatess differential regulation of the two polyA sites. Previous transfection
experimentss indicated that the wild-type polyA hairpin is slightly inhibitory to the
processs of polyadenylation, and further stabilization of the hairpin inhibited
polyadenylationn completely. In this study, we tested wild-type and mutant transcripts
withh polyA hairpin structures of differing thermodynamic stabilities for the in vitro
bindingg of polyadenylation factors. Mutant transcripts with a destabilized hairpin
efficientlyy bound to the polyadenylation factors, which were provided either as
purifiedd proteins or as nuclear extract. The RNA mutant with a stabilized hairpin did
nott form this 'polyA complex'. Additional mutations that repair the stability of this
hairpinn restored the binding capacity. Thus, an inverse correlation was measured
betweenn the stability of the polyA hairpin and its ability to interact with
polyadenylationn factors. The wild-type HIV-1 transcript bound the polyadenylation
factorss suboptimally, but full activity was obtained in the presence of the USE
enhancerr element that is uniquely present upstream of the 3' polyA site. We also
foundd that sequences of the HIV-1 leader, which are uniquely present downstream of
thee 5' polyA site, inhibit formation of the polyA complex. This inhibition could not be
ascribedd to a specific leader sequence, as we measured a gradual loss of complex
formationn with increasing leader length. We will discuss the regulatory role of RNA
structuree and the repressive effect of leader sequences in the context of differential
HIV-11 polyadenylation.

INTRODUCTION N
Polyadenylationn is one of the mRNA maturation steps in eukaryotic cells. PolyA tails
cann endow critical properties on the mRNA, such as stability, nuclear export and
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translatabilityy

!87 191

" . Polyadenylation involves cleavage of the primary transcript and

subsequentt addition of-250 adenosine ribonucleotides 5h6(| - 6:,;m . Polyadenylation of
mRNAA precursors depends on specific RNA sequences that are recognized by nuclear
proteinn factors -s,"3;:>6;f's. At least two sequence elements define a polyA site. The
AAUAAAA hexamer is the almost invariant polyA signal that is positioned -15 nt
upstreamm of the site of cleavage. A poorly conserved GU-rich or U-rich element is
usuallyy positioned 20 to 30 nt downstream of the hexamer 64"6SI<)iy

6

. These two

elementss form the core polyA site. Additional upstream enhancer (USE) elements
havee been described, in particular for viral RNAs ™*°-»*'^ 7 -' w . Although generally
U-rich,, these enhancer elements exhibit little sequence or structural similarity. The
efficiencyy of RNA processing has been shown to correlate with the binding of
polyadenylationn factors to these signals " .
Thee two key components responsible for the specific recognition of polyA
sitess are the cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF) and the cleavage
stimulationn factor (CstF)51. CPSF consists of four polypeptide subunits with
molecularr weights of 160, 100, 73 and 30 kDa 67;20V CstF consists of three
polypeptidess of 77, 64 and 50 kDa. CPSF binds specifically to the AAUAAA signal
andd CstF binds to the downstream enhancer element 67'69;202:203. The presence of CPSF
iss required for efficient binding of CstF, and the interaction of CPSF with the RNA is
stabilizedd by CstF. The stability of this RNA-CPSF-CstF ternary complex has been
shownn to correlate with the efficiency of mRNA processing 20°. These factors form a
3'-processingg complex upon association of the cleavage factors CFI and CFII and the
822 kDa polyA polymerase (PAP). It is generally assumed that CstF and the cleavage
factorss leave the complex after the cleavage reaction. CPSF and PAP remain bound to
thee RNA precursor and facilitate the addition of the polyA tail.
Thee HIV-1 retroviral genome contains a 97 nt repeat region (R) that forms
bothh the extreme 5' and 3' ends of the mature RNA. Because the polyA signal is
encodedd within the R region, it is present at both ends of the viral transcript. This
necessitatess differential regulation to either repress recognition of the 5' polyA signal
orr enhance usage of the 3' signal. HIV-1 has been reported to have both regulatory
featuress (Fig. 23). Usage of the 3' polyA site is promoted by an enhancer motif that is
uniquelyy present upstream of the polyA site 7S:i,°;sl:f!;>;136. This USE interacts directly
withh CPSF and stabilizes its binding at the AAUAAA hexamer motifK2. Repression of
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thee 5' polyA site is mediated by several mechanisms. First, the 5' polyA site becomes
activee when moved further downstream in the transcript, suggesting that the 5' HIV-1
polyAA site is repressed because it is positioned too close to the transcription initiation
sitee 83"135. It is possible that the transcription complex engaged in synthesis of the
HIV-11 leader transcript is not yet competent for polyadcnylation, which is consistent
withh the recent evidence that polyadcnylation factors gain access to the nascent
transcriptt through the RNA polymerase II complex

204

. A second repression

mechanismm proposes that the 5' polyA site is negatively influenced by the major
splicee donor (SD) signal that is uniquely present downstream of the 5' polyA site 86:87
Mutationall inactivation of the SD site in full-length HIV-1 constructs triggered usage
off the 5' polyA site

, and this repression is mediated by binding of Ul snRNP to the

S7

SDD site .
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Figuree 23. Schematic of transcripts that mimic the 5' or 3' end of HIV-1 RNA. The HIV-1 DNA
proviruss is shown at the top, with a close up of the long terminal repeats (LTRs). The LTRs are divided
inn the U3, R, and U5 regions. Nucleotide numbers refer to positions on the genomic RNA, with +1
beingg the capped G residue. The primary transcript is initiated at the U3/R border within the 5' LTR.
andd polyadcnylation occurs at the R/U5 border within the 3' LTR. The R region encodes the TAR
hairpinn and the polyA hairpin, and the latter structure contains the AAUAAA polyA signal (indicated
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byy an arrow-head). The major SD (closed box) in the untranslated leader region has been reported to
inhibitt polyadenylation at the 5' polyA site (- sign). The U3 region encodes the USE (open box) that
hass been reported to stimulate polyadenylation at the 3* polyA site (+ sign). The T7-transcripts used in
EMSAA in this study are depicted below. Transcripts that mimic the 5' polyA site start at position +1
andd have variable 3' ends (position +134, +202, +245, +290 or +368). Transcripts that mimic the 3'
polyAA site start at position-54, thereby including the USE enhancer. Only the-54/+134 RNA
representss the true 3'-context. All other transcripts with an extended 3' end contain sequences derived
fromm the 5' leader region, and thus represent hybrid 573' transcripts. The 180R transcripts fuse nonHIVV sequences (indicated by a wavy line) to the H1V-1 polyA signal.

Previouss studies indicated that the polyA signal of the HIV-1 mRNA is
locatedd within a stem-loop structure that we termed the polyA hairpin (Fig. 24). This
structuredd RNA motif is conserved among different immunodeficiency viruses,
suggestingg that it plays a critical role in the viral replication cycle " '

. Indeed,

HIV-11 mutants with either a stabilized or destabilized hairpin structure exhibit a
severee replication defectl7l:205. Transfection studies with reporter constructs indicated
thatt further stabilization of the polyA hairpin leads to complete inhibition of
polyadenylationn 206. Because secondary RNA structure has been demonstrated to
negativelyy influence the binding of proteins to sequence motifs in various processes
suchh as RNA splicing and mRNA translation 17f);177;18218fl>

wc

suggested previously

thatt stabilization of the HIV-1 polyA hairpin inhibits the binding of polyadenylation
factors.. In this study, we describe in vitro RNA-protein interaction studies and
electrophoreticc mobility shifts assays (EMSA) to test this possibility.
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Figuree 24. RNA structure of the wild-type polyA hairpin and the mutants/ revertants used in this
study.. Nucleotide numbers refer to positions on the wild-type (wt) genomic RNA. with +1 being the
cappedd (i residue. The polyA signal AAUAAA is marked by shading. Structure prediction and freeenergyy minimization were performed with the MFOLD program
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in the GCG package, and the

thermodynamicc stability calculated for 37°C is presented below the structures (kcal/mol). We note that
theree is considerable biochemical, phylogenetic and virological evidence for the existence of this stemloopp structure "

' '. In mutant A. the hairpin is stabilized by deletion (black triangle) of two bulged

nucleotidess and one nucleotide substitution (boxed). In mutants B and C. destabilizing mutations were
introducedd into the left- and right-hand side of the stem, respectively. A2. A4 and A7 are revertants of
mutantt A and the mutations that mediate the reversion phenotype structures arc indicated by black
boxes. .
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MATERIALSS AND METHODS
Plasmidd constructs. The HIV-1 sequences used in this study are derived from the
infectiouss molecular clone pLAI

l3g

. Several mutations were introduced into the

polyAA hairpin of the pBluc-5'LTR subclone as described previously ' \ Revertant
virusess were obtained in prolonged virus culture experiments, and part of their
genomee was subcloned in the pBlue-5'LTR plasmid nii . pBlue-5'LTR contains an
Xba\-Cla\Xba\-Cla\ fragment of pLAI, which includes the complete 5' LTR and downstream
sequencess up to 40 nt downstream of the start codon of the gag open reading frame
'40.. pBlue-3'LTR contains the complete 3' LTR (up to LAI position +183) as an Xho\BgflBgfl fragment '° 7 , with downstream non-HIV sequences derived from the pBR322
plasmid.. Control transcripts were synthesized from plasmids that contain the
polyadenylationn site of the adenovirus-2 L3 mRNA, with cither the wild-type
AAUAAAA (Adwt) or a mutated AAGAAA motif (Admut) 2m .

InIn vitro transcription reactions. The pBluc-5'LTR and pBluc-3'LTR plasmids were
usedd as template for PCR amplification and subsequent in vitro transcription. All
nucleotidee positions relate to the position on the viral RNA genome, with +1 being the
transcriptionall start site, and nucleotide positions in the 3' R region will be numbered
accordingg to the corresponding 5' R position. The sense primers T7-1 and T7-2
containn the T7 RNA polymerase promoter sequence (underlined in Table 3) and will
anneall to the HIV-1 sequences starting at positions -54 and +1, respectively. The
antisensee primers used for amplification of different HIV-1 fragments are TU5, lys21,
BB3,, ADSD and ADAUG, and their position in the HIV-1 RNA genome is indicated
inn Table 3. The Aatll primer was used for amplification of HIV-1 sequences fused to
downstreamm non-HIV sequences on plasmid pBlue-3'LTR. The PCR reactions were
performedd in PCR buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 2 mM MgCl2, 50 mM KC1, 0.1
mg/mll BSA) containing lOOng of each primer, lOmM of each dNTP, 1.5 U Taq
polymerasee and 10 ng plasmid. Adenoviral transcripts were synthesized with T3 RNA
polymerasee on Dra I-linearized plasmids 2m. The HIV-1 PCR fragments and the
linearizedd adenovirus plasmid constructs were phenol-extracted, precipitated and
dissolvedd in water. The in vitro transcription reaction was performed in 10 ul
transcriptionn buffer (40 mM Tris pH 7.5, 2 mM spermidine, 10 mM DTT and 12 mM
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Tablee 3. Oligonucleotide primers

nucleotidee sequence

pLAII position

CTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGTGGCGAGCTTTCAGATG'

-54 4

T 7 - 2 SS

CTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTCTCTCTGGTTAGACCAG'

++ ]

T U 5 a ss

'GTTACCAGAGTCAC'ACAAC'A

++ 134

L y s 2 11 ^

"CAAGTCCCTGTTCGGGCGCCA

+202 2

'GAGTCCTGCGTCGAGAGAGCTCCTCTCGTT

+245 5

A D S D a ss

'CATGGATCCAGTCGCCTCCCCTCGCCTC

+290 0

A D A U G a ss

"CATGGATCCCCCGCTTAATACTGACGC

+368 8

'TTACGTAAGTTTATACATAGGC

non-HIVV sequence

pnmer r
T7-1

BB3

ss

a ss

AatII

a ss

sense;; antisense
Correspondingg nucleotide marked

MgCl2)) containing -0.5 \ig DNA template, 20 uCi [a-32P]UTP (3000 Ci/mmol), 0.06
Hmoll ATP, 0.06 umol GTP, 0.06 umol CTP, 0.02 umol UTP, 10 units T7 or T3 RNA
polymerasee (Boehringer Mannheim) and 20 units RNase Inhibitor (Boehringer
Mannheim).. RNA synthesis was continued for 2 hours at 37°C, and then the template
wass removed by addition of 1 ul (2 U) DNase I (Boehringer Mannheim) for 30 min at
37°C.. The radiolabeled transcripts were separated on a 6% aery 1/bisacrylamide (19/1)/
77 M urea gel. The gel fragments containing the full-size transcripts were isolated, and
incubatedd in 450 u.1 elution buffer (0.3 M NaAc pH 5.2) and 100 ul phenol/chloroform/isoamylalcoholl (25:24:1) at 37°C for 15 h. After phenol-extraction, 900 |il
ethanoll (96%) was added for precipitation of the RNA transcripts. The transcripts
weree dissolved in renaturation buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl), heated for
22 min at 85°C, and then cooled slowly to room temperature, and stored at -20°C.
Preparationn of nuclear extracts and purified CPSF/CstF. HeLa cells (50 x 106
cells)) were grown to 60% confluency in 90 mm dishes in Dulbecco's modified
80 0

Eagle'ss medium containing 8% fetal calf serum (FCS), 100 U of penicillin and 100
ug/mll of streptomycin at 37°C and 5% CCh. The cells were washed with prewarmed
(37°C)) PBS and put on ice, and then 2 ml of ice-cold PBS were added. The cells were
collectedd by scraping with a rubber policeman, and washed twice with cold PBS. The
cellss were pelleted for 10 min in a Sorvall centrifuge at 2000 g. All further steps were
performedd in the cold room. The pellet was dissolved in 0.5 ml nuclear extract buffer
(100 mM Tris pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl2, 0.5% NP40), incubated on ice for 1
min,, and centrifuged at 120 g for 5 min to pellet the nuclei. The pellet was
resuspendedd in one packed cell volume of lysisbuffer I (20 mM Hepes pH 7.9, 600
mMM KC1, 0.2 mM EDTA and 0.2 mM EGTA, 2 mM Pefabloc [Boehringer
Mannheim],, 2 mM DTT). The extract was incubated on ice for 30 minutes and
subsequentlyy cleared by centrifugation at 10.000 g for 10 min. The supernatant was
collectedd and one packed cell volume lysisbuffer II (20 mM Hepes pH 7.9, 20%
glycerol,, 0.2 mM EDTA and 0.2 mM EGTA) was added. The nuclear extract was
frozenn in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C. Protein concentrations were determined
byy the Bradford Method 209. For RNA binding assays, we used 3 u.1 of the HeLa
nuclearr extract (4 mg/ml). Purified CPSF and CstF were obtained from HeLa cells as
fractionss IIIC and IA, respectively, according to the protocol of Aström et al." . We
usedd 9 ul CPSF (0.6 mg/ml) and 2 ul CstF (1.1 mg/ml) per RNA binding reactions.

EMSA.. Complexes between HIV-1 RNA and polyadenylation factors were
assembledd as described K2 in 25 ul band-shift buffer (16.5 mM Hepes pH 7.9, 83 mM
KC1,, 8.3% glycerol, 1% polyvinylalcohol [Sigma], 0.016% NP-40, 16 ug/ml tRNA
[Escherichia[Escherichia coli, Boehringer Mannheim], 0.17 mM EDTA, 0.41 mM DTT). A
standardd amount of the 32P-labcled transcript was used per assay (1 nCi). The samples
weree incubated with the purified polyadenylation factors or nuclear extract for 10 min
att 30°C, placed on ice and then heparin (Sigma) was added to 5 mg/ml. The samples
weree analyzed on a non-denaturing 3% acryl/bisacrylamide (19/1 )/0.25x TBE with
5%% glycerol. Electrophoresis was performed for 3 h at 200 V at room temperature.
Thee gel was dried and signals were visualized and quantitated by Phosporlmager
(Molecularr Dynamics). It was difficult to compare the activity in the polyA complex
withh that of free RNA because of the formation of an aspecific RNA-protein complex
off low molecular weight that is seen as a smear in most EMSA experiments.
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Therefore,, we used equal counts of the different transcripts with the same specific
activityy per EMSA sample and thus per lane, and wc simply measured the counts of
thee polyA complex. The efficiency of polyA complex formation of the wild-type
-54/+1344 transcript was set at 100% for each experiment.

RESULTS S
Stablee RNA structure interferes with the binding of polyadenylation factors. Wc
analyzedd the effect of RNA secondary structure of the HIV-1 polyA site on the
bindingg of polyadenylation factors. To do this, wild-type and mutant transcripts were
synthesizedd that mimic the 3'-context within the HIV-1 genome (Fig. 23). The
-54/+1344 RNA fragment contains the USE (marked as an open box), the AAUAAA
hexamcrr (marked as a black triangle), the cleavage site and two GU-rich downstream
elementss

. Such transcripts were synthesized for the wild-type HIV-1 sequence that

encodee the polyA hairpin (Fig. 24, AG - -15.3 kcal/mol) and mutants thereof with
specificc nucleotide changes that either stabilize (mutant A, AG = -25.7 kcal/mol) or
destabilizee the hairpin structure (mutant B, AG = -11.4 kcal/mol and mutant C, AG = 6.88 kcal/mol). These transcripts were tested for the ability to bind polyadenylation
factorss by the EMSA method with either HeLa nuclear extract or purified CPSF and
CstFF polyadenylation factors.
Wee first compared the migration of several 32P-labelcd transcripts in the
absencee (Fig. 25, lanes 7-12) and presence of HeLa nuclear extract (lanes 1-6). The
wild-typee HIV-1 transcript of 188 nt (lane 9) yielded two slow migrating RNAprotcinn complexes (lane 3). To elucidate the nature of these high molecular weight
complexes,, we used control adenoviral RNAs with either the wild-type AAUAAA
signall (Adwt) or the mutant AAGAAA motif (Admut). These transcripts of 103 nt
(laness 7 and 8) were incubated with HeLa nuclear extract (lanes 1 and 2). Only the
wild-typee adenoviral transcript was able to form the complexes that were observed for
thee HIV-1 transcript, indicating that these RNA-protein complexes represent
polyadenylationn complexes that include the CPSF factor, which binds the AAUAAA
signall in a sequence-specific manner. The nuclear extract apparently also contains
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proteinss that bind both the adenoviral and HIV-1 RNA in a sequence-aspecific
manner,, causing a smear of fast migrating complexes (lanes 1-6). The formation of
thee 'polyA complexes' was dramatically reduced for the HIV-1 transcript with a
stabilizedd hairpin (mutant A, lane 4). Whereas no such effect was seen for mutants B
andd C with a destabilized hairpin (lanes 5 and 6, respectively). Several EMSAs were
quantitatedd by Phosphorlmager to calculate the efficiency of poly A complex
formationn for the RNA mutants compared with the wild-type -54/+134 transcript, of
whichh the activity was arbitrarily set at 100%. These results are summarized in Table
4. .

Tablee 4. PolyA complex formation with different HIV-1 templates

Efficiencyy of polyA complex formation3(%)

)

HIV-1 1

AGb b

++ 1/+134

-54/+134 4

TJSE-mcdiated d

++ 1/+368

transcript t

(kcal/mol) )

(-USE) )

(+USE) )

activation n

(-USE) )

AA

-28.4 4

15 5

15 5

1-fold d

55

rev.. A7

-22.3 3

ndL L

30 0

--

nd d

rev.. A2

-19.9 9

nd d

35 5

--

nd d

wt t

-18.1 1

49 9

100 0

2-fold d

55 (20%d)

rev.. A4

-17.4 4

nd d

100 0

--

nd d

BB

-14.0 0

94 4

99 9

1-fold d

20 0

CC

-8.2 2

122 2

130 0

1-fold d

20 0

"AGG was calculated at the temperature of the EMSA (30°C)
h

Averagee of 3-7 experiments with HeLa nuclear extract, except for the +1/+368 RNAs that were tested

once.. The activity measured for the wild-type (wt) -54/-*-134 template (+USE) was arbitrarily set at
100%% (value marked in bold),
^nd.. not determined
transcriptt -54/+3Ó8 (+USE)
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Figuree 25. Stabilization of the polyA hairpin occludes binding of polyadenylation factors. EMSA
wass performed with adenoviral transcripts and 3'-like HIV-l RNAs (position -54/-134) in
combinationn with HELA nuclear extract (lanes I to 6). The mock-incubated RNA samples are included
forr comparison (lanes 7 to 12). The transcript that was used is indicated above the lanes. The
adenovirall transcripts have cither the wild-type AAUAAA polyA signal (Adwt) of the mutant
AAGAAAA signal (Admut). The wild-type and mutant polyA hairpin in the HIV-l RNAs are shown in
detaill in Figure 24. The position of the free RNA and the RNA-protcin complex is indicated on the left.
AA representative experiment is shown, but similar results were obtained in at least six independent
assays. .
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Figuree 26. The interaction
ofHIV-11 transcripts with
purifiedd polyadenylation
factors.. The wild-type and
mutantt HIV transcripts (3'like.. -54/+134) were
incubatedd with either

polyy (A)
complex x

purifiedd CPSF and CstF
(laness 1 to 4) or HeLa
nuclearr extract (lanes 5 to
8).. The position of free
RNAA and the polyA
complexx is indicated on the
left.. Similar results were
obtainedd in duplicative
experimentss with the
purifiedd factors, and the
experimentt with HeLa
nuclearr extract was repeated
att least six times, with the
samee results.

RNA A

1 22
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Wee next tested the wild-type and mutant HIV-1 transcripts in EMSA with the
purifiedd CPSF and CstF polyadenylation factors (Fig. 26. lanes 1-4). For comparison,
wee also performed EMSA with HeLa nuclear extract (lanes 5-8). Consistent with the
previouss results, binding of the purified factors was completely blocked in the stable
AA mutant compared with the wild-type control (lanes 2 and 1. respectively). We also
observedd some differences in the EMSA pattern obtained with purified factors versus
nuclearr extract. With the purified factors, we measured a significant increase in the
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efficiencyy of polyA comlex formation upon opening of the wild-type hairpin as in
mutantss B and C (lanes 3 and 4). This effect was not observed in EMSA with nuclear
extractt (Fig. 26, lanes 5-8; see also Fig. 25). These results suggest that even the wildtypee hairpin structure is somewhat inhibitory to polyA complex formation.
Anotherr difference in EMSA with the two sources of polyadenylation factors
iss the gel mobility of the polyA complexes, suggesting a difference in the composition
off the assembled RNA-protcin complexes. The complex made with CPSF and CstF
migratedd faster than the complex made with total nuclear extract (compare for
instancee lanes 4 and 5 of Fig. 26). The fast-migrating band is likely to represent the
ternaryy RNA-CPSF-CstF complex, because we detected no such RNA-protein
complexx in assays with the individual factors (not shown). Indeed, binding of CstF to
RNAA has been reported to depend on CPSF-binding, and the interaction of CstF
subsequentlyy stabilizes the CPSF-RNA complex M:-3;66:67. Because of the slower
migrationn of the RNA-protein complex made with nuclear extract, it is likely that
otherr factors have joined the RNA-CPSF-CstF complex. Likely candidates are PAP
and/orr CFI, which bind RNA substrates to further stabilize the RNA-CPSF-CstF
complexx 53-211. Binding of other polyadenylation factors may also add to the molecular
weightt of the polyA complexes assembled in HeLa nuclear extract56.
Thee combined EMSA results with the control adenoviral transcripts and the
purifiedd factors indicate that we are able to assemble polyA complexes on HIV-1
RNA,, and this reaction is exquisitely sensitive to stable RNA structure. RNA structure
seemss to inhibit the initial step of polyadenylation, that is formation of RNA-CPSFCstFF complex. The negative effect of RNA structure was dominant in case of the A
mutantt template with a stabilized hairpin. The wild-type HIV-1 template was
suboptimall compared with the mutants that contain a destabilized hairpin in EMSA
withh purified factors, but full activity was measured in a HeLa cell extract that allows
forr the formation of larger, presumably more mature polyA complexes. Thus, whereas
bindingg of the individual CPSF and CstF factors to the HIV-1 AAUAAA signal is
inefficient,, the increased affinity of the more mature polyA complex for the RNA is
ablee to effectively compete with the repressive RNA structure.
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Revertantss of the stabilized mutant hairpin rescue binding of polyadenylation
factors.. The A mutant template with the stabilized polyA hairpin was a poor template
forr assembly of the polyA complex in all experimental settings. Because this mutant
containss three nucleotide changes compared with the wild-type (Fig. 24), it cannot be
excludedd that the inhibition is caused by mutation of sequence elements that are
recognizedd by the polyadenylation factors. For instance, the two bulging nucleotides
off the wild-type hairpin were removed in mutant A to increase the thermodynamic
stability,, but the C-bulge is in fact part of the CA-cleavage site. To rule out putative
sequencee effects, we tested variants of the A mutant that were identified in virus
reversionn experiments

. We tested three revertant sequences with additional

mutationss (Fig. 24, marked by a black box) that restore the thermodynamic stability o
thee hairpin.
FMSAA was performed with the wild-type, mutant and revertant transcripts (Fig. 27).
Comparedd with the A mutant, all revertant RNAs demonstrated increased binding of
polyadenylationn factors. The results were quantitatcd by Phosphorlmager and we
RNAA + HeLa extract

RNA

wtt A A2 A4 A7 wt

Figuree 27. The inability of

A A2 A4 A7

thee stabilized hairpin to
bindd polyadenylation
factorss is rescued by
mutationss that weaken the
structure.. EMSA with 5'likcc HIV-1 transcripts (54/+134)) and HeLa nuclear
extractt (lanes I to 5). The
polyAA mutant and revertant
RNAss that were used are
indicatedd on top of the
lanes.. Mock RNA samples
aree present in lanes 6 to 10.
Thee position of the free
RNAA and the polyA
complexx is indicated on the
11
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calculatedd the relative binding efficiencies of thee different templates, with the
wild-typee set at 100% (Table 4). Partial recovery of protein binding was measured for
thee revertants with an intermediate stability (A7 and A2), and full binding activity was
measuredd for revertant A4 with a thermodynamic stability that is comparable with that
off the wild-type polyA hairpin. These results indicate that structural changes, and not
sequencee changes, are responsible for the inaccessibility of the polyA signal in mutant
A. .
Thee USE enhancer specifically overcomes the structure-mediated repression of
thee HIV-1 polyA site. So far we havee tested HIV-1 transcripts that start at position
-544 in the U3 region and end at position +134 (Fig. 23). These RNA substrates mimic
thee 3' polyA site in that they contain the upstream USE enhancer. We also wanted to
performm EMSA with HIV-1 templates that mimic the 5' polyA site. Two such
templatess were synthesized, both starting at position +1 and ending either at position
++ 134 or +368. By comparing the -54/+134 and +1/+134 templates in EMSA, it is
clearr that the USE element stimulated binding of polyadenylation factors to the wildtypee HIV-1 RNA ~2-fold (Fig. 28, compare lanes 1 and 5). Interestingly, this USEenhancemcntt is specific for the wild-type polyA site. The stabilized A mutant
remainedd inactive in the presence of the USE (lanes 2 and 6). Perhaps more
interestingly,, the destabilized mutants apparently do not require the USE element to
reachh their inherent high activity (lanes 3 and 7 for mutant B, lanes 4 and 8 for mutant
C).. The results of several EMSA experiments were quantitated and arc summarized in
Tabicc 4. These combined findings indicate that the wild-type polyA signal is partially
inactivee in polyA complex formation, but this defect is overcome in a specific manner
byy the USE element. We also analyzed the extended S'-like HIV-1 transcripts, but the
++ 1/+368 RNAs were profoundly defective in binding of the polyadenylation factors,
evenn when the AAUAAA signal was exposed by destabilization of the polyA hairpin
(Fig.. 28, lanes 9-12).

Leader-specificc inhibition of the HIV-1 polyA site. A surprising result is that the
++ 1/+368 HIV-1 transcript is an inactive template for binding of polyadenylation
factorss (Fig. 28). This may indicate that the 5'-specific leader sequences, and in
particularr the +138/+368 region, affects the accessibility of the 5' polyA signal, even
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Fi«uree 28. EMSA with HIV-1 transcripts that mimic cither the 5' or 3' polyA site. F.MSA was
performedd with HeLa nuclear extract and HIV-1 transcripts that either mimic the .V-context (+USE,
transcriptss 54-134. lanes I to 4). the 5 "-context (-USE. - I ; • 134. lanes 5 to 8), or an extended 5'-like
transcriptt (-USE, +leadcr. + 1/+368. lanes 9 to 12). The position of the RNA and RNA-protein
complexess are indicated on the left. Part of the gel with the free, uncomplexcd RNA templates is
shownn in the lower panel.

inn mutants with an opened polyA hairpin. To test which part of the leader RNA is
responsiblee for this effect, we generated a nested set of • 1 transcripts, ending at
89 9

positionn -134. +202, +245. +290 or (368 (Fig. 23). These transcripts were tested in
EMSAA with HeLa nuclear extract (Fig. 29. lanes 7-11). We observed a gradual loss of
polyAA complex formation with increasing leader length, but most binding activity was
lostt upon inclusion of the +245/+290 region. This part of the leader RNA encodes the
DISS hairpin clement that is important for dimerization of the viral genome | : . and
indeedd dimers were spontaneously formed by the H +290 transcript (Fig. 29, lane
16). .
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Figuree 29. Leader-mediated inhibition of the upstream H1V-1 polyA site. Two sets of wild-type
IIIV-II transcripts were incubated with HeLa nuclear extract. We analyzed the 3'-like transcript set
(laness 1 to 6) and the 5'-like transcripts (lanes 7 to 12). both with variable 3' ends (indicated on top of
thee lanes). Transcript 54 - 202 and .-"-extended versions thereof contain both the 3'-specific USE
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enhancerr and part of the 5' specific leader region, and thus represent unnatural, hybrid 573' RNAs.
The+11 set is also shown as free, uncomplexed RNA (lanes 13 to 18). The position of the poly A
complexx is indicated on the left, and the position of RNA monomers and RNA dimers are marked on
thee right.

Nevertheless,, only a small percentage of this transcript was in the dimeric form,
suggestingg that RNA dimerization is not the direct cause of the reduction of polyA
complexx formation. To further exclude this possibility, we performed EMSA with
mutantt HIV-1 transcripts containing a deletion within the palindromic sequence of the
DISS hairpin loop '~2. These mutant RNAs did not form dimers in this in vitro system,
butt were indistinguishable from the wild-type control RNA in polyA complex
formationn (results not shown).
Too prove that the leader-mediated inhibition is sequence-specific and not due
too 3'-extension of the transcript, we synthesized a 389 nt control transcript in which
thee 5' polyA site was extended by vector-derived sequences that are unrelated to HIV11 (+1/+180R, see Fig. 23). PolyA complex formation was indeed restored for this
controll RNA (Fig. 29, lane 12), suggesting that the observed suppression of the
bindingg of polyadenylation factors is specific for the sequence of the HIV-1 leader
RNA.. We also synthesized a similar 3'-nested set of HIV-1 transcripts starting at
positionn -54, thus including the USE enhancer. Again, a gradual loss of complex
formationn was observed as a function of the length of the downstream HIV-1
sequencess (Fig. 29, lanes 1-5), and binding activity was partially restored in the
controll transcript in which the HIV-1 polyA site was fused to vector-derived
sequencess (lane 6).
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DISCUSSION N

Severall of the sequences that comprise the HIV-1 polyA site are positioned within an
RNAA stem-loop structure that we termed the polyA hairpin. Occluded by basepairing
aree part of the AAUAAA hexamcr motif, the CA cleavage site and part of the
downstreamm GU-rich element (Fig. 24). This structured RNA motif is important for
viruss replication because virus mutants with a stabilized or destabilized hairpin are
replicationn impaired, and restoration of basepairing by secondary mutations restores
viruss replication l7V Previous transfection studies with reporter constructs indicated
thatt the defect of the virus mutant A with an excessively stable hairpin is at the level
off mRNA polyadenylation 206. Furthermore, a suboptimal polyadenylation efficiency
wass measured for the wild-type HIV-1 sequence compared with mutants with an
openedd hairpin 206. In this study, we tested which step of polyadenylation is blocked
byy stable RNA secondary structure. Because the AAUAAA hexamer motif itself is
partiallyy occluded by basepairing (Fig. 23), a likely possibility was that binding of
CPSFF to this sequence is affected. Indeed, the results of EMSA experiments with
nuclearr extracts and purified factors indicate that stabilization of the hairpin abolishes
thiss first step of the polyadenylation process. We also tested transcripts derived from
thee sequence of revertant viruses that rescue the replication defect of the A mutant.
Suchh RNAs have additional mutations that reduce the number of basepairs within the
polyAA hairpin, and we measured a concomitant increase in the efficiency of polyA
complexx formation.
Thus,, we measured an inverse correlation between the thermodynamic
stabilityy of the polyA hairpin and its ability to interact with polyadenylation factors.
Furthermore,, the efficiency of polyA complex formation of the different transcripts
correlatedd with the polyadenylation activity that we measured previously in
transfectedd cells 206. Hardly and binding was observed with hairpins with a AG value
beloww -19.9 kcal/mol (A2 revertant, free energy was calculated at 30°C, which is the
temperaturee of the EMSA assay). Even the wild-type hairpin (AG = -18.1 kcal/mol at
30"C)) was repressive under certain experimental conditions. For instance, inefficient
bindingg of polyadenylation factors was observed in HeLa nuclear extract with the
wild-typee transcript that mimics the 5' polyA site (+1/+134), which lacks the USE
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enhancer.. The ability of the wild-type transcript to form polyA complexes could be
improvedd in two ways; by inclusion of the USE enhancer (transcripts -54/+134) or by
destabilizationn of the hairpin structure (mutants B and C). In other words, it appears
thatt local RNA structure partially suppresses the activity of the HIV-1 polyA signal,
whichh is the ideal situation to enable further down-regulation by SD/leader sequences
inn the 5' context. Thus, a complex interplay of polyadenylation and splicing signals,
repressivee RNA structure and enhancer/silencer elements are involved in regulated
HIV-11 polyadenylation.
Thee USE element is necessary for efficient processing at the HIV-1 polyA site
7R:80;8i;i^^ a n d

w a s s h o w n to

act through binding of CPSF N\ We propose that the

wild-typee HIV-1 RNA template, which cannot optimally interact with CPSF because
off local RNA structure, uses the upstream USE motif to overcome this deficiency in
CPSF-binding.. A striking similar observation has been made by Gilmartin et at. 8 \
Thesee authors showed that the USE is necessitated by the suboptimal sequence
contextt of the HIV-1 AAUAAA hexamer. We think that this suboptimal context
representss the local RNA structure. Indeed, RNA mutants with a destabilized hairpin
aree not responsive to the USE enhancer, presumably because their AAUAAA motif is
nott occluded. It has been suggested that the presence of the USE may enable CPSF to
identifyy the correct AAUAAA hexamer 82. We now propose a new mechanistic model
forr recognition of the 3' HIV-1 polyA site that incorporates all of the above findings
(Fig.. 30). It is suggested that the USE acts as the entry site for CPSF, which may
subsequentlyy either slide along the RNA in the direction of the polyA site or bind
directlyy to the AAUAAA signal upon transient opening or 'breathing' of the polyA
hairpin.. Although not included in the model, the flanking TAR hairpin may be
importantt to appropriately space the USE and polyA site, and we cannot exclude the
possibilityy that structural interactions exist between the USE enhancer and the polyA
site.. Two types of RNA-CPSF complexes are depicted. CPSF may be able to interact
withh both the USE and AAUAAA sequence (complex shown on the right). Consistent
withh this idea is the fact that that USE does not contain an AAUAAA-like sequence,
suggestingg that it may occupy another RNA-binding domain within CPSF. The
secondd possibility is that AAUAAA binding leads to displacement of the USE from
CPSFF (complex shown on the left). According to this scenario, the binding affinity for
thee AAUAAA hexamer should be greater than that for the USE sequence. We note
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thatt an entry site will be beneficial only if the system is not allowed to reach the
equilibriumm state. In other words, it will work only if the polyadenylalion steps
subsequentt to recognition of the USE are irreversible or very fast compared with the
reversee reaction, which is a likelv scenario ? .

CPSFF binding to the
USEE entry site

\ //

'breathing'' of the
basepairedd stem

\ //

CPSFF binding to the
AAUAAAA motit

\ //

_Q. .

Figuree 30. Model of structure-mediated repression and USE-mediated activation of the 3' polyA
sitee of the HIV-1 genome. The key regulatory motifs that control polyadenylation are indicated. At
bothh the 5' and 3' polyA site we have drawn the polyA hairpin structure that occludes the AAUAAA
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hexamerr (black triangle). Al the 5' site we have indicated the downstream repressive (-) elements: the
majorr SD (black box) and the leader sequences. At the 3' polyA site the stimulatory ( + ) USE element is
shownn (open box), which is proposed to act as initial binding site or entry site for CPSF (grey circle).
Uponn transient opening or breathing of" the hairpin, CPSF will bind the AAUAAA hexamer. See the
textt for further details.

Accordingg to the proposed mechanism, HIV-1 RNA has a bipartite CPSF
bindingg site in the 3' polyA site (USE and AAUAAA). in contrast, only the
AAUU AAA motif is available in the 5' polyA site, which will be occluded by the
repressivee hairpin structure that is expected to fold rapidly. For instance, early
investigationss into the folding of the tRNA molecule established an approximate time
scalee for the formation of RNA secondary structure in the 10"4 to 10"5 s range
(reviewedd in 2!2 ). However, the RNA structure-mediated inhibition of polyadenylation
mayy not be sufficient for complete suppression of 5' polyadenylation because the
hairpinn structure will be in equilibrium with the open form, and this 'breathing' will
eventuallyy expose the AAUAAA signal. Rapid folding of the polyA hairpin on the
nascentt transcript will delay recognition by polyadenylation factors, such that
sufficientt time is available for the additional repressive mechanisms to become
effective.. For instance, the growing RNA chain will at a certain point be recognized
byy the splicing machinery, and assembly of spliceosomes may hinder the interaction
withh polyadenylation factors. It has been reported that binding of Ul snRNP to the
majorr SD site in the HIV-1 leader RNA leads to suppression of the 51 polyA site .
Molecularr details of this mechanisms are currently unknown, but this example adds to
thee growing list of cases in which the splicing machinery influences the process of
polyadenylationn "6. Our RNA binding studies suggest that the leader region can also
inhibitt the binding of polyadenylation factors to the 51 polyA site in a more direct
manner.. This negative effect is specific for the HIV-1 leader sequences, although wc
weree unable to identify a distinct repressive element. We measured that the binding of
polyadenylationn factors is gradually decreased upon inclusion of additional HIV-1
sequences,, and it is possible that the leader RNA will bit-by-bit adopt a higher order
structuree that step-by-step restricts the accessibility of the 5' polyA site. This direct
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repressivee effect of the leader region may add to the SD mechanism b'~ and
suppressionn by promoter proximity s3:135 to strongly inhibit the 5' polyA site. Despite
thesee multiple repressive mechanisms, we measured that -5-10% of the HIV-1
transcriptss are prematurely polyadenylated at the 5' polyA site in virus-infected cells
119 9

Inn conclusion, we propose that the regulated step of HIV-1 mRNA
polyadenylationn is the binding of CPSF to the AAUAAA sequence motif. This is
mediatedd by sequestering of the polyadenylation signal within the polyA hairpin
structure.. In the context of the 5' polyA site, the USE element acts as an entry site for
thee CPSF factor, and thereby facilitates polyA complex formation. Some of the
predictionss of this model were tested recently in full-length HIV-1 constructs with
specificc mutations introduced in either the 5' or 3' polyA hairpin

. Opening of the

5'' hairpin activated premature polyadenylation up to 30^0% efficiency, causing a
concomitantt decline in viral RNA synthesis. This result demonstrates that this RNA
structuree is pivotal for repression of the 51 polyA site. Whereas the wild-type hairpin
obviouslyy does not interfere with efficient polyadenylation at the 3' polyA site, this
mRNAA processing step is blocked by the stabilized hairpin mutant. Thus, the
thermodynamicc stability of this RNA structure is delicately balanced to allow efficient
repressionn of the 5' polyA site, yet full activity of the 3' polyA site. This may explain
thee apparent conservation of this structured RNA motif and its thermodynamic
stabilityy among all human and simian immunodeficiency viruses '17. It is likely that
thee proposed mechanism of regulated polyadenylation represents a more general gene
expressionn strategy of the complete retroviruses. A common mechanism has been
proposedd for the equine infectious anemia virus (EIAV), which is a related lentivirus
ig7

.. Furthermore, we reported that both the lentivirus and spumavirus groups can fold

aa similar RNA structure that occludes part of the polyA signal

1I9

. The human T-cell

leukemiaa virus (HTLV-1), a representative of the oncoretroviruses, also uses RNA
secondaryy structure as a regulatory element in the process of polyadenylation

,7K1KÜ

.A

complexx RNA structure is formed at the 3' end of the viral genome that juxtaposes the
AAUAAAA hcxamer and the cleavage site, which arc separated by 274 nt in the linear
sequence.. These examples underscore the versatile usage by retroviruses of RNA
structuree as a key component of regulatory circuits.
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THETHE EFFECT OF TEMPLATE RNA STRUCTURE
ONON ELONGATION BYHIV-1 REVERSE
TRANSCRIPTASE TRANSCRIPTASE
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ABSTRACT T

Reversee transcription of the RNA genome of retroviruses has to proceed through
somee highly structured regions of the template. The RNA genome of the human
immunodeficiencyy virus type I (HIV-1) contains two hairpin structures within the
repeatt (R) region at the 5' end of the viral RNA (Fig. 31). These structures, the TAR
andd polyA hairpins, fulfil important functions in the viral life cycle. We analyzed the
inin vitro elongation properties of the HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (RT) enzyme on the
wild-typee RNA template and mutants thereof with either a stabilized or a destabilized
polyAA hairpin. Stable RNA structure was found to interfere with efficient elongation
off the RT enzyme, as judged by the appearance of pause cDNA products. A direct
relationn was measured between the stability of template RNA structure and the extent
off RT pausing. However, the position of structure-induced pause sites is rather
diverse,, with significant stops at a position approximately 6 nt ahead of the basepaired
stemm of the TAR and polyA hairpins. This suggests that the RT enzyme is stalled
whenn its most forward domain contacts the RNA duplex. Addition of the viral
nucleocapsidd protein (NC) to the in vitro assay was found to overcome such structureinducedd RT stops. These results indicate that the RT polymerase has problems
penetratingg regions of the template with stable RNA structure. This effect was more
pronouncedd at high Mg2+ concentrations, which is known to stabilize RNA secondary
structure.. Such a structure-induced defect was not apparent in reverse transcription
assayss performed in virus-infected cells, which is either caused by the NC protein or
otherr components of the virion particle. Thus, retroviruses can use relatively stable
RNAA structures to control different steps in the viral life cycle without interfering with
thee process of reverse transcription

INTRODUCTION N
Thee human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) has a complex RNA genome of 9
kbb that encodes at least nine viral proteins. In addition, the HIV-1 genome contains
severall RNA signals that control distinct steps in the viral life cycle. For instance, the
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TARR element at the extreme 5' end of viral transcripts is involved in transcriptional
regulation,, and the RRE motif that overlaps the env gene is involved in RNA nuclear
exportt and splicing 21 \ Many additional signals are encoded within the genome to
coordinatee viral gene expression and processes like RNA packaging, dimerization and
reversee transcription. Many of these RNA signals adopt specific secondary structure
and/orr higher-order tertiary structures that are required for function. In most cases, the
RNAA structures function through binding of a regulatory protein of viral or cellular
origin.. For instance, the TAR hairpin and RRE motifs form the binding sites for the
virall tat and rev protein, respectively
Thee presence of multiple relatively stable RNA structures in the HIV-1
genomee may impose special requirements on the mechanism of reverse transcription
andd the processivity of the reverse transcriptase (RT) enzyme. Reverse transcription is
initiatedd from a tRNAlys3 primer that is bound to the primer binding site (PBS) in the
untranslatedd leader of HIV-1 RNA. In fact, there is some evidence that initiation of
reversee transcription is also controlled by specific RNA structures and structural
rearrangementss

,45;215

. Once reverse transcription is started, two relatively stable

hairpinn structures will be encountered in the 5' R region of the template, the TAR and
polyAA hairpins (Fig. 31). The TAR RNA hairpin is supported by a wealth of
biochemicall data (RNA structure probing), phylogenetic evidence (comparison of
differentt virus isolates) and replication studies with mutant viruses (reviewed in ~ ),
butt there is also accumulating evidence for an essential function of the polyA hairpin
inn the viral life cycle ,,7;128;171. For instance, opening of the polyA hairpin yields
poorlyy replicating viruses that revert by acquisition of additional mutations that
restoree basepairing of the stem ll8 . This hairpin encodes the AAUAAA hexamerthat
iss involved in polyadenylation at the 3' R region and the activity of this
polyadenylationn signal is reduced by further stabilization of the polyA hairpin
whichh was subsequently demonstrated to be caused by inaccessibility of the
AAUAAAA signal for binding of polyadenylation factors 2!6. Furthermore, the wildtypee polyA hairpin is also partially repressive, and this RNA structure was
demonstratedd to be instrumental in repression of polyadenylation in the 5' R
119 9
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Figuree 31. Template RNA structure of the HIV-1 R region and the position of reverse
transcriptionn pause sites. The HIV-1 R region (nucleotides - 1/97) encodes two stable RNA
structures,, the TAR and poyA hairpins " . The latter hairpin contains the AAUAAA hexamer motif
(markedd by a box) that is involved in polyadenyiation. The lower panel shows the predicted structures
off the wild-type and two mutant forms of the poly A hairpin that were used in this study. Nucleotide
subsiitutionss are boxed, deletions are indicated by A. The thermodynamic stability (free energy of AG.
inn kcal/mol) was calculated according to the Zuker algorithm
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. The TAR hairpin has a AG of-24.8

kcall mol. Minus-strand DNA synthesis on these templates was initiated by a DNA primer annealed to
thee downstream PBS. The position of reverse transcription pause sites observed in this study are
summarized.. All numbers refer to nucleotide positions on the wild-type HIV-1 transcript. Filled arrows
representt stops observed on the wild-type template, and open arrows mark the pause sites that are
specificc for the structured A-mutant template. The sizes of the arrows correspond to the relative
frequencyy of pausing. Little pausing was observed on the B-mutant template with the destabilized
polyAA hairpin.

Stablee RNA structure in a retroviral genome can also interfere with elongation
off reverse transcription, as was reported in a few in vitro studies with a variety of
structuredd RNA templates 217"220. This idea was further tested in this study by means
off in vitro reverse transcription assays with the wild-type and mutant HIV-1 RNA
templatess and in vivo by means of infection studies. Reverse transcription in vivo
takess place on an RNA template that is entirely coated by the viral nucleocapsid (NC)
protein.. This protein has been shown to have RNA chaperone activity, thereby
stimulatingg both nucleic acid melting and annealing reactions " """ . The effect of NC
proteinn on RNA structure-induced pausing of the reverse transcriptase enzyme is not
clear,, as conflicting results have been reported 2,7:2,R. We therefore also analyzed the
effectt of this protein on reverse transcription on RNA templates with a polyA hairpin
off variable thermodynamic stability.

MATERIALSS AND METHODS
Synthesiss of HIV-1 RNA templates. To study the influence of thermodynamic
stabilityy of the polyA hairpin on reverse transcription, mutations were introduced into
thiss stem-loop structure as described previously

171

. All nucleotide positions refer to

thee transcript of the H1V-LAI isolate, with +1 being the transcription start site and
alsoo the first nucleotide of the R region. The wild-type and mutant pBlue-5'LTR
plasmidss were purified by cesium chloride density gradient centrifugation and the
leaderr region of the HIV-1 genome was amplified by the polymerase chain reaction
(PCR)) (5 min 95°C; 25 cycles of 1 min 95°C, 1 min 55°C, 2 min 72°C; followed by 10
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minn 72°C; 10 min 4°C) with the oligodeoxyribonucleotides T7-2 (51CTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTCTCTCTGGTTAGACCAG-3'^^ and ADSD (5'CATGGATCCAGTCGCCTCCCCTCGCCTC-3').. The sense primer T7-2 contains
thee T7 RNA polymerase promoter sequence (underlined) to allow run-off
transcriptionn of the +1/290 HIV-I RNA template. The PCR used to generate the
acceptorr RNA template (-54/97) will be described elsewhere (in preparation).
Transcriptionn was carried out with 0.5 jig of the PCR product in 50 ul transcription
bufferr (40 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 2 mM spermidine, 10 mM DTT, 12 mM MgCl2)
withh 20 units RNasin, 50 units of T7 RNA polymerase and 150 nmol of each
ribonucleotide.. The reaction mixture was incubated for 4 h at 37°C. The samples were
treatedd with RNase-free DNase and subsequently extracted once with phenol/chloroform/isoamylalcoholl (25:24:1) and once with chloroform/isoamylalcohol (24:1), and
precipitatedd with 2.5 volumes of 96% ethanol and 0.1 volume 3 M sodium acetate pH
5.2.. The RNA was dissolved in 25 ul renaturation buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5,
1000 mM NaCl), heated for 2 min at 85°C and slowly cooled to room temperature. The
transcriptss were analyzed on agarose gels, quantitated by means of UV spectroscopy
andd the RNA concentration was fine-tuned by means of quantitative reverse
transcriptionn assays with a primer complementary to the TAR-region (a-TAR; 5'GTTCCCTAGTTAGCCAGAGAGCTCCCAGGC-31). .

Reversee transcription assays. The DNA primer lys21 (2.9 pmol) was annealed to the
RNAA template (0.014 pmol) in 12 ul annealing buffer (83 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 125
mMM KC1) by heating for 2 min at 85ÜC and subsequent gradual cooling to room
temperature.. The primer lys21 (5'-CAAGTCCCTGTTCGGGCGCCA-3') is
complementaryy to position 182/202 of the HIV-1 genome, which constitutes the 18-nt
PBSS and 3 downstream nt. Reverse transcription on the template-primer hybrid was
initiatedd by addition of 12 ul of 2 x RT-buffer containing 6 mM MgCb, 20 mM DTT,
0.55 pmol of HIV-1 p66/p66 RT (2.5 units), 12 pmol of HIV-1 NCp7, dGTP; dATP;
dTTP;; each at 20 uM, dCTP at 10 uM and 0.3 ul of [«-32P]dCTP (10 mCi/ml), The
finalfinal reaction mixture (24 u.1 end volume; 44 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 3 mM MgCh, 10
mMM DTT, 62.5 mM KC1, 20 mM NaCl) was incubated at 37°C for 1 h. Reactions
weree terminated with 1 ul of 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0. The cDNA products were ethanol
precipitatedd and resuspended in formamide loading buffer and heated for 2 min at
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85°C.. Samples were analyzed on a denaturing 6% po ly aery lam ide/urea sequencing
gel.. The length of the partial reverse transcription products was determined by
comparisonn with a S-labeled sequence reaction on the HIV-1 plasmid with the same
lys211 primer. Sequencing was performed according to the Sequenase kit 2.0
(Amersham). .
Reversee transcription was also initiated by the natural tRNAlys3 primer as
describedd previously 224. In brief, we used 1.5 ug calf liver tRNA (Boehringer
Mannheim)) per assay and the annealing and extension was performed as described
abovee for DNA primers, except that we used another RT enzyme (United States
Biochemical)) that turned out to be superior in tRNA-priming assays. The tRNAcDNAA products were subsequently incubated in 0.45 M NaOH for 20 min at 55°C 225,
andd the samples were subsequently neutralized with HO, EtOH-precipitated, and
resuspendedd in formamide loading buffer.
Thee reaction temperature, the Mg2+ concentration, and the incubation time
weree varied in some experiments. Time-course experiments were initiated in a 7 x
reactionn volume (168 ul) and samples of 24 u.1 were taken at different times. Reverse
transcriptionn was tested in the absence and presence of varying amounts of the NCp7
proteinn (MN isolate, obtained from Dr. Louis Henderson, National Cancer Institute,
USA).. To calculate the level of coating, binding of 1 NC protein per 7 nt of the
templatee RNA was assumed " . In the time-course experiment, we added a second
RNAA template (position -54/97) that mimics the U3-R region at the 3' end of HIV-1
genomicc RNA, including a short polyA tail. The cDNA strand formed on the initial
templatee can anneal to this second RNA in the so-called strand transfer reaction, and
iss subsequently extended by 54 nt. Details of this strand transfer assay are described
elsewhere e

Mutantt HIV-1 virions and infection assays. The construction of HIV-1 LAI
molecularr clones with mutations in the polyA hairpin was described previously

1?1

.

Thee A or B mutant sequence was introduced in the 5' R region of the pLAI-R37
plasmid,, which contains a truncated 3' R region of only 37 nt. Infection and reverse
transcriptionn assays were performed as described

. In brief, virus stocks were

preparedd by calcium phosphate transfection of C33A human cervix carcinoma cells.
Thee supernatant was harvested after 3 days, filtered through a 0.45-u.m-pore-size filter
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(Schleicherr and Schueli), and treated with DNase I (50 U per ml and 10 mM MgCb at
37°CC for 1 h). The SupTl T cell line (8 x 106 cells in 5 ml medium) was incubated for
11 h at 37°C with equal amounts of C33A-produced virus (normalized by CA-p24
level,, approximately 250 ng). Viruses were removed by extensive washing and cells
weree either harvested directly (1 h sample) or cultured at 37UC. Subsequent cell
sampless were taken at 2, 3, 4 and 20 h, and pelleted. Cells were resuspended in 100 ul
lysiss buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% Tween-20) and incubated
withh proteinase K (200 |ig per ml, 30 min at 56°C and 10 min at 95°C). Reverse
trancriptionn products formed after the second strand transfer were identified by PCR
withh a 5'-primer identical to the U5 region (5'Sau3A-B, position 131/149) and a 3'primerr complementary to the gag gene (ADAUG, position 442/463). PCR products
weree analyzed on a Southern blot that was incubated with a 32P-labeled HIV-1 probe
(positionn -454/381), Hybridization signals were quantitated by Phosphorlmager
analysiss (Molecular Dynamics). To calculate the relative reverse transcription
efficiency,, the amount of cDNA synthesis was corrected for the amount of genomic
RNAA present in the virion particles. This virion RNA content was determined as
describedd
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RESULTS S
RTT pausing correlates with stable RNA secondary structure in the template. The
HIV-11 leader RNA contains two relatively stable stem-loop structures, the TAR and
polyAA hairpins (Fig. 31). To determine whether stable RNA structure triggers RT
pausing,, we performed reverse transcription assays on in vitro produced HIV-1 RNA
templatess (+1/290) with either the wild-type polyA hairpin, the stabilized mutant A or
thee destabilized stem-loop B (Fig. 31). A DNA primer was annealed to the PBS on
thesee templates and extended by addition of dNTPs and HIV-1 RT enzyme. For the
wild-typee template, reverse transcription up to position +1 will yield a cDNA product
off 202 nt, the so-called minus-strand strong stop cDNA or ssDNA.
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Figuree 32. The effect of H1V-1 NC protein on RT pausing. Elongation by the RT enzyme was
monitoredd on RNA templates with the wild-type or mutant poly A hairpin (indiealed on top of the
panel).. Reactions were performed as described in section 2 and were analyzed on a denaturing gel.
Arrowss indicate the pausing product (filled, wild-type; open. A-mutant). Reverse transcription was
carriedd out in the absence of NC (lanes 1. 6 and 11). and with NC at increasing concentrations: 20 nM
(laness 2. 7 and 12; 5% template coating), 0.1 uM (lanes 3. 8 and 13; 25% coating). 0.5 uM (lanes 4, 9
andd 14: 125% coating) and 1.0 uM (lanes 5. 10 and 15; 250% coating). Note that the prevalence of
pausingg products diminished at increasing concentrations of NC protein.

Indeed,, a major cDNA product of this length was produced (Fig. 32, lane 1). In
addition,, several shorter cDNAs were detected that results from RT pausing. To
accuratelyy determine the position of RT pausing, a sequence reaction primed by the
samee DNA oligo was analyzed in parallel (not shown). Major pausing on the wildtypee template was found to occur within the stem of the polyA hairpin (position 93)
andd near the base of the TAR stem (position 64, 58, 52). These pause sites are
summarizedd in Fig. 31 (filled arrows; the size of these symbols correlates with the
pausingg intensity).
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Reversee transcription on the mutant templates A and B yielded different
pausingg patterns. Pausing was markedly increased on template A with the stabilized
hairpinn (Fig. 32, lane 6). Please note that the deletion of two nucleotides in the A
mutantt hairpin causes a minor shift in the gel migration of some cDNA products
(cDNAss extended beyond the two bulges positions are 2 nt shorter that their wild-type
counter-part).. Nevertheless, wc will refer to all pause sites based on the corresponding
nucleotidee position in the wild-type HIV-1 sequence. For the A mutant template,
pausingg within the polyA hairpin at position 93 was dramatically elevated compared
withh the wild-type template, and new pause sites were induced at positions 94 and
110,, These stops are indicated in Fig. 31 (open arrows). Reverse transcription on
templatee B, in which the hairpin was destabilized, did not result in significant pausing
att position 93 (Fig. 32, lane 11). In addition, template B displayed decreased pausing
att the sites near the TAR-polyA junction (positions 64, 58, 52). A more quantitative
analysiss of these reverse transcription products will be discussed below (see, e.g., Fig.
34,, upper panel). Pausing was found to decrease in the order; A mutant > wild-type >
BB mutant, which parallels the order of hairpin thermodynamic stability (_G in
kcal/mol);; -25.7 (A) < -15.3 (wild-type) < -11.4 (B). Thus, RT has difficulty using
hairpinn structures as template in vitro, and the extent of RT pausing is directly related
too the stability of structured regions in the RNA template.
Similarr pausing products were obtained in assays with different HIV-1 RT
enzymee preparations (not shown), including recombinant GST-RT protein, both
heterodimericc p55-p6I and homodimeric p66-p66 forms, and an RNaseH-inactive
HIV-11 RT mutant. The latter result suggests that the RNaseH activity of the RT
enzymee does not influence the effect of template RNA structure on RT pausing,
whichh is consistent with a recent study 218. We also tested a set of GST-RT proteins
withh a single amino acid change at position 184 within the catalytic core that causes
resistancee to the 3TC nucleoside drug (Metl84Val, Metl84Ile and Metl84Thr)22S.
Thesee mutants have been demonstrated to exhibit reduced processivity of some
templatess 239, but they demonstrated an identical pausing pattern on the HIV-1 RNA
templatee (not shown). Furthermore, we measured similar RNA structure-induced
pausess with the RT enzymes of Moloney murine leukemia virus (MoMuLV) and
aviann myeloblastosis virus (AMV) (not shown). These combined results indicate that
thee reverse transcription stops observed in this study are not specific for the
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combinationn of HIV-1 RNA template and HIV-1 RT enzyme, but rather a more
generall phenomenon of reverse transcription on structured templates.

NCC protein reduces RT-pausing at stable structures of the template RNA. The
NCC protein is thought to influence nucleic acid structure. Hence, it may be expected
thatt NC will reduce structure-induced stops during reverse transcription. We therefore
performedd reverse transcription assays on the 3 templates in the presence of
increasingg amounts of NC protein (Fig. 32). The NC concentration ranged from 20
nMM to 1 uM (it was calculated that complete coating of the RNA was reached at 0.4
pM).. The absolute level of ssDNA synthesis was reduced by adding NC to the wildtypee and B templates, whereas this level remained relatively constant with the
stabilizedd A template (Fig. 33). Such an inhibitory effect of NC on reverse
transcriptionn was observed previously ~' , and is presumably caused by reduced
bindingg of the RT enzyme to the NC-coatcd RNA template.
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Figuree 33. Quantitative analysis of the amount of minus-strand strong stop (ss)DNA produced on
ihee wild-type and mutant templates as a function of NC concentration. The ssDNA levels were
derivedd from the sequencing gel presented in Fig. 32 (band marked - l). Addition of NC reduced the
amountt of ssDNA synthesized on the wild-type and B mutant templates, but a low, stable level was
reachedd in the presence of excess NC protein. In contrast. ssDNA synthesis on the A mutant template is
relativelyy unaffected by NC protein (see text).
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Moree importantly, the pattern of paused versus extended products was significantly
shiftedd towards full-length cDNAs in the presence of NC for the wild-type and Ainutantt templates (Fig. 34). Thus, we measured an increase in the processivity of the
RTT enzyme on structured RNA templates in the presence of NC. The reduction of
pausingg depended on the dosage of NC protein and cDNA synthesis was most
processivee in the presence of excess NC protein (250% coating). The amount of
prematurelyy stopped DNAs relative to ssDNA was reduced on average approximately
twofoldd at high levels of NC, but pausing was rescued up to tenfold at some sites (e.g.
positionn 110 for the A mutant). Thus, template A benefited most from this
processivityy enhancing effect of NC, which explains why the absolute level of reverse
transcriptionn on this structured RNA was relatively unaffected (Fig. 33).
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Figuree 34. Quantitative Phosphorlmager analysis of the sequencing gel presented in Fig. 32.
Shownn arc the intensities of pausing products (indicated by arrows) relative to the ssDNA (+1) on the
threee templates in the absence of NC (upper panel) or the presence of NC (lower panel; 1.0 uM).
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Too investigate pausing at structured sites of the RNA template in more detail,
reversee transcription on the wild-type and A template was analyzed at different
temperaturess (32"C. 37"C, 47°C) in the absence or presence of NC protein. We
reasonedd that elevated temperature should destabilize RNA hairpins and thereby
reducee pausing. Surprisingly, pausing on these templates was not reduced at elevated
temperaturee (Fig. 35, lanes 4-6 and 10-12). It is possible that the processivity of the
RTT enzyme is less efficient at 47°C, such that reverse transcription does not benefit
fromm this approach to destabilize RNA structures. At all temperatures, NC protein
stimulatedd elongation up to the end of the template (Fig. 35, lanes 1-3 and 7-9).
However,, also in the presence of NC, increasing the temperature resulted in increased
pausing. .
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Figuree 35. The effect of temperature on RT pausing at stable hairpin structures. Pausing products
onn the wild-type and mutant A templates are indicated by arrows and numbered as described in Fig. 31.
Incubationn temperatures are indicated above each lane. The experiment was performed in the absence
orr presence (1.0 uM) of NC as indicated on top of the panel.

Modulationn of the RNA structure-induced RT stops by the Mg concentration.
Ann important feature of the transfer RNA tertiary structure is its preferential
stabilizationn by multivalent ions 23°. To test the effect of Mg"" ions on the HIV-1
RNAA structure-induced RT pauses, we performed reverse transcription on the three
RNAA templates at 0, 1, 3, 5, 10 and 20 mM Mg"" (Fig. 36). The reverse transcription
bufferr used in the previous experiments contains 3 mM Mg"". No cDNA products
weree detected in the absence of Mg"+, which is not surprising because this ion is
criticall for RT enzyme activity 231. We observed a gradual increase of the intensity of
thee pause products compared with the full-length cDNA as a function of the Mg""
concentration.. The signals were quantitatcd by Phosphorlmager analysis, and for
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Figuree 36. Increased RT pausing at template RNA structures at elevated Mg2+ concentrations.
Reversee transcription was performed with the wild-type RNA (lanes 1 to 6), the A mutant (lanes 7 to
12).. and the B template (lanes 13 to 18) at varying Mg : ' concentrations (0. I. 3. 5. 10 and 20 mM).
Pausingg products are indicated by arrows and numbered as described in Fig. 31.
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subsequentt calculations we used the 3 mM and 10 mM Mg2 samples because the
overalll reverse transcription efficiency declined at lower and higher Mg'*
concentration.. The amount of RT stops near the TAR-polyA junction (positions 52
andd 64) relative to full-length ssDNA was increased approximately twofold by raising
thee Mg2+ concentration from 3 mM to 10 mM. This effect was observed with all three
RNAA templates. Interestingly, the stops induced by the stabilized polyA hairpin in the
mutantt A template were even more Mg2+-responsive (Fig. 36, lanes 7-12). The
relativee intensity of the stop at position 93/94 was increased more than fivefold, and
thee 'early' stop at position 110 was increased more that ninefold. These results
indicatee that the repressive effect of template RNA structure on the elongation of the
RTT enzyme can be modulated by the Mg"' concentration.

Thee cDNA pausing products are eventually chased into full-length ssDNA. To
analyzee the precursor-product relationship of the paused cDNA products and the fulllengthh ssDNA, we performed a kinetic analysis of reverse transcription on the wildtypee template. In this assay, we added a second RNA template (-547+97) that mimics
thee U3-R region of HIV-1 RNA. This second template cannot basepair with the DNA
primer,, but can anneal to the ssDNA product, which can be extended subsequently by
anotherr 54 nt to produce a transfer product of 256 nt. This kinetic analysis was
initiatedd in a large reaction volume and samples were taken at the indicated times
(Fig.. 37). At early time points, cDNAs of intermediate length were detected (pause
positionss 64 and 52), followed by the delayed onset of ssDNA synthesis (marked ss).
Thee amount of the paused products decreased as ssDNA accumulated. The transfer
productt (marked T) was not observed until a substantial amount of ssDNA had been
formed,, and the amount of ssDNA decreased as transfer product increased. These
combinedd results indicate that the pause products observed on the wild-type template
arcc eventually chased into full length ssDNA, which is the likely cDNA form
involvedd in the strand transfer.

Reversee transcription in vivo is not significantly delayed by stable RNA
structure.. As shown in Figs. 32 and 35, NC reduces the formation of prematurely
stoppedd reverse transcription products at extensively structured sites on the template
RNA.. It is possible that other viral or cellular factors contribute to processive reverse
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Figuree 37. The paused cDNA produets can be chased into full-length ssDNA. Kinetic analysis of
reversee transcription on the wild-type RNA template in the presence of a second template that allows
strandd transfer and further extension of the ssDNA. Reactions were initiated in a large volume from
whichh samples were taken at different times (7, 12. 20, 40 and 80 min). Pausing products are numbered
accordingg to the corresponding template position (nucleotides 64 and 52). Ss denotes the ssDNA and T
denotess the transferred cDNA product. The different cDNA products were separated on a sequencing
gell and quantitated with a Phosphorlmager.

transcriptionn in infected cells. One notable difference between our in vitro assay
systemm and in vivo reverse transcription is the type of primer. Whereas we used a
shortt DNA oligonucleotide primer. HIV-1 particles package the tRNAlys? molecule
thatt is subsequently annealed to the complementary PBS sequence on the viral
genome.. In fact, there is accumulating evidence that the reverse transcription reaction
114 4

43:215:232 2

differss significantly for DNA primers versus tRNA primers

Wee therefore

comparedd the effect of template RNA structure in reverse transcription reactions
primedd by the two types of primers. The tRNA-cDNA reaction products (Fig. 38.
laness 4-6) were NaOH treated such that the cDNA product is 21 nt shorter than the
DNAA primed cDNA products (lanes 1-3). We observed the same pausing products on
thee wild-type and mutant HIV-1 templates, including the structure specific stops at
positionn 93/94 and 110 of the stabilized A template.
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tRNA
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Figuree 38. DNA-primed
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reversee transcription. Flic
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Thiss result does not exclude the possibility that other virion and/or cellular
factorss can affect the processivity of the RT enzyme during in vivo reverse
transcription.. To directly test this, we performed infection studies with wild-type and
mutantt viruses. Infectious proviral plasmids were constructed in which the A or B
mutationn was introduced in the 5' R region. A potential problem with such constructs
iss that the 5' R mutations may also affect the efficiency of the first strand transfer
reactionn due to reducedd sequence complementarity between the ssDNA, which is a
copyy of 5' R, and the 3' R element. To exclude such effects, we used a proviral
constructt with a truncated 3' R region that lacks the polyA hairpin region. In this
context,, all three constructs will have a reduced, but identical basepairing capacity
duringg strand transfer. Another potential problem is that mutation of the 5" polyA
hairpinn may affect the efficiency of viral RNA packaging 12*;17i. Thus, reverse
transcriptionn efficiencies should be related to the amount of genomic RNA template
presentt in these virion particles.
Thee SupTI T cell line was infected with equal amounts of wild-type and
mutantt viruses. To determine the efficiency of reverse transcription, cDNA products
formedd at several times postinfection were PCR-amplified and analyzed by Southern
blotting.. The Southern blot signals were quantitated and adjusted for the amount of
virionn RNA present in these particles (Fig. 39). Reverse transcription products were
firstfirst detected 2 h after infection and increased in abundance over time. Similar levels
off cDNA synthesis were measured for the wild-type and A mutant. This result
indicatess that elongation of reverse transcription is not significantly affected by the
stabilizedd stem-loop structure. Likewise, comparison of the wild-type and destabilized
BB mutant did not reveal any inhibition mediated by the wild-type hairpin structure.
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Fi»uree 39. Reverse transcription is not significantly inhibited by stable RNA structure in virusinfectedd cells. The SupTl T cell line was infected with the same amount of wild-type and mutant
viruses.. Cells were harvested at several times postinfection, and reverse transcription products were
quantitatedd by PCR and Southern analysis. Because these virions were reported to have a reduced
amountt of genomic RNA ' 7I , the relative transcription efficiency was corrected for the amount of viral
RNA.. The reverse transcription efficiency determined for wild-type at 20 hours after infection was
arbitrarilyy set at 100%.

DISCUSSION N

Wee investigated the effect of stable RNA secondary structure in the R region of the
HIV-11 genome on elongation of reverse transcription. The initial experiments were
performedd in vitro with RNA templates containing the wild-type polyA hairpin or
mutantss with either a stabilized (A) or destabilized (B) stem region (Fig. 31). We
foundd that reverse transcription by the RT enzyme is greatly hindered by RNA
structure.. The extent of RT pausing was directly related to the thermodynamic
stabilityy of the structure. Furthermore, pausing was increased at high Mg~
concentrations.. Such metal ions play important roles in stabilizing a variety of RNA
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structurall motifs, and were for instance reported to bind specifically to the
trinucleotidee bulge of the TAR hairpin 2 ". These results indicate that stable RNA
structuree does interfere with the elongation of the H1V-1 RT enzyme. A similar r
observationn was presented recently in assays with the RT enzyme of the murine
leukemiaa virus (MLV) and MLV templates with RNA structures of varying stability
.. In both studies, addition of the viral NC protein was found to largely overcome
thiss reverse transcription defect by decreasing the amount of pausing products relative
too the fully extended ssDNA. NC has been reported to induce conformational changes
inn nucleic acids through altering energy barriers of duplex melting and annealing " '
"" . The observed resolution of pause sites by NC is consistent with the idea that NC
causess RNA structures to unfold more readily, and thus supports the proposed
propertyy of NC to lower the thermodynamic stability of RNA secondary structures.
Wee cannot currently exclude other mechanistic explanations. For instance, there may
bee a direct NC-RT interaction 234;235j and this may affect the processivity of the RT
polymerase.. The stimulatory effect of NC on reverse transcription on structured
templatess was not observed in another study with an HIV-1 template and RT enzyme
-}-} I o

.. However, a short RNA template with a relatively small hairpin structure was used
inn this study, which may be easier to unwind in the absence of NC protein. This
findingg may relate to observations on the requirement for NC protein during the
strandd transfer step of reverse transcription. Whereas there is an absolute NCrequirementt on long RNA templates m, no such effect was reported on short
templatess

. It has been suggested that the longer templates have potentially more

secondaryy structure and tertiary structure that needs to be unwound to facilitate
subsequentt strand transfer

U)6

.

Stablee RNA structure was found to halt the RT enzyme, but not all sites of RT
pausingg are located precisely at the base of the stem-loop structure (Fig. 31). Two new
stopp sites were induced by the excessively stable A hairpin. The stop at position 110 is
locatedd 6 nt before the RNA duplex is reached. Because the template/primer-bound
RTT enzyme covers seven template nucleotides upstream and 22 nt downstream of the
cDNAA extension point237, this stop at position 110 may thus reflect the collision of
thee most frontal RT domain with the basepaired stem. This situation is illustrated in
Fig.. 10 (middle panel). This is the first report of such 'early' RT stops caused by
stablee RNA structures, but the situation resembles that of the 'toeprinting' technique
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:

" \\ in which the RT enzyme is blocked by a prokaryotic ribosome that is bound to the

AUGG start codon (illustrated in Fig. 40, bottom panel). Another study

2l!s

reported that

pausingg occurred directly at the base of the stem region, with a direct correlation of
thee degree of RT pausing and the free energy of melting the individual basepairs
(Fig.40.. upper panel).

RTT stop at the
basee of a short
hairpin n
cDNA A
3'' RNA template

RTT stop at a
distancee from
ann extended ^-^
hairpinn
( )

cDNA A

cDNA A

Figuree 40. Kxtended RNA hairpins block the elongating RT enzyme at a distance. The panels
showw the elongating RT enzyme that encounters either a short hairpin in the template RNA (upper
panel),, an extended hairpin (middle panel) or an RNA-bound ribosome (bottom panel). The situation
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depictedd in the upper panel indicates that the small hairpin can penetrate the RT enzyme up to the
catalyticc site, causing termination of cDNA synthesis at the base of the stem region ;i)i . The middle
panell illustrates an 'early1 RT stop at a 6 nt distance from the basepaired stem. This situation may be
specificc for extended hairpin structures (this study). RT was also reported to stop at a distance when it
encounterss a 30S ribosomal subunit that is bound to the AUG start codon (bottom panel). In this
Moeprinting'' technique. RT terminates cDNA synthesis 15 nt upstream of the first nucleotide of the
AUGG start codon

m

.

Wee also detected such stops at basepairs of the RNA hairpins, e.g. the signals at
positionn 93/94 halfway the stem of the mutant polyA hairpin. Termination at this
positionn means that the most forward RT domain proceeded up to template position
86,, which is located in the loop of the polyA hairpin. Multiple stops near the TAR
hairpinn are also not positioned precisely at the base of the stem region. Thus, some
hairpinss cause RT to stop a distance from the basepaired stem, whereas others
apparentlyy are able to enter the RT enzyme as an intact stem region up to the site of
polymerization.. The ability of RNA hairpins to penetrate into the RT enzyme may
simplyy depend on the dimensions of the structure (Fig.40). For instance, we used a
relativelyy lengthy polyA hairpin with 17 basepairs, which is extended to 40 basepairs
iff the adjacent TAR hairpin is coaxially stacked. Such a large structured motif may
causee the RT enzyme to stop early. The rules of RT pausing are not likely to be
simplee and it is obvious that more details on the interaction between template RNA
structuree and the approaching RT enzyme are required to further elaborate on this
issue.. For instance, structural rearrangements of the template RNA may take place
duringg reverse transcription 2I8, although there is no evidence for such an effect for
thee HIV-1 RNA used in this study. Furthermore, it is known that particular nucleotide
sequencess of the template influence RT pausing 239"24\
Sincee this study was submitted for publication, similar results were reported
byy the Lever laboratory

. It was reported that reverse transcription pauses are

significantlyy associated with the presence of secondary structure 6-10 bases ahead of
thee RT polymerase, which is fully consistent with the structure-specific RT stop that
wee observed 6 nt ahead of the stabilized polyA hairpin in mutant A. Remarkably, that
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studyy also reported that RT pausing can occur following the copying of a template
regionn of stable secondary structure 242. Since this part of the template RNA is
expectedd to be melted by RT during reverse transcription, it was suggested that this
effectt is duee to the formation of secondary structure in the nascent cDNA

4

. The stop

thatt we observed within the TAR hairpin at position 52 is positioned exactly 6 nt
upstreamm of the polyA structure, and may thus be explained by such a mechanism.
Interestingly,, we recently presented evidence for the formation of particular
secondaryy structure by this ssDNA in an unrelated set of experiments 227. It is
temptingg to speculate that structure of the ssDNA of the HIV-1 5' R region can
influencee the elongation properties of the RT enzyme. In particular, such interactions
mayy play a role in the strand transfer reaction reaction in which the ssDNA is
transferredd from the 5' R to 3' R of the HIV-1 RNA genome 241"245.
HIV-11 infection experiments with the stabilized A mutant revealed no
significantt reverse transcription defect in vivo, indicating that reverse transcription
withinn the virus particle is not particularly sensitive to pausing at structured regions of
thee template RNA. We demonstrate that this difference is not due to the usage of a
tRNA-primerr in vivo, because similar pause sites were observed in tRNA-primed
reactions.. Our results indicate that the difference between the two systems is, at least
inn part, attributable to the action of the viral NC protein. Other cofactors of cellular or
virall origin may also exist (e.g., RNA helicases), and the virion architecture may
facilitatee processive reverse transcription. Thus, extensive folding of the genomic
RNAA does not cause a problem during reverse transcription, consistent with the
presencee of several highly structured RNA signals in the HIV-1 genome (e.g. TAR,
polyAA and RRE). On the other hand, it remains possible that retroviral RNA motifs
existt that intentionally interfere with efficient elongation of the reverse transcription
enzyme.. In particular, we hypothesized that such a role may be played by a relatively
small,, but highly conserved hairpin structure that is located immediately upstream of
thee PBS 24h. Interestingly, there is both in vitro and in vivo evidence that tRNAprimedd reverse transcription is aborted transiently after incorporation of a few dNTPs
:i5:224:247;24K^^ yje

a r e c u r r e n t iy

testing whether this spontaneous pause of reverse

transcriptionn is triggered by the hairpin motif.
Thiss study and several recently published reports i07,217-249 indicate that the
virall NC protein plays a critical role at the level of elongation of reverse transcription
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byy allowing the RT enzyme to efficiently pass through regions of stable secondary
structuree in the genomic RNA. The NC protein is believed to stimulate a variety of
otherr replication steps that all involve interactions with nucleic acid 22 \ First, the NC
proteinn has been reported to bind specifically to the packaging signal region of HIV-1
genomicc RNA, and this interaction may facilitate selective packaging of the retroviral
genomee -50"252, Second, NC has been proposed to facilitate dimerization of the viral
RNAA ::>3. Third, NC can stimulate the placement of the tRNA primer onto the PBS
0 66

and subsequent initiation of reverse transcription 257"259. Fourth, NC plays a

criticall role in the strand transfer process reaction(s) during reverse transcription
*"" "' . Given this pleiotropy of functions, it is not surprising that mutations in the
NCC protein severely affect HIV-1 replication 26-V265.
Severall previous studies have proposed that pausing of RT can trigger strand
transferr of the partially extended cDNA l47:266-267- if this would occur in the natural
HIV-11 infection, part of the 3' R would be copied by the RT enzyme. However, there
iss evidence that the complete 5' R is inherited both in vitro and in vivo !06;,44;268, i n
thiss study, a kinetic analysis indicated that the pausing products in the 5' R region can
bee resolved and extended into the full-length ssDNA. Furthermore, no transfer
productt was observed until this ssDNA was abundant. These combined results support
aa model in which the cDNA is elongatedd up to the extreme 5' end of the 5' R region
beforee the growing point of ssDNA synthesis is transferred to the 3' R region of the
genome.. Thus, the paused cDNA products induced during reverse transcription of the
twoo stable hairpins in the HIV-1 5' R region are not expected to be involved in
prematuree strand transfer. This does not exclude the possibility that these R-region
hairpins,, either as part of the donor or the acceptor RNA strand, play a role in the
processs of strand transfer.
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FOLDINGFOLDING OF THE HIV-1 MINUS-STRAND
STRONGSTRONG STOP DNA MOLECULE STIMULATES
THETHE FIRST STRAND TRANSFER REACTION OF
REVERSEREVERSE TRANSCRIPTION
BiancaBianca IF. Klasens, Nadine L. Vastenhouw and Ben Berkhout

ABSTRACT T

Twoo DNA strand transfer reactions occur during retroviral reverse transcription. The
mechanismm of the first, minus-strand strong stop (ss)DNA transfer has been studied in
vitrovitro for HIV-1. This strand transfer reaction is mediated by the repeat (R) region,
situatedd at both the 5' and 3' end of the RNA genome. The HIV-1 R region contains a
TARR and polyA hairpin. The results reveal that the 5' terminus of the 5' R is critical
forr efficient strand transfer. The stimulatory effect of this sequence cannot be
subscribedd to the RNA template itself, because it is degraded during reverse
transcriptionn by RNaseH action of the RT enzyme. Instead, we propose that folding of
ann 'anti-TAR' hairpin structure in the ssDNA molecule facilitates efficient strand
transfer.. We present a mechanistic model that describes the importance of the ssDNA
structuree in strand transfer. Folding of the ssDNA initiates the release of this cDNA
fromm the 5' R donor template and/or the folded ssDNA triggers annealing to the 3' R
byy basepairing of the complementary RNA hairpin loops.

INTRODUCTION N

Retrovirusess have the ability to replicate their RNA genome through a DNA
intermediate.. The single stranded viral RNA genome is copied into a double stranded
DNAA molecule, a reaction that is carried out by the virally encoded reverse
transcriptasee (RT). Reverse transcription is primed by a tRNA molecule that anneals
too the primer binding site (PBS) on the viral RNA genome " '" '" '

. Elongation of

reversee transcription up to the 5' end of the RNA template results in the synthesis of a
tRNA-DNAA intermediate product that is called strong stop (ss)DNA. The process of
reversee transcription involves two template-switching events, called minus- and plusstrandd DNA transfer. The minus DNA transfer involves the dissociation of the ssDNA
intermediatee from the 5' end of the RNA genome, and subsequent annealing to the
3'endd of the RNA genome, and this reaction is mediated by the terminal repeat (R)
regions. .
Reversee transcription can be initiated within the viral particle as evidenced by
thee presence of the initial DNA product in virions 212'2iy21A_ However, it is generally
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thoughtt that most of the reverse transcription reaction occurs in the cytosol of newly
infectedd cells. The virtual absence of a discrete ssDNA product in infected cells
suggestss that the ssDNA is efficiently transferred from 5 1 R to 3 ' R 275-276- 76. The
virallyy encoded nucleocapsid protein (NC) is involved in several steps of reverse
transcription,, including the strand transfer reaction

,06;226277

This protein has been

shownn to stimulate the annealing of the tRNA primer to the P B S g9;1O0;253;277i

ancj

the

elongationn of the RT enzyme through template regions with stable RNA secondary
structuree

217:2B;27K

The RNaseH activity of the RT enzyme is critical for strand

transferr as well, because it releases the ssDNA template by degradation of the RNA
..

, .

227;23ö;279

template e
Severall in vivo and in vitro studies have analyzed minus- and plus-strand
transferr events in an effort to elucidate the mechanism of template switching
236;243:243:268;26«;2KO;2»O;28ii ;2Ki _ Q n e

of the u n r e s o

ived

questions

is whether the R region

stimulatess minus-strand D N A transfer in a manner that is independent of the
complementarityy of 3 ' R with the ssDNA. The length of the R region of different
retrovirusess varies considerably, ranging from 12 nucleotides (nt) in mouse mammary
tumorr virus ( M M T V ) , 97 nt for HIV-1, and 249 nt in human T-cell leukemia virus
typee 2 (HTLV-2)

2S2

. This suggests that a relatively short region of homology is

sufficientt for ssDNA transfer in some viruses, and that perhaps only a part of the
largerr R region in complex viruses such as HIV and HTLV is used in this reaction. On
thee other hand, it remains possible that the extended R regions of such viruses do
containn additional features that facilitate the strand transfer reaction. For instance, an
inin vitro study with Moloney murine leukemia virus ( M o M u L V , R= 68 nt) argued that
thee intact R sequence, and not just the repeat sequence, is necessary for efficient
strandd transfer

m:2t

\

in vivo studies indicate that the U3/R junction of M o M u L V

stimulatess strand transfer by an unknown mechanism, and that the site of strand
transferr occurs predominantly at the 5 ' end of the genomic R N A '' '

. Another in

vitrovitro study revealed evidence for an interaction of HIV-1 RT with the 3' R acceptor
templatee prior to departure from the donor template 2i6. These studies suggest that a
neww mechanism, possibly involving the two R N A strands (5 1 R and 3 ' R) and the
ssDNA,, may facilitate strand transfer.
Thee R region of the HIV-l RNA genome encodes two well-conserved stemloopp structures, the T A R and polyA hairpins. In an in vitro reverse transcription assay
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system,, we used two templates mimicking the 5' end (donor) and the 3' end
(acceptor)) of the HIV-1 genome to test the contribution of these RNA secondary
structuress to strand transfer. We demonstrate that template switching with donor and
acceptorr pairs with the natural HIV-1 R region is much more efficient compared with
otherr templates. Opening of both the TAR and polyA stem-loop in the 3'R-acceptor
templatee stimulates strand transfer, indicating that these structures do not play a role
inn the reverse transcription process. These hairpins are not supposed to play a role in
thee donor template either, since the 5' RNA template will be degraded by RNaseH
activityy upon reverse transcription. However, we measure that TAR in the 5' R
contributess to efficient strand transfer, and we propose that this effect is mediated by
secondaryy structure in the ssDNA. A structure-based mechanistic model is proposed
inn which the ssDNA hairpin facilitates basepairing with the 3' R acceptor.

MATERIALSS AND METHODS
Synthesiss of HIV-1 RNA templates. To study the effect of the HIV-1 R region on
thee first strand transfer of reverse transcription we used sequences of the LAI or Hxb2
virall isolate. All nucleotide positions refer to the HIV-1 LAI transcript, with +1 being
thee transcription start site and therefore also the first nucleotide of the R region. Hxb2
differss from LAI at position +23 in the TAR bulge (UCU instead of UUU). The
polyAA and TAR hairpin mutations were described previously

,1,J71

. The wild-type

andd mutant plasmids were purified by cesium chloride density gradient centrifugation
andd specific regions were amplified by the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) (5 min
95°C,, 25 cycles of 1 min 95°C, 1 min 55°C, 2 min 72DC, followed by 10min72°C,
100 min 4°C) with the sense and antisensc oligonucleotides listed in Table 5. The sense
oligonucleotidess provide the promoter sequence for T7 RNA polymerase (underlined
inn Table 5). Transcription was carried out with 0,5 \ig of the PCR product in 50 ul
transcriptionn buffer (40 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 2 mM spermidine, 10 mM DTT, 12
mMM MgCL) with 20 units RNAsin, 50 units of T7 RNA polymerase and 150 nmol of
eachh NTP. The reaction mixture was incubated for 4 h at 37°C. The samples were
treatedd with RNase-free DNase and subsequently extracted once with
phenol/chloroform/isoamyll (25:24:1), and precipitated with 0.1 volume 3 M NaAc pH
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5.22 and 2.5 volumes of 96% ethanol. The RNA was dissolved in 25 ul of renaturation
bufferr {10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl), heated for 2 min at 85°C and slowly
cooledd to room temperature. The transcripts were analyzed on agarose gels, and the
RNAA concentration was determined by UV spectroscopy.

Tablee 5. Oligonucleotides used in this study

Position n

Primers s
Sense e
T7-11

5^CTAATACGACTCACTATAGaGGAGTGGCGAGCCCTCAGATG-31

-S4/-33

T7-22

S'-CTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTCTCTCTGGTTAGACCAG^

+1/+20

T7-2XX

5'-CTAATACOACTCACTATAGGGAGCCGAUUaJCGAGCCAG-3'

+1/+20

T7-177

5'-CTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTCTCTCTGGTTAGACCAG-3'

+17/+37

T7-299

5^CTAATACGACTCACTATAGCCAGATTTGAGCCTGGGAGC-3'

+29/+49

T7-577

r-CTAATACGACTCACTATAGCACGCTTAAGCCTCAATAAAG-3'

+57/+80

T7-PBSloopp

5'-CTAATACGACTCACTATAGTGTGCCCGTCTGTTGTGTGA-3'

+105/+125

T7-DISloopp

5--CTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGACTCGGCTTGCTGAAGCG-3'

+240/+260

TR344

5'-TTTTTTTTTTTCCCAGGCTCAAATCTGGTC-3'

+15/+34

TR577

5'-TTTTTTTTTTGGTTCCCTAGTTAGCCAÜAG-3,

+36/+57

TR788

S'-TTTTTTTTTTTTATTGAGGCTTAAGCAAGTG-S'

+S7/+78

Antisense e

TR966

5 '-G A AGC ACTC A AGGC A AGCTTTATTG-3'

+70/+96

TR977

5"-TTTTTTTTTTGAAGCACTCAAGGCAAGCTT-3'

+70/+97

TR97mutAA

5'-TTTTTTTTTTAAGCCTCAAGGCAAGCTTTA-3'

+70/+97

LyS211

5 '-C A AGTCCCTGTTCGGGCGCC A-3'

+182/+202

BB33

5-GAGTCCTGCGTCGAGAGAGCTCCTCTGGTT-3'

+216/+245

ADSDD

5'-CATGGATCCAGTCGCCTCCCCTCGCCTC-3'

+270/+290

ADAUGG

5'-CATGGTACCCCCGCTTAATACTGACGC-3'

+348/+36R

J

T77 RNA polymerase promoter sequence is underlined
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Strandd transfer assays. The standard strand transfer assay was performed with a 5' R
donorr template (+1/+245) and a 3' R acceptor template (-S4/+97) with a 10 nt long
pofyAA tail (the A nucleotide at position +97 with 9 additional A nucleotides encoded
byy the antisense PCR primer). First, the DNA primer Lys21 (2.9 pmol) was annealed
too the donor template (0.32 pmol) in 12 ul annealing buffer (83 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5,
1255 mM KC1) by heating for 2 min at 85°C and gradual cooling to room temperature.
Next,, the acceptor template (1.5 pmol) was added yielding an optimal donor: acceptor
ratioo of 1:5" . This ratio will differ slightly in case transcripts with deletions are
used.. Reverse transcription was started by addition of 12 uT of 2xRT-buffer
containingg 6 mM MgCI2l 20 mM DTT, dGTP, dATP, dTTP, each at 20 uM, dCTP at
100 uM and 0.3 ul of [u-32P]dCTP (10 mCi/ml), H1V-1 RT (0.17 units. United States
Biochemical)) or AMV-RT (3.3 units, Stratagene), and 12 pmol of HIV-1 NCp7 (MN
isolate,, obtained from Dr. Louis Henderson, National Cancer Institute, USA). The
finall reaction mixture (24 ul end volume, 44 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 3 mM MgCl2, 10
mMM DTT, 62.5 mM KC1, 20 mM NaCl) was incubated at different temperatures from
30°CC up to 56°C for 10, 30 or 60 minutes. Reactions were terminated by addition of 5
ull formamide loading buffer (95% formamide, 20 mM EDTA, 0.05% bromophenol
blue,, 0.05% xylene cyanol FF). The samples were heated for 2 min at 85°C and
analyzedd on a denaturing 6% polyacrylamide-bisacrylamidc (19:1 )/7 M urea
sequencingg gel. The products were visualized by autoradiography and the ssDNA (ss)
andd transfer (T) cDNA products were quantitated on a Phosphorlmager (Molecular
Dynamics).. Strand transfer efficiencies were calculated as follows: [aT/(aT+ss)]xl00,
aa is the factor that corrects for the incorporation of additional label into the extended
TT products versus the ss intermediate.

Analysiss of premature strand transfer. To analyze the sequence of the strand
transferr products, the T band was eluted from gel and PCR-amplified. Slices of
Whatmann paper with the dried gel were rehydrated in 100 ul water for 10 min, heated
att 100°C for 15 min and centrifuged for 2 min at 20.000g. The solution was removed
andd nucleic acid was precipitated with 2.5 volumes of 96% ethanol, 0.1 volume NaAc
pHH 5.2 and 2.5 ul glycogen (20 mg/ml) as carrier. The samples were placed at -70°C
forr 30 min and centrifuged at 20.000g for 30 min. The pellet was washed with 450 ul
ethanoll (80%), vacuum-dried and dissolved in 10 pi water, of which 2 pi was used
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eitherr for non-radioactive PCR and sequencing or radioactive PCR and restriction
enzymee digestion.
Nonn radioactive PCR was performed (5 min 95°C; 25 cycles of 1 min 95°C, 1
minn 55°C, 2 min 72°C; followed by 10 min 72°C; 10 min 4°C) and the amplified T
productss were diluted in 10 volumes of water, of which 1 ul was used in a Taq ET
DycPrimerr Cycle Sequencing Reaction (Amersham). The sequencing samples were
analyzedd on an Applied Biosystem 373 DNA sequencer.
Radioactivee PCR (10 min 95°C; 4 cycles of 2 min 95°C, 1 min 55°C, 2 min 72°C;
followedd by 10 min 72°C) was performed with a 5'-end labeled antisense primer. The
oligonucleotidee Lys21 (3 fig) was labeled in 40 ul kinase buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH
7.5,, 10 mM MgCb, 5 mM DTT) with T4 polynucleotide kinase (Boehringer
Mannheim)) and 25 uCi [y-32P]ATP (3000 Ci/mmol, Amersham) for two hours at
37°C.. The PCR products were used directly for restriction-enzyme analysis.
Digestionss were performed with either Xho I (5 units) in 10 ul buffer H (10 mM TrisHCl,, 10 mM MgCb, 50 mM NaCl and 1 mM dithioerythritol (DTE) or Bglïï (5 units)
inn 10 ul buffer M (50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM DTE)
forr 6 hours at 37°C. Samples were separated on a denaturing 6% polyacrylamidebisacrylamidee (19:1 )/7 M urea sequencing gel and the different bands were
quantitatedd by Phosphorlmager to calculate the cleavage percentage.

RESULTS S
Thee HIV-1 R region facilitates efficient strand transfer. To test whether the HIV-1
RR region specifically promotes the strand transfer reaction, three donor/acceptor pairs
weree compared (Fig. 41A). We designed template pairs with the natural HIV-1 R
regionn (wt/wt) or arbitrarily chosen repeat sequences (dl/al, d2/a2). The repeat
regionss have similar lengths (97-nt overlap for wt/wt versus 98-nt overlap for dl/al,
andd 59-nt for d2/a2). Reverse transcription was performed with HIV-RT {wt/wt,
dl/al,, d2/a2)or AMV-RT (wt/wt, dl/al) at different enzyme concentrations, and we
measuredd the strand transfer efficiency (Fig. 41B). Strand transfer on the wt/wt
templatess was 2-fold (HIV-RT) to 10-fold (AMV-RT) more efficient compared with
dl/all for the 30 min samples. This difference was increased up to 15-fold (1.7 units
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AMVV RT enzyme) to 20-fold (3.3 and 6.7 units AMV RT enzyme per ul) for the 60
minn samples. No strand transfer could be detected with the d2/a2 templates. These
resultss suggest that the natural HIV-1 R region facilitates efficient strand transfer.
Similarr results were obtained with HIV-RT and AMV-RT. indicating that the
stimulatoryy effect of the HIV-1 R region does not require the presence of the
correspondingg RT enzyme.
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Figuree 41. Strand transfer with the wild-type HIV-1 R region is much more efficient than with
arbitrarilyy chosen repeat regions. (A) Three different donor/acceptor pairs with HIV-1 derived
sequences.. Nucleotide numbers refer to the position on the wt genomic RNA, with - 1 being the
transcriptionall start site. The wt/wt set contains the natural R region, and the acceptor template contains
aa short polyA tail (A),,. (B) Analysis of strand transfer efficiencies on the three donor/acceptor
pairs.. Reactions were performed with HIV-RT (0.17. 0.5 and 1 unit/ul) and A M V - R T (1.7. 3.3 and 6.7
unit/ul)) with incubation times of 30 and 60 minutes.
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Sequencee dissimilarity between donor and acceptor templates results in severe strand
transferr defects. The HIV-1 R region encodes a tandem stem-loop motif consisting of
thee TAR and polyA hairpin (Fig. 42A). This motif is present at both the 5' end
(donor)) and the 3* end (acceptor) of the viral transcript. The polyA hairpin is
truncatedd at the 3' end due to cleavage at position +97, and subsequent
polyadenylation.. To investigate the effect of RNA secondary structure, strand transfer
reactionss were performed with donor and acceptor templates containing either a
mutatedd TAR or polyA hairpin (Fig. 42B). The upper panel shows the wild-type TAR
hairpinn (wt, AG = -24.8 kcal/mol) and a mutant thereof (X, AG = -14.7 kcal/mol). The
XX mutant has a destabilized TAR RNA structure, because of mutations at position +3
too +16. The lower panel shows the wild-type polyA hairpin (wt, AG = -15.3 kcal/mol)
andd mutants thereof. Mutant D has a destabilized polyA hairpin structure (AG = -6.8
kcal/mol).. These TAR and polyA constructs were tested to determine the importance
off identical R regions.
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+202

(A>9

acceptorr
KK

-Q2

-54

+97

Figuree 42A. The donor/acceptor pair with the overlapping natural repeat (R) region. Nucleotide
numberss refer to positions on the wild-type (wt) genomic RNA. with - I being the transcriptional start
site.. The R region in the RNA templates contains a TAR and polyA hairpin.
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Figuree 42B. The wild-type and mutant HIV-1 TAR and pol) A hairpin mutants. The wild-type
(wt)) and mutant (X) TAR hairpin structure (upper panel) and wt and mutant polyA hairpin structures.
Structuree prediction and free-energy minimization were performed with the MFOLD program

16?

in the

GCGG package, and the thermodynamic stability (AG in kcal/mol) is indicated. The X mutant of the
TARR hairpin is destabilized by opening the lower part of the TAR stem (mutations are boxed). The
polyadenylationn signal AAUAAA in the poly A hairpin is marked in bold. The polyA hairpin in the
acceptorr template is truncated due to cleavage downstream of position +97 and the addition of a short
polyAA tail (A)9. In mutants B and I), the polyA hairpin is destabilized by the introduction of several
nucleotidee substitutions. In mutant A andd CD. the polyA hairpins are stabilized by deletions (A) and/or
nucleotidee substitutions.
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Reversee transcription was performed and the radiolabeled cDNA products
weree analyzed on gel (Fig. 43). Several control reactions were included, e.g. primer
extensionn on a fused donor/acceptor RNA template that yields exclusively the fulllengthh T cDNA product (Fig. 43, -54/+202, lane 1). Furthermore, reverse transcription
onn a donor template in the absence of an acceptor yields exclusively the ssDNA
intermediatee product (Fig. 43, lane 2). Although further stabilization of the polyA
hairpinn has been shown to inhibit the elongation capacity ot R'l enzymes in vitro

,

noo significant differences were detected in the level of ssDNA synthesis for the donor
templatess dwl (lane 2) versus dD (lane 3).
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Figuree 43. Gel analysis of cDNA products in the strand transfer assay. (A) Primer extension
reactionss of a fused donor acceptor template (da. lane I) that yields exclusively the transfer product
(T),, and on donor templates of the wt (d'M. lane 2) and mutant D (d'\ lane 3) that yield exclusively the
ssDNAA product, are included as control reactions. Strand transfer is performed on identical and nonidenticall donor acceptor pairs of wt and the D mutant. The control reactions were performed with HIVRTT enzyme (lanes 1 to 3). All other reactions were performed either with HIV-RT (lanes 4 to 7) and
AMV-RTT (lanes 8 to 11). (B) Strand transfer reactions on identical and non-identical donor acceptor
pairss of wt and the X mutant. The reactions were performed with the HIV-RT enzyme (lanes I to 4)
andd AMV-RT (lanes 5 to 8).
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Identicall and non-identical donor/acceptor pairs of these mutant and the wild-type
template,, were tested for strand transfer (Fig. 43. e.g. wt/wt, D/wt, wt/D, D/D). All
non-identicall template sets show a severe reduction in strand transfer efficiency, both
withh HIV-RT and AMV-RT (Fig. 44). The reduced strand transfer efficiency of the
wt/DD set is not likely to be caused by alteration of the RNA secondary structure
becausee the polyA hairpin structure in the acceptor template is not affected by this
mutation.. It is therefore likely that inefficient strand transfer is caused by the partial
losss of sequence homology in the R region. The relatively high strand transfer
efficiencyy observed for the wt/X set in comparison with the X/wt set is remarkable
andd will be explained in the discussion. Obviously, the defect caused by sequence
dissimilarityy will interfere with the analysis of the role of RNA structure. Therefore,
onlyy identical donor/acceptor pairs will be used in the subsequent assays to study the
effectt of RNA secondary structure on strand transfer.
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Figuree 44. Strand transfer efficiencies for templates with destabilized RNA secondary structures
inn donor and/or acceptor. The results of Fig. 43 were quaniitated by Phosphorlmager analysis, and
diee strand transfer efficiencies (%) were calculated as mentioned in the materials and methods section.
Resultss obtained with HIV-RT are presented as hatched bars, and with AMV-RT arc presented as grey
bars. .
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Prematuree template switching in in vitro strand transfer. Sequence dissimilarity
betweenn the donor and acceptor template can be used to determine the position at
whichh the growing point of cDNA synthesis switches from the donor to the acceptor
template.. Inheritance of 3'R-acceptor sequences in transfer products (T) occurs at a
veryy low frequency in vivo

l44 2X(

-

\ indicating that premature strand transfer, i.e. strand

transferr before the +1 position of the 5' R is copied, occurs infrequently.
Too test the frequency of mature strand transfer at the +1 position (Fig. 45,
routee 3) in the in vitro assay, we gel-purified. PCR-amplified and sequenced the
strandd transfer (T) products. The Lai (wt) and Hxb2 HIV isolates were both used as
template.. The Hxb2 isolate differs from Lai at position +23 (B ) in the TAR bulge
(UCUU instead of UUU), and encodes for a Bglll restriction site (position +19/+24).
Thee results obtained by sequencing of the T products are shown in a chromatogram
(Fig.. 46). Strand transfer for the wt/B""'" and B"/wt template sets occurs at a high
frequencyy before position +23. Restriction analysis of the PCR-amplified T product
indicatess that this jump possibility (Fig. 45, route 1) accounts for approximately 60%
off strand transfer in reactions performed with AMV-RT and HIV-RT at 37°C.
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Figuree 45. Early and late strand transfer routes of the ssDNA. Possible routes are shown on the
left.. Route 1 mimics premature strand transfer before position +23. and route 2 mimics strand transfer
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beforee position +16 is reached. Natural strand transfer occurs predominantly at the +1 site (route 3).
Thee X ~ and the B markers encode the restriction sites Xho\ and fig/11, respectively. After isolation
off the T products and amplification of this product by means of radio-active PCR. restriction analysis
wass performed on these PCR products. Quantitation of the use of restriction sites by Phosphorlmager
analysiss indicate to what extend the different strand transfer routes were used. Percentages for the use
off the jump possibilities are shown on the right.
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Figuree 46. Sequence analysis of transfer (T) products. The - 1 nucleotide is the transcriptional start
site.. The upper panel shows the sequence of the HIV-1 LAI isolate (wt) and the Hxb2 isolate with the
XX mutation and the point mutation at position -23 in the TAR bulge (X " B" ). Thefig/11site is
indicatedd with a grey box. T products were separated by means of gel electrophoresis and isolated from
gel.. PCR amplified and sequenced directly
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Increasingg the temperature to 56°C results in an even higher percentage of premature
strandd transfer, which may be caused by decreased processivity of the RT enzymes.
Interestingly,, introduction of the X mutation (X = X3"16) in the Hxb2 isolate in the
acceptorr or donor results in approximately 90% template switching before +23 (route
1),, and nearly all transfers occurred before position +16 (route 2). Probably, the large
mutationn at the 3' end of the nascent cDNA of the X mutant (this mutation extends
fromm position +3 to +16), hampers the annealing onto the wt acceptor RNA and the
subsequentt extension of cDNA synthesis. Thus ssDNAs made on the X/wt and wt/X
templatee sets cannot be extended to T products. In contrast, premature strand transfer
willl avoid this problem, which explains the preferential high incidence of route 1
productss in successfully transferred T products.

Destabilizationn of RNA secondary structure positively affects strand transfer for
thee polyA hairpin, but not for the TAR hairpin. To investigate the effect of the
polyAA RNA secondary structure on strand transfer, reverse transcription was
performedd on donor/acceptor templates with the same R region (wt or mutant)
containingg either a destabilized polyA hairpin (mutant D, AG = -6.8 kcal/mol; mutant
B,, AG = -11.4 kcal/mol) or a stabilized polyA hairpin (mutant CD, AG = -17.0
kcal/mol;; mutant A, AG = -25.7 kcal/mol; Fig. 42B). The stability of an RNA
secondaryy structure varies with the temperature. If RNA structure plays a role in
strandd transfer, some mutants may behave differentially at varying temperatures.
However,, opening the polyA hairpin by increasing the temperature did not alter strand
transferr efficiencies for wt in comparison with the destabilized mutants (B and D), or
forr the stabilized mutants (CD and A) in comparison with wt (Fig. 47). We measured
ann inverse correlation between thermodynamic stability and strand transfer. Both
destabilizedd mutants demonstrate an increased strand transfer efficiency compared
withh the wt/wt control. In contrast, the mutant CD, which is slightly more stable than
thee wt hairpin, is marginally reduced in this reverse transcription process, and the
extremelyy stable mutant A is severely reduced. These results indicate that the RNA
structuree of the polyA hairpin does not play a facilitating role in strand transfer.
Interestingly,, the X/X pair behaves like the wt/wt template set at low
temperature,, but X/X demonstrated reduced strand transfer at increased temperatures
off 42CC or higher, in particular in reactions with HIV-1 RT. These results indicate
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Figuree 47. Strand transfer reactions with R region mutants. The strand transfer efficiency as
determinedd for identical donor acceptor pairs with altered secondary structures in the polyA region
(mutantt D. B, CD and A) or in the TAR region (mutant X). All reactions were compared with control
reactionss on the wt/wt set. Strand transfer reactions were performed with HIV-RT and AMV-RT at
differentt temperatures ranging from 29 to 58°C. Samples were analyzed at different incubation times ol
10,, 30 and 60 minutes.
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thatt the TAR hairpin stimulates template switching. We thought of additional
experimentss to test the role of the TAR hairpin in this reverse transcription step.
Thee first 28 nucleotides of the donor template are required for efficient strand
transfer.. The previous experiments indicated that the HIV-1 TAR region facilitates
efficientt strand transfer. To test this, transcripts were synthesized with deletions at the
5'' end of the donor (Fig. 48 A). In addition, constructs with deletions at the 3' end of
thee acceptor were synthesized for comparison. Samples of strand transfer reactions
weree analyzed on gel (Fig. 49) and ss/T products were quantitated to determine strand
transferr efficiencies (Fig. 48B). First, the mutants with deletions in the acceptor
templatee were tested. The mutant a96 contains the complete R sequence, but lacks the
polyAA tail. Deletion of this tail does not have an impact on the strand transfer
efficiency,, both in reactions performed with HIV-RT or AMV-RT. Deletion of 19 and
633 nt on the acceptor template (a78 and a34, respectively) does not have a significant
effectt on the strand transfer efficiency. The wt/a34 combination has a repeat region of
344 nt, which is much shorter than the 57 nt complementarity for wt/a57, yet the
formerr pair is much more efficient in strand transfer. This indicates that repeats much
shorterr that the 97 nt of the natural R region can mediate efficient strand transfer. The
a577 mutant contains the complete TAR sequence that forms the TAR hairpin
structure,, and the a34 mutant contains only half of the TAR sequence and thus is
unablee to form the latter structure. Therefore we conclude that strand transfer is
inhibitedd in the absence of single-stranded regions in the acceptor. For the a78 mutant,
inn which half of the polyA hairpin is deleted, leaving a single stranded sequence of 21
nt,, strand transfer efficiency is comparable with wt at 37°C or even improved at 56°C.
Thesee results indicate that single stranded regions in the acceptor promote efficient
templatee switching. The a34 mutant is not defective in strand transfer, indicating that
thee TAR hairpin structure in the acceptor template does not play a facilitating role in
strandd transfer.
Deletionn of 16 nt at the 5' site of the donor template <dl7) results in opening
off the lower part of the stem of the TAR hairpin. This deletion only results in a small
decreasee in strand transfer efficiency. Deletion of 28 nt (d29) results in complete
openingg of the TAR hairpin in the donor template. This mutant demonstrates a severe
decreasee in strand transfer efficiency compared with wt. This defect is not likely to be
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Figuree 48. Strand transfer efficiencies of donor/acceptor pairs with truncated R regions. (A)
Truncatedd 5' R sequences start at position - 1 7 (d 17). +29 (d29). or +58 (d58). and truncated 3' R
sequencess end at position +96 (a96), +78 (a78), - 5 7 (a57). and +34 (a34). Filled arrows show these
positionss and represent to what extent the RNA secondary structure of the TAR or polyA hairpin is
affectedd by these deletions. (B) Analysis of strand transfer efficiencies (%) for the different deletion
mutants.. The site of truncation is shown on the x-axes. The vertical, dotted line represents the 3' end of
thee 3' R and the beginning of the short polyA tail (A). ( . Strand transfer reactions are performed at 37°C
(openn circle) and 56°C (filled circle) with H1V-RT (upper panel) and AMV-RT (lower panel).
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thee direct effect of shortening of the R region, because the d29/wt templates have a 69
ntt R region. For comparison, we measured relatively efficient strand transfer with an
RR region of only 34 nt with the wt/a34 template set. Deletion of the complete TAR
hairpinn (d58), which has lost the +17/+28 sequence and also single stranded regions in
thee donor template, makes that strand transfer efficiencies drop to almost zero. We
concludee that the +17/+28 sequence of the upper part of the TAR structure is required
forr efficient strand transfer.

DISCUSSION N

Thee first of two obligate strand-transfer reactions that occur during the process of
reversee transcription was studied for HIV-1 with two separate RNA templates that
mimicc the 5'R-donor and 3'R-acceptor template. In particular, we tested the role of
twoo hairpin structures within R on the strand-transfer process. We report that the
upperr half of the TAR hairpin in the 51 R donor is critical for efficient strand transfer.
Thiss result may be surprising given the importance of this structured RNA domain in
otherr replication steps, in particular transcriptional activation of HIV-1 gene
expression.. As part of the nascent transcript, the TAR RNA hairpin binds the TatcyclinTT complex to activate transcription from the viral LTR promoter

18J92

* . The

currentt study indicates that 5' TAR is also critically involved in the mechanism of
reversee transcription. Such a role of the 5' R may seem difficult to reconcile with the
findingg that the template RNA is degraded by RNaseH during reverse transcription.
Too resolve this paradox, we propose that the structural constraint in the 5' R donor
doess in fact reflect a structural requirement in the ssDNA copy, which is proposed to
actt as enhancer of the strand transfer reaction. We will first review the evidence for
thee formation of a specific ssDNA structure, and subsequently present two
mechanisticc explanations for a facilitating role of ssDNA structure. In brief, the
structuree may be instrumental in the release of ssDNA from the 5'R-donor RNA, or
itss subsequent annealing onto the 3'R-acceptor RNA.
Directt experimental evidence for the folding of a stable structure by the HIV-1
ssDNAA comes from the analysis of wt and mutant ssDNA molecules on nondenaturingg gels 227. A secondary structure model of the HIV-1 ssDNA was generated
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withh a bascpairing algorithm for single-stranded DNA 2K4:285-285-*-. The minus-strand
ssDNAA is predicted to fold two hairpin structures that are the approximate 'mirror
image'' of the TAR and polyA hairpins encoded by the positive-strand HIV-1 RNA
(Figuree 50). These two ssDNA hairpins are therefore termed anti-TAR and antipolyA.. Differences between the RNA- and DNA-folding scheme are caused in part by
thee fact that GoU basepairs in the RNA (marked in the TAR and polyA hairpins) will
producee C A mismatches in ssDNA. Furthermore, overall folding of the ssDNA is
differentt because the complement of the G-triplet within TAR (marked in grey) is
predictedd to basepair with the complement of the C-triplet downstream of the polyA
hairpinn (also marked in grey). As a consequence, only the upper part of the TAR RNA
hairpinn is copied in a mirror-image ssDNA stem-loop, and this is exactly the domain
thatt we found to be critical for efficient strand transfer. The mutant donors X and d 17
willl yield a cDNA that folds the anti-TAR structure, and these mutants are active in
strandd transfer. The cDNA of the d29 mutant template does not fold the anti-TAR
hairpin,, and is largely inactive in strand transfer. There is some additional evidence
forr the proposed enhancer function of cDNA structure. First, strand transfer is
efficientlyy inhibited by the single-strand DNA binding proteins SSB from E. coli and
thee human replication protein A (RPA), and such proteins that will interfere with
foldingg of DNA. Second, HIV-1 strand transfer was demonstrated to be inhibited by
thee DNA-binding drug Actinomycine D 2,7:2S6, which was subsequently demonstrated
too interfere with the folding of the HIV-1 ssDNA - .
Wee will present two possible mechanisms that explain the stimulatory effect
off ssDNA structure on HIV-1 strand transfer. Folding or self-annealing of the ssDNA
mayy be required for efficient release from the donor RNA template (illustrated in
Figuree 50). Although one may expect that the newly synthesized ssDNA will not be in
aa duplex with the donor RNA template because of removal of the latter molecule by
thee RNaseH activity of the RT enzyme, previous reports indicated that the template
,,

,

.

,

.

,-

91:236;281:287 ;2RS:289;290:291:

RNAA is not degraded completely during reverse transcription
292292

.. In fact, RNaseH cleaves infrequently, leaving RNA fragments of considerable

lengthh (e.g. 15 to 100 nucleotides). Many of these RNA fragments will not dissociate
spontaneouslyy from the newly synthesized ssDNA, thus posing a problem for strand
transfer.. Consistent with this idea, it has been suggested that removal of the donor
RNAA is the rate-limiting step of strand transfer 236. We now propose that the ability of
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Figuree 50. Schematic of the HIV-1 RNA genome. The terminal repeat regions contain the TAR
hairpinn and the polyA hairpin. The 3* polyA hairpin is truncated due to cleavage at position -97 and
thee addition of A nucleotides. Reverse transcription is initiated by the annealing of a specific tRNA
moleculee to the Primer binding site (PBS). Extension of the tRNA primer results in the synthesis of a
ssDNAA molecule containing an anti-TAR and an anti-polyA hairpin. According to our model strand
transferr starts with the folding of the anti-TAR hairpin in order to release the ssDNA molecule from the
5'' R RNA and to facilitate base-pairing with the 3' R RNA template. After the initiation of basepairing
furtherr annealing of the ssDNA molecule occurs which enables extension of the ssDNA molecule.
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thee ssDNA to self-anneal may initiate its release from the donor RNA fragments.
Interestingly,, a related cDNA-mediated mechanism was suggested previously to
explainn pauses/stops encountered during reverse transcription on structured templates
:9

\\ Some of these stops were ahead of structures in the RNA template, suggesting

collisionn of thee elongating RT enzyme. However, other RT stops were observed after
thee copying of such RNA structures. In this case, the structured part of the template
RNAA will not be present anymore due to RNaseH action, and the authors suggested
thatt RT is affected by formation of secondary structure in the nascent cDNA. The idea
thatt basepairing of the nascent cDNA influences the elongation properties of the RT
enzymee is consistent with the role of HIV-1 ssDNA structure in strand transfer as
proposedd in this study. Interestingly, a similar strategy is used by single-stranded
RNAA viruses to preclude the formation of stable double-stranded RNA duplexes
duringg genome replication 294:29\ For both RNA viruses and retroviruses, selfannealingg of thee newly synthesized strand may allow the separation of the mother and
daughterr strands.
Thee folded ssDNA may also facilitate the next step of strand transfer, that is
thee annealing onto the acceptor RNA, and a mechanistic model is presented in Figure
50.. Because the RNA and ssDNA structures are nearly mirror-images of each other,
theree is complete complementarity between the loop regions of the TAR RNA hairpin
off the 3'R-acceptor and the anti-TAR DNA structure, and the same holds for the
polyAA RNA hairpin and the anti-polyA DNA structure. Thus, basepairing interactions
betweenn the loops may initiate basepairing between the two molecules. This
mechanismm is very similar to RNA-RNA 'loop-loop kissing' interactions that have
beenn proposed in a variety of biological systems, including plasmid DNA replication
2%:2977

and HIV-1 RNA dimerization

,27

. The similarity with the latter mechanism can

bee extended to the subsequent phase of the reactions. In HIV-1 RNA dimerization,
basepairss in the two interacting hairpins are opened to facilitate the formation of an
extendedd inter-molecular duplex 2m. The proposed mechanism of strand transfer also
predictss that the anti-TAR and 3'R-acceptor hairpins should be opened to facilitate the
formationn of the extended cDNA-RNA duplex. Thus, both reactions represent
basepairr rearrangements, and both reactions are catalyzed by the nucleic-acidchaperonn activity of the NC protein 2^ 2 ^- 2 "- 54:262 - 299 , NC is able to lower the energy
barrierr for breakage and re-formation of basepairs, thereby catalyzing the formation of
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nucleicc acid conformations, either intra- or inter-molecularly, with the maximal
numberr of basepairs. In the proposed mechanism of strand transfer, NC protein is
criticall for the formation of the extended cDNA-RNA duplex, which is a critical
intermediatee for successful elongation of reverse transcription. Consistent with this
idea,, it has been shown that NC stimulates the annealing of ssDNA onto the acceptor
RNAA ,a-S:l06'-26:300:-50'
Twoo additional observations were made concerning the mechanism of the
HIV-11 first strand transfer. First, and contradictory to a previous observation in the
MoMuLVV system

U)6

, we measured no contribution of the polyA-tail of the HIV-1

acceptorr template. Second, we measured an inhibitory effect of stable RNA structure
inn the donor and acceptor. This effect was most obvious for a mutant template with a
stabilizedd polyA hairpin (the A mutant), but the combined results also suggest that the
wtt polyA hairpin is somewhat inhibitory in this in vitro assay system. The wt TAR
hairpinn is also inhibitory for strand transfer, especially in the acceptor template.
Althoughh the high strand transfer efficiency for wt/X in comparison with X/wt can be
subscribedd to the negative effect of mutations in the lower stem of the anti-TAR
structuree in the X donor, there is also a positive effect of opening of the TAR hairpin
inn the X acceptor. A likely explanation for the inhibitory effect of stable RNA
secondaryy structure is that too stable intra-molecular basepairing in either the donor or
acceptorr will interfere with inter-molecular basepairing during strand transfer. It may
seemm a paradox that stable structure in the donor RNA, which is degraded before
ssDNAA transfer occurs, can interfere with this process. However, wc previously
mentionedd the possibility that structural effects in the donor RNA are mimicked in the
antisensee ssDNA, and an excessively stable cDNA hairpin will be less likely to form
ann extended duplex with the acceptor RNA (see Figure 50). The finding that the wt
polyAA hairpin is slightly inhibitory to strand transfer may be an in vitro artifact, as it
iss unlikely that this hairpin is inhibitory in the in vivo context. In general, the
requirementt to perform efficient reverse transcription may set an upper limit on the
stabilityy of these genomic RNA structures. Indeed, inspection of natural HIV-1
variantss and the analysis of mutant-revertant viruses indicate that the thermodynamic
stabilityy of the R-region hairpins remains within a narrow range to support efficient
viruss replication

,,8:,3

-\ and excessively stable RNA structure in the 3'R-acceptor

blockss strand transfer in virus-infected cells 137.
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Thee efficiency of in vitro strand transfer reactions is low compared with that
off the in vivo reaction in virus-infected cells, in which for instance no significant
amountt of ssDNA intermediate is observed 41:91. However, we obtained very efficient
strandd transfer with the natural HIV-1 templates, suggesting that other studies may
havee suffered from the use of non-viral templates. On the other hand, several serious
problemss remain with the current strand transfer assay. For instance, the use of
templatess with non-identical R regions is complicated by the frequent occurrence of
'early'' strand transfer before the complete 5' R is copied. Such 'early' strand transfer
contrastss with the in vivo situation, where cDNA synthesis proceeds up to the end of
thee 5' R l33:280;:iw,:302. Because the frequent occurrence of early strand transfer is an
artifactt of the in vitro assay system, it raises some doubts on the usefulness of this
assayy to study the mechanism of reverse transcription, but there is no good alternative
assayy system available. The interpretation of strand transfer with identical d-a pairs is
alsoo difficult because the efficiency measured will reflect the sum of positive and/or
negativee effects exerted by the donor and/or acceptor templates. Furthermore,
templatess may differ in their ability to induce pause products during reverse
transcription,, and this may also affect the strand transfer efficiency. For instance, a
significantt pause product is observed near the base of the TAR hairpin on the wildtypee template, but not on the destabilized X mutant template (Figure 43B, compare
forr instance lanes 1 and 2). Although this result nicely confirms the finding that stable
RNAA secondary structure can negatively affect the processivity of the RT enzyme
:7 :2W

*

,, such effects do complicate the current strand transfer analysis.
Theree may be additional reasons why the in vitro system does not accurately

mimicc the in vivo context. For instance, the 5'R-donor may fold differently in the
contextt of the complete leader RNA 303, and the HIV-1 3'R-acceptor may require
upstreamm U3 sequences in analogy with the MoMuLV system m. Furthermore, the
RNAA genome within virion particles may fold a specific tertiary structure that
supportss strand transfer, e.g. by juxtaposing the genomic 5' and 3' ends. Finally, the
dimericc structure of a retroviral RNA genome is important for the first strand transfer
reactionn 244. Although most animal retroviruses encode R regions that are much
shorterr than the 97-nucleotide HIV-1 repeat, nucleic acid structure may also be
importantt in these systems. Hairpin structures can be folded by the relatively short R
regionn of several animal retroviruses W-305:306^07:30R. This preliminary phylogenetic
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iurvéyy (Berkhout,unpublished results) suggests that &twmt&-faétèe& strand ttsösfer
mayy be a more general property of the reteovirus jktt&y: ïfodeieaeid structural
propertiess may also influence otherrccombinarionevents that arefrequentlyobserved
intetrpvitusess m andW$A viruses310.
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CHAPTERR 7

SUMMARYSUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

GENERALL OVERVIEW
Retrovirall genomes contain a terminal redundancy element or repeat (R) region that
formss the extreme 5' and 3' ends of this RNA molecule. The human
immunodeficiencyy virus type 1 (HIV-1) encodes a relatively extended R region of 97
ntt that folds two adjacent stem-loop structures, the TAR and polyA hairpins. Multiple
rcplicativee functions have been attributed to these RNA elements, either as sequence
motiff or as structured signal, and either as part of the 5' R or the 3' R. The main part
off this thesis focuses on an essential function of the HIV-1 polyA hairpin; the
regulationn of polyadenylation (chapter 2, 3 and 4). Results that support this hypothesis
willl be summarized and discussed. Although only mentioned briefly, the TAR hairpin
mayy also play a role in the polyadenylation process. A comparison is made for the
polyadenylationn mechanism of HIV-1 and other complex and simple retroviruses.
RNAA secondary structure does not only play a role in polyadenylation, but is also
shownn to also modulate in vitro reverse transcription. Stabilization of the polyA
hairpinn is shown to interfere with elongation process of the RT enzyme (chapter 5),
andd inhibits the first strand transfer step of the reverse transcription process (chapter
6).. These combined results indicate that the thermodynamic stability of the wild-type
polyAA hairpin is fine-tuned in order to efficiently regulate the polyadenylation process
withoutt interfering with other replication processes such as reverse transcription.
Initially,, we reasoned that the polyA hairpin might also positively influence the
reversee transcription process. Another HIV-1 hairpin structure, the dimer linkage
structuree (DIS), indirectly stimulates reverse transcription. This hairpin structure links
thee two identical single-stranded RNA transcripts of the viral genome by non-covalent
bondss and the close proximity of the two strands has been reported to facilitate the
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secondd strand transfer reaction 31'. For the polyA hairpin no stimulation of reverse
transcriptionn was measured. However, for the 5' TAR region we did observe a
positivee effect on this viral replication step (chapter 6). In order to stress the
importancee of RNA secondary structure, additional functions of the polyA and TAR
hairpinn will be summarized and discussed.

POLYADENYLATIONN STRATEGIES OF RETROVIRUSES

Somee retroviruses, such as the mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) and the avian
sarcomaa and leukosis virus (ASLV), contain a relatively small (-20 nt) R region.
Thesee viruses encode the AAUAAA polyadenylation (polyA) signal within the U3
region.. Transcription starts at the U3/R border of the 5' LTR, proceeds through the
virall open reading frames and the 3' LTR into the flanking cellular genome. Thus, the
transcriptionn machinery will encounter the AAUAAA hexamer exclusively within the
3'' LTR. This passive mechanism ensures that polyadenylation occurs at the 3' end of
thee viral transcript (illustrated in Fig. 51 A).
Thee human and bovine lymphotropic virus subfamilies (HTLV-T, HTLV-II
andd BLV) also have the hexamer sequence positioned within the U3 element.
However,, these viruses contain an R region of-230 nt. This seems to pose a serious
problem,, since separation of the AAUAAA sequence and the cleavage site by more
thann 30 to 40 nt has been reported to lead to a total loss of polyA site usage 64:l94:301.
Thee unusual long R region of these retroviruses contains the Rex Responsive Element
(RexRE),, a stable RNA secondary structure that is involved in the expression of fulllengthh and singly spliced viral transcripts. The folding of the RexRE into an extended
stem-loopp structure was proposed to juxtapose the polyA elements 17*~180 (illustrated
inn Fig. 51B). Indeed, mutations that disrupt the predicted structure inhibit the use of
thee viral RNA processing site 179:IW).
Retrovirusess like HIV-1 encode the polyA signal within the R region such that
thiss signal is present at both the 5'and 3' ends of the viral transcript (Fig. 51C). This
necessitatess differential regulation either to repress recognition of the 5' polyA signal
orr to enhance usage of the 3n signal. Important polyA signals are situated within a
stem-loopp structure termed the polyA hairpin '' 7; '' K .
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Figuree 51. Regulation of polyadenylation for different retroviruses. Retroviral pre-mRNAs contain
aa R/U5 segment at the 5' end and a complete LTR. that consists of a U3, R and U5 element, at the 3'
end.. The U3 region is indicated by a grey box. the R region by a white box and the U5 region by a
blackk box in the lower schematics of A, B and C. The LTR varies in size from about 300 to 1200
basepairss for different retroviruses. To simplify the scheme. U3 and U5 regions of similar size were
drawnn for the different retroviruses. The R region is 16 nt for MMTV (A). 97 nt for HIV-1 (C), and 228
ntt for IITI.V-I (B). and these differences in size are indicated in the 5" ends of the RNA genome.
Foldingg of the RNA genome into hairpin structures such as TAR and RexRF arc illustrated at the 3'
endss of the lower schematics. RNA secondary structure can juxtapose polvadenylation signals.
illustratedd by the differences in length in the R region between the 5" and 3* situation. For MMTV
polvadenylationn is a passive mechanism that does not require RNA secondary structure (A). For
HTLV-II polvadenylation is also a passive mechanism that needs the Rex-Responsive Flement (RexRE)
too shorten the distance between the AAL'AAA hexamer in U3 and the site of cleavage (•) at the R/U5
borderr (B). For IIIV-1 polyadenylation is regulated process that requires the presence of the polyA
hairpinn at both the 5' and 3' end. The TAR hairpin brings the upstream polyadenylation enhancer
elementt (USE; A) close to the AAUAAA hexamer (C). See the text for a detailed description of the
differencess in regulation of polyadenylation for these retroviruses.
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Stabilizationn of the polyA hairpin was shown to inhibit polyadenylation in transfected
cells.. The inhibition of polyadenylation for mutants with a stabilized polyA hairpin is
thee result of reduced binding of the polyadenylation factors to the AAUAAA hexamer
inn in vitro binding assays. The wild-type polyA hairpin partially hinders binding of
thesee factors, but this partial defect can be overcome by the presence of the USE
enhancerr in the 3'-end specific U3 region. In addition, sequences that are specific for
thee 5'-end were shown to negatively affect polyadenylation. We propose that the
thermodynamicc stability of the polyA hairpin is delicately balanced to allow efficient
repressionn at the 5' polyA site, yet full activity of the 3' polyA site.
Inn an in vivo study, viral transcripts with mutant hairpin motifs at either the 5'
orr 3' end were analyzed for the site of polyadenylation

m

. Premature polyadenylation,

e.g.. polyadenylation at the 5' site, results in the synthesis of short transcipts of 109 nt.
Thesee short RNA products could be detected for the wild-type virus at a low level.
Furtherr stabilization of the 5' polyA hairpin resulted in a strong reduction of the
synthesiss of short RNA products, whereas the amount of premature polyadenylated
transcriptss was markedly increased for virus constructs with a destabilized polyA
hairpin.. In the presence of the USE, the situation that is specific for the 3' context, the
wild-typee polyA hairpin does not interfere with efficient polyadenylation.
Stabilizationn of the 3' polyA hairpin resulted in severe inhibition of polyadenylation
att this site. These results confirm that the role of the polyA hairpin is to create a
regulatablee polyadenylation site. The USE element interacts directly with the 160 kDa
subunitt of CPSF, the factor responsible for the recognition of the AAUAAA hexamer
\\ The switch of this factor from the USE to the AAUAAA hexamer may be
stimulatedd by a juxtaposition of these two elements by the TAR hairpin. Indeed, this
structuree has been shown to stabilize polyadenylation complex formation and the
polyadenylationn efficiency

S2;S5:177

. Thus, the TAR hairpin is likely to play an

additionall role in HIV-1 polyadenylation. In the unprocessed primary transcript, the
3'' TAR and the 3' polyA hairpins are connected without a single nucleotide between
thee two stems. This arrangement may result in coaxial stacking, a higher order
structuree that might bring the USE and the AAUAAA hexamer in close proximity
(illustratedd in Fig. 51C).
Thee mechanism of regulation of polyadenylation by the polyA hairpin
structuree may represent a more common retroviral strategy. Phylogenetic analysis
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showss that other retroviruses of the tentivirus and spumavirus groups have a relatively
longg R region that contains the AAUAAA polyadenylation signal. Similar polyA
stem-loopp structures could be drawn for these retroviruses U7:119. There is
considerablee variation in the thermodynamic stability of these retroviral RNA
structures,, but stability is merely one of the many parameters that may control the
efficiencyy of these polyadenylation sites. These variables include the actual sequence
off the hexamer and perhaps the flanking nucleotide sequences, the presence of
enhancerr or silencer elements, and the extent of basepairing of these sequences.

THEE ROLE OF THE TAR AND POLYA HAIRPIN IN REVERSE
TRANSCRIPTION N
Onee obvious function of the retroviral R region is in the process of reverse
transcriptionn 4L9<)' " "'. Several steps of reverse transcription have been suggested to be
eitherr positively or negatively influenced by the structured RNA motifs in the HIV-1
RR region. The 5' TAR element has been proposed to stimulate the initiation phase in
whichh the tRNA1>s3 primer is annealed to the PBS and subsequently extended

ll5:11(

'.

Furthermore,, stable structure in the template RNA can interfere with efficient
elongationn of the RT enzyme

'" "

'. In this thesis, we showed a direct

correlationn between the stability of template RNA structure and the extent of RT
pausing. .
Thee rules of RT pausing arc complex, stops before a basepaired stem was
reachedd were observed on templates with a relative lengthy polyA hairpin. Because
thee template/primer-bound RT enzyme covers 7 template nucleotides upstream and 22
nucleotidess downstream of the cDNA extension point"" , this 'early' stop may reflect
thee collision of the most frontal RT domain with the basepaired stem. This situation
resembless that of the 'toeprinting' technique " , in which the RT enzyme is blocked
byy a ribosome bound to the AUG start codon. We also detected pause sites that
indicatee that the RT enzyme was able to enter the intact stem region of the polyA
hairpinn up to the site of polymerization. The way of pausing of the RT enzyme may
dependd in a complex manner on the dimensions of the RNA structure.
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InIn vitro strand transfer assays suggested that stable hairpin structures might
stimulatee the strand transfer reaction by inducing pausing of the RT enzyme and
RNaseHH cleavage of the template 267-112. Stalling of RT during cDNA synthesis was
reportedd to increase the probability of premature template switching ' '~ ~" . We
obtainedd different results in a detailed kinetic analysis of reverse transcription. It was
demonstratedd that cDNA pausing products arc eventually chased into full-length
ssDNA,, and no transfer product was observed until the ssDNA was abundant. Using a
sensitivee selection-protocol, it was shown that in vivo premature strand transfer does
occurr occasionally

144

. This means that the complete 51 R sequence is inherited in

mostt cases. Furthermore, reverse transcription in virus-infected cells was not
significantlyy affected for mutants with a stabilized polyA hairpin. We therefore
suggestt that pausing of the RT enzyme is an in vitro artifact and that it has no
particularr role in the strand transfer process.
Thee 5' RNA template is degraded by RNaseH activity upon reverse
transcription.. It is therefore not likely that RNA secondary structure in the 5' R region
cann affect the strand transfer process directly. However, in an in vitro reverse
transcriptionn assay the TAR region of the 5' R region was shown to stimulate strand
transfer.. It is tempting to suggest a role for the nucleic acid structure of the ssDNA
molecule.. The ssDNA molecule is predicted to fold two hairpin structures that are the
approximatee 'mirror image' of the TAR and polyA hairpins "' . These two ssDNA
hairpinss are termed anti-TAR and anti-polyA. It is possible that the capacity of the
HIV-ll ssDNA to sclf-anncal is essential for efficient release from the 5' donor RNA
template.. Although one may expect that the newly synthesized ssDNA will not be in a
duplexx with the donor RNA template because of removal of the latter by the RNaseH
activityy of the RT enzyme, previous reports have indicated that the template RNA is
degradedd incompletely during reverse transcription 9l;236:28l;287'290i RNaseH cleavage
occurss infrequently, leaving RNA fragments of considerable length (e.g. 15 to 100 nt).
Manyy of these RNA fragments will not dissociate spontaneously from the newly
synthesizedd ssDNA, thus posing a problem for strand transfer. Another possible
functionn of ssDNA structure is in the subsequent step of strand transfer, in which the
ssDNAA anneals to the acceptor RNA. Because the RNA and ssDNA structure are
nearlyy mirror-images of each other, there is complete complementarity between the
loopp regions of the TAR RNA hairpin and the anti-TAR DNA structure, as well as
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betweenn the polyA RNA hairpin and the anti-polyA DNA structure. Thus, basepairing
interactionss between the loops may represent the initial contact, a mechanism that is
veryy similar to the 'loop-loop kissing' interaction during HIV-I RNA dimerization '"'.
Inn order to anneal to the 3' R RNA template, subsequent melting of the ssDNA
secondaryy structure is required. These basepair rearrangements might be a ratelimitingg step in the reverse transcription process. Folding of the TAR and polyA
hairpinn of the 3' R RNA template was shown to interfere with strand transfer. Thus,
foldingg of the nucleic acid strands may also negatively affect reverse transcription.
Thee overall positive effect of the anti-TAR hairpin in the ssDNA molecule indicates
thatt melting of the hairpin structures is causing a minor problem. This may be
explainedd by the activity of the NC protein that catalyzes bascpair rearrangements
suchh as opening of hairpin structures and formation of cDNA-RNA duplexes.
Retrovirusess that contain an R region of only ~20 nt, such as MMTV and
ASLV,, are not supposed to fold extensive inhibitory RNA secondary structure motifs.
Therefore,, these viruses may not need the stimulating effect of the folding of the
ssDNAA molecule. In this case, the transfer of the ssDNA molecule from the 5' R to
thee 3' R is most likely driven solely by the sequence complementarity between the
ssDNAA and the 3' R. For retroviruses with a longer R region, such as HIV-1, reverse
transcriptionn can be affected by multiple factors. The strand transfer process is a
complexx interplay of elements including NC activity and nucleic acid folding. The
latterr element can have either a positive or negative effect, dependent whether it
involvess the 5' or 3' R template. Elucidation of the strand transfer reaction is further
complicatedd by RT pausing in in vitro assays. Another in vitro artefact that has not
beenn mentioned previously is that annealing of the ssDNA to the donor RNA is
preferredd over productive binding to the acceptor RNA " 7 . This effect is most likely
causedd by a higher basepair complementarity between the ssDNA molecule and the
donorr template than between the ssDNA molecule and the acceptor template. This
problemm can be partially resolved by reducing the amount of donor RNA in the test
tube,, but it remains questionable whether the strand transfer process can be unraveled
inn further detail in an in vitro reverse transcription assay.
Inn the context of a replicating virus, synthesis of the viral full-length dsDNA is
aa far more intricate mechanism. This multistep process that takes place in a
nucleoproteinn complex that includes different viral and cellular factors. A detailed
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understandingg of the molecular mechanisms involved in the formation of infectious
viruss and the structure and composition of the reverse transcription complex is needed
too elucidate the process of reverse transcription and the strand transfer steps.

ADDITIONALL REPLICATIVE FUNCTIONS OF THE TAR AND POLYA
HAIRPIN N
Thee regulation of polyadenylation and stimulation of reverse transcription by the
polyAA and TAR RNA hairpins and the anti-TAR cDNA hairpin represent examples
thatt reinforce the idea that critical viral replicative functions may depend on nucleic
acidd secondary structure. The TAR and polyA hairpins have additional replicative
functions.. It is generally known that TAR serves as the binding site for the viral tat
proteinn and cellular cofactors in the process of transcriptional activation ' . The 5'
TARR motif forms the extreme 5' end of all HIV-1 mRNAs, and has also been
suggestedd to influence translation ï,3~317. This RNA structure inhibits translation when
introducedd into the 5' end of a reporter mRNA. Inhibition is probably due to a
combinationn of factors, including the inability of the translation initiation complex to
unwindd secondary structure and the inaccessibility of thee cap by the folding of RNA
forr factors involved in initiation of translation "1,\ The TAR hairpin also activates the
double-strandedd RNA-depcndcnt kinase PKR, a protein that inhibits initiation of
translationn ,|4~-1I6:- '*. Furtermore, the TAR hairpin has been demonstrated to be
involvedd in RNA dimerization in HIV-2 ,!'J. In HIV-1, electronic microscopic studies
aree consistent with the involvement of 5' R sequences in formation of the genomic
RNAA dimer 32l>.
Bothh the TAR and polyA hairpin have been suggested to be involved in RNA
packagingg because mutation of these elements reduced the virion RNA content
]if.:i2S:i7i:3i7^^ ^

tncse

studies, the measured RNA content was normalized for the

virionn protein levels (RT and CA-p24). Subsequent experiments indicated that the
amountt of intracellular HIV-1 RNA is also reduced *'''. Therefore, the ratio of virion
RNAA to intracellular HIV-1 RNA seems a better measurement of the packaging
efficiencyy than the ratio of virion RNA to virion protein. When the actual packaging
efficiencyy was calculated, the 5* TAR hairpin was shown to moderately contribute to
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packaging.. For mutants with a destabilized 5' polyA hairpin, the reduced amount of
virionn RNA correlated perfectly with the reduction of intracellular HIV-1 RNA,
whichh is caused by activation of the 5' polyA site ug . Therefore, only the TAR hairpin
remainss a candidate accessory packaging signal.

FUTUREE PROSPECTIVE
Althoughh there is fairly good evidence for the secondary structure of RNA signals
withinn the R region and the HIV-1 leader RNA in general, it should be emphasized
thatt very little is known about the actual three-dimensional folding of these signals. It
iss realized that dealing with individual hairpins may be a gross over-simplification,
becausee there may be structural or functional interactions between the different RNA
moduless '. The possibility of coaxial stacking between the 5' TAR and 5' polyA
hairpinn has already been mentioned. The RNA stretches between the stem-loop
structuress may also form long-distance interactions that contract the molecule into a
moree rigid structure. It is likely that some RNA domains may maintain a level of
plasticityy by being in equilibrium between two structures, and such RNA
conformationall transitions can provide unique regulatory possibilities.
Perhapss even a kind of quaternary RNA structure exists for HIV-1 RNA. It is
generallyy believed that a mechanism exists whereby the 5' ends and 3' ends of the two
genomess present in virions are held together in a conformation that allows efficient
strandd transfer. This higher order structure of the two viral RNA strands may facilitate
strandd transfer. Consistent with this notion is the finding that in vitro strand transfer
withh purified RT protein and nucleic acid factors is a rather inefficient process 4I.
Furthermore,, it was demonstrated that melting of the RNA dimer precluded strand
transfer,, but not strong stop DNA synthesis 245. These results suggest that the
conformationn of the dimeric RNA genome facilitates the first strand transfer reaction
off reverse transcription.
Elucidationn of tertiary/ quaternary RNA structure and its role in regulated viral
replicationn will not only present us novel molecular mechanisms of viral gene
expression,, but may also pave the way for recognition of similar mechanisms in the
hostt cell. The detailed molecular understanding of retroviral replication may also
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providee a basis for the development of novel antivirals. All these possibilities remain
too be worked öüt iö &variety of experimental systems, but it seems of utmost
importancee that structural information on the higher order structure of the HIV-1
RNAA genome becomes available through biophysical studies.
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SAMENVATTING SAMENVATTING
Inn dit proefschrift worden studies naar de structuur en functie van het RNA genoom
vann HIV-1 beschreven. Het genoom van een HIV-1 virusdeeltje bestaat uit twee
identieke,, enkelstrengs RNA molekulen. Het onderzoek betreft een bepaald stuk RNA
datt als een repeterende sequentie ( "repeat [R] region") zowel aan de 5' als 3' kant in
beidee nucleïnezuur-strengen aanwezig is. De R regio codeert niet voor virus eiwitten,
maarr vouwt twee interessante RNA structuren die een regulerende functie hebben in
dee replicatiecyclus van het virus. Deze structuren zijn twee haarspelden, TAR en
polyA,, die geconserveerd zijn in verschillende soorten van het immunodeficiëntie
virus.. De TAR haarspeld is de meest 5' gelegen RNA structuur waarvan de functie
reedss bekend is. Het speelt een rol in de activatie van de virale promoter via interactie
mett het virale tat eiwit. Een functie voor de polyA haarspeld was nog niet beschreven
opp het moment dat ik aan m'n promotie-onderzoek begon. Het belangrijkste doel van
ditt onderzoek was dan ook het bepalen van de functie(s) van de polyA haarspeld.
Dee polyA haarspeld bevat verschillende sequenties die van belang zijn voor
polyadenyleringg van het RNA genoom. Po 1 yadenylering is een van de rijpingsprocessenn van het pre-mRNA molekuul waarbij het originele 3' uiteinde wordt
afgekniptt en vervolgens met 200 a 300 adenosine nucleotiden wordt verlengd. Deze
reekss van adenosine molekulen, ook wel polyA staart genoemd, is van belang voor
zowell de stabiliteit van het mRNA molekuul, de translatie en het transport vanuit de
kernn naar het cytoplasma. De belangrijkste signalen die polyadenylering activeren zijn
hett geconserveerde AAUAAA signaal, een GU-rijke sequentie die polyadenylering
stimuleertt (enhancer) en een CA knipplaats gelegen tussen het AAUAAA signaal en
dee 3' enhancer. Deze sequenties tezamen vormen het polyA signaal. Sommige premRNA's,, waaronder ook het HIV-1 RNA, bevatten tevens een S'-enhancer element.
Ditt signaal wordt ook wel upstream stimulatory element (USE) genoemd.
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Eenn regulier pre-mRNA molekuul heeft slechts één 3' gelegen polyA signaal.
Echter,, omdat het potyA signaal van het HÏV-1 RNA in de repeterende sequentie is
gelegen,, is het aanwezig in zowel het 5' en 3' uiteinde. Voor een efficiënte synthese
vann het volledige virale mRNA is het dus essentieel dat het 5' polyA signaal niet
wordtt gebruikt, en tevens dat het 3' polyA signaal efficient wordt gebruikt. Deze
regulatiee van het polyadenyleringsproces kan theoretisch ontstaan door ofwel
selectievee remming van het 5' signaal, of selectieve versterking van het 3' signaal.
Reedss aan het begin van mijn promotie-onderzoek hadden wij het vermoeden dat de
polyAA haarspeld betrokken is bij deze regulatie. Uit onderzoek, beschreven in de
hoofdstukkenn 2 t/m 4, blijkt dat de polyA haarspeld dusdanig stabiel is dat
polyadenyleringg aan zowel de 5' als 3' zijde gedeeltelijk wordt geremd. Door de
vouwingg van de polyA haarspeld wordt het polyA signaal, met name het AAUAAA
motief,, ontoegankelijk voor binding van de eiwitten die het polyadenyleringsproces
verzorgen.. De stabiliteit van de polyA haarspeld lijkt zodanig gebalanceerd dat het 5'
polyAA signaal volledig geremd kan worden door andere negatieve signalen die alleen
aann de 5' zijde aanwezig zijn, terwijl het 3' polyA signaal selectief geactiveerd kan
wordenn door het alleen daar aanwezige USE element.
Herhalingg van de R regio in het HIV-1 RNA genoom is van belang voor de
omzettingg van het RNA genoom in een DNA vorm, het proces dat reverse transcriptie
heet.. Dit DNA genoom wordt vervolgens via het virale enzym integrase ingebouwd in
hett genoom van de gastheer cel tijdens het infectie proces. Reverse transcriptie is een
complexx mechanisme dat uit verschillende stappen bestaat waarbij de pasgevormde
DNAA streng tweemaal moet "verspringen"; tijdens de eerste sprong van het 5'
uiteindee naar het 3' uiteinde van de RNA matrijs, en tijdens de tweede sprong van het
3'' uiteinde naar het 5' uiteinde van de nieuwgevormde "minus-strand" DNA. Deze
tweee ongewone DNA-sprongen worden ook wel "strand transfer" genoemd. In de
hoofdstukkenn 5 en 6 wordt beschreven welke rol de TAR en polyA haarspelden
spelenn in het reverse transcriptie proces. Allereerst blijkt het reverse transcriptase
enzymm moeite te hebben om de RNA matrijs af te lezen van mutanten met een polyA
haarspeldd die veel stabieler is dan die van het wild-type. Het RT enzym kan blijkbaar
niett door deze stabiele haarspelden heen komen. Het is gebleken dat het effect van de
RNAA haarspelden op het strand transfer mechanisme heel moeilijk te onderzoeken is,
omdatt de mutaties in in vitro reverse transcriptie proeven verscheidene onbedoelde
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bij-effectenn opleveren. Desondanks wijzen de behaalde resultaten erop dat de polyA
haarspeldd geen wezenlijke rol speelt in de strand transfer reaktie. Daarentegen blijkt
datt de TAR haarspeld het strand transfer proces stimuleert. Een nieuw molekulair
mechanismee voor de strand transfer mechanisme wordt tenslotte gepresenteerd
waarbijj de DNA-kopie van het 5' TAR element een haarspeld structuur vormt die van
belangg is voor interactie met het 3' TAR RNA. Wij postuleren een eerste kontakt
tussenn de complementaire lussen van de DNA en de RNA haarspeld.
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altijdd jouw manier van simplificeren blijven herinneren en proberen toe te passen.
Verderr ben ik je erg dankbaar voor alle steun die je me de afgelopen jaren hebt
gegeven.. Het is duidelijk dat zonder jouw hulp dit boekje nooit zou zijn geweest als
datt het nu is.
Mijnn promoter Jaap Goudsmit: Beste Jaap, bedankt dat je mijn promoter wilt zijn.

Dee overige leden van de promotiecommissie dank ik voor het beoordelen van het
manuscript. .
Mijnn paranimph Jeroen: Jij was mijn begeleider tijdens mijn stage-periode. Reeds
toenn heb ik veel van jou geleerd. Niet alleen hebjij mij gesteund in het verkrijgen van
eenn basis-kennis in de humane retrovirologie, maar ook heb je mij veel praktische
vaardighedenn bijgebracht. Jij was het die altijd een neutraal oordeel velde tijdens
onderlingee geschillen, waar ik je nog steeds heel erg dankbaar voor ben. Jij was het
ookk die op een subtiele wijze mij hebt doen laten inzien dat netheid binnen een
laboratoriumm belangrijk is. En ik heb tijdens mijn promotie-onderzoek ook echt, in
iederr geval geprobeerd, daar naar te handelen. Verder zal ik nog vaak terug denken
aann onze squash-wedstrijden. Jij was over het algemeen net iets beter, maar gelukkig
niett zo heel veel, zodat het altijd spannend is gebleven.
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Mijnn paranimph Ricnk: Jij bent pas later in onze groep gekomen. Jij was degene die ik
altijdd om inhoudelijk advies kon vragen wat betreft de wetenschap. Verder ben jij de
mann die altijd klaar stond om mij te helpen als ik weer eens zat te vechten met de
computer.. Wat technische dingen betreft ben ik geen vechter, en misschien heb ik wel
eenss te snel om jouw hulp gevraagd. Maar daar heb ik je nooit over horen klagen of
mopperen.. Verder herinner ik mij leuke neven-activiteiten met jou, zoals het swingen
omm de muziek tijdens de bruiloft van Linda Struik, een paar dagen New-York, het
fietsenn door Amsterdam om een geschikte party-tent te vinden voor m'n
promotiefeestt en natuurlijk mag ik de vele squash-uren samen met Jeroen niet
vergeten. .

Mijnn studenten Mark, Wim, Maike, Hendrik, Kathrin en Nadine: Ik heb met jullie
allemaall heel prettig samen gewerkt. Ook dankzij jullie heb ik de resultaten verkregen
diee beschreven staan in dit boekwerk..

Mijnn directe (ex-collega's: Atze, Belinda, Bcp, Guiseppe, Hendrik, Jeroen, Koen,
Maarten,, Nancy, Rienk en Rogier: Het was prettig om met jullie samen te werken.
Iederr van jullie stond altijd klaar om, indien nodig, hulp te bieden, zowel praktisch als
inhoudelijk.. Zonder jullie was ik nooit door de wat zwaardere tijden heen gekomen.

Dr.. Adri Thomas: Ik heb een paar maanden, met veel plezier, van de faciliteiten van
jouww laboratorium gebruik kunnen maken waarbij ik heel erg goed ben begeleid door
jouu en andere mensen van jouw groep. Helaas hebben we er geen artikel uit kunnen
slepen,, maar naar mijn idee was het toch de moeite waard.

Marcelle:: Ik wil jou heel erg bedanken voor de fijne tijd die we samen hebben door
gebracht.. Druk doende met het in vitro cappen van mijn transcripten en
bindingstudiess met cap-bindende factoren hebben we heel wat afgepraat. En ik
herinnerr me nog goed dat we samen gezellig een keer in Utrecht wat hebben
gedronken.. De afgelopen jaarwisseling heb ik nog een kerstkaart van je gehad wat ik
heell erg waardeer. Als je me nu even jouw adres geeft dan kan ik jou de volgende
keerr ook een kaart sturen. En de uitnodiging om eens langs te komen geldt nog steeds.
Daarbijj moet ik even vermelden dat ik inmiddels ben verhuist.
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Dr.. Olivier Destree: Ik heb een of twee dagen gebruik kunnen maken van de
faciliteitenn van jouw laboratorium. De experimenten die je kunt uitvoeren met
oocytenn zijn uniek en ik vind het dan ook jammer dat het uiteindelijk toch te
tijdrovendd bleek te zijn om er mee door te gaan. Desondanks vond ik het leuk om een
kijkjee bij jullie te hebben genomen.
Alikee : Tijdens de paar maanden in het Kruytgebouw, waar we elkaar leerden kennen,
hebbenn we niet zo heel veel met elkaar te doen gehad. Later heb je mij op het
Hubrechtt Lab. voor een of twee dagen geholpen met de oocytproeven. Dit ondanks
datjee het erg druk had met je eigen promotie-onderzoek. Ik wens je veel succes en
plezierr met de verdediging van jouw eigen proefschrift.

Dr.. Anders Virtanen: Thanks for the fruitful! collaboration and the kind gifts of
polyadenylationn factors and cell nuclear extracts. We have met twice, in Aarhus and
inn Oxford, and it was a great pleasure for me to discuss my results while drinking beer
att the bar. Unfortunately I was not able to come to Uppsala to collaborate.
Wim:: Het was een heel karwei, maar nu is het dan echt af. Bedankt voor het maken en
hett steeds opnieuw verbeteren van de vele figuren.
Dick:: Ik ben je erg erkentelijk, omdat je datgene hebt gedaan waar ik echt helemaal
geenn zin in had, namelijk het maken van de voorkant van mijn proefschrift.

Mark:: Ik weet dat ik thuis nooit zoveel over rn'n werk praatte, maar dat ik de
frustratiess niet altijd buiten de deur heb kunnen laten. Je hebt me altijd flink geholpen
mett computerprobleempjes. Bovendien heb je me, toen we nog in Wageningen
woonden,, dag in dag uit op de trein gezet, zodat ik op tijd op m'n werk zou komen.
Bedanktt voor alles. Heb je toch je zin
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CURRICULUMCURRICULUM VITAE
Ikk ben geboren op 23 januari 1969 te Emmen. Na het behalen van het VWO diploma
aann de Gemeentelijke Scholengemeenschap te Emmen heb ik Planteziektcnkunde in
Wageningenn gestudeerd. Het doctoraal diploma Planteziektenkunde is behaald in
septemberr 1995. Toen was ik reeds werkzaam als aio bij de afdeling Humane
Retrovirologiee op het Academisch Medisch Centrum te Amsterdam. Het onderzoek
richttee zich op het bepalen van de functie van een haarspeld structuur binnen het HIV11 RNA genoom. De resultaten van het onderzoek staan beschreven in dit proefschrift.
Dee jaren van promotie-onderzoek gaven mij niet alleen de gelegenheid om onderzoek
tee doen naar het HIV-1 virus, maar ook naar het "wereldje" van de wetenschap en
naarr mezelf. Er zijn in deze jaren vele conclusies getrokken, zowel wetenschappelijk
alss op het persoonlijke vlak. Begin dit jaar heb ik definitief besloten geen postdoc
positiee te ambiëren, maar op zoek te gaan naar een functie waarbij sociale contacten
enn het begeleiden van mensen centraal staan. Inmiddels heb ik een functie als deze
gevondenn en sinds juni 2000 werk ik op het arbeidsbureau te Hilversum. Daarnaast
hebb ik besloten om volgend jaar te beginnen met een deeltijdstudie psychologie aan
dee Universiteit van Amsterdam.
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